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A B S T R A C T
Recent advances in medical image computing have allowed auto-
mated systems to closely assist physicians in patient therapy. Com-
putational and personalized patient models benefit diagnosis, prog-
nosis and treatment planning, with a decreased risk for the patient,
as well as potentially lower cost. HeartFlow Inc. is a successful ex-
ample of a company providing such a service in the cardiovascular
context. Based on patient-specific vascular model extracted from X-
ray CT images, they identify functionally significant disease in large
coronary arteries. Their combined anatomical and functional analy-
sis is nonetheless limited by the image resolution. At the downstream
scale, a functional exam called Myocardium Perfusion Imaging (MPI)
highlights myocardium regions with blood flow deficit. However,
MPI does not functionally relate perfusion to the upstream coronary
disease.
The goal of our project is to build the functional bridge between
coronary and myocardium, by extrapolating the functional analysis
from large coronary toward the capillary bed. This objective requires
extension from the coronary model down to the microvasculature
combined with a functional analysis leading to the myocardium com-
partment.
We expand a tree generation method subjected to functional princi-
ples, named Constrained Constructive Optimization, to generate mul-
tiple competing vascular trees. The algorithm simulates angiogenesis
under vascular volume minimization with flow-related and geomet-
rical constraints, adapting the simultaneous tree growths to patient
priors. This method provides a hybrid image-based and synthetic ge-
ometric model, starting from segmented epicardium coronary down
to synthetic arterioles, filling the left ventricle myocardium.
We then build a multiscale functional analysis pipeline to allow
blood flow simulation from the coronaries to the myocardium. This
is achieved with a 1D coronary model compatible with the hybrid
vasculature, and a spatial blood flow distribution analysis of the ter-
minal segments. The latter is performed using a similar nomenclature
to MPI, to enable patient-specific comparison with functional ground-
truth data.
We connected the vascular anatomy to blood flow distribution in
the myocardium on several patient datasets. This multiscale frame-
work points out several leads to refine the vascular network genera-
tion and fluid simulation methods. This patient-specific anatomical
and functional extrapolation is a first gateway toward myocardium
perfusion from X-ray CT data. Building such personalized compu-
v
tational model of patient could potentially help investigating cardio-
vascular complex physio-pathology, and, finally, improve the patient
care.
Keywords:
patient specific modeling - cardiac vascular network generation - func-
tional analysis - coronary arteries - myocardium perfusion
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R É S U M É
De nos jours, les progrès de l’informatisation de l’imagerie médi-
cale assistent au plus près les médecins dans leur soin au patient. Des
modèles personnalisés computationnels sont utilisés pour le diagnos-
tique, prognostique et plannification du traitement, en diminuant les
risques pour le patient, et potentiellement les frais médicaux.
Heartflow est l’exemple même d’une compagnie qui réussit ce ser-
vice dans le domaine cardiovasculaire. À partir d’un modèle extrait
d’images tomographiques rayons X, les lésions avec impact fonction-
nel sont identifiées dans les artères coronaires. Cette analyse qui com-
bine l’anatomie à la fonction est néanmoins limitée par la résolution
de l’image. En aval de ces larges vaisseaux, un examen fonctionnel dé-
nommé Imagerie de Perfusion du Myocarde (IPM) met en évidence
les régions du myocarde affectées par un déficit de flux sanguin. Ce-
pendant, l’IPM n’établie pas de relation fonctionnelle avec les larges
vaisseaux coronaires lésés en amont.
L’objectif de ce projet est de construire la connection fonctionnelle
entre les coronaires et le myocarde, en extrapolant l’analyse fonction-
nelle depuis les larges vaisseaux vers le lit capillaire. À cette fin, il faut
étendre le modèle vasculaire jusqu’aux microvaisseaux, et mener une
analyse fonctionnelle en direction du compartement myocardique.
Nous étendons une méthode de génération d’arbre vasculaire ba-
sée sur la satisfaction de principes fonctionnels, nommée Constrained
Constructive Optimization (Optimization Constructive sous Contraintes),
pour qu’elle s’applique à de multiples arbres vasculaires en compéti-
tion. L’algorithme simule l’angiogénese avec minimisation du volume
vasculaire sous contraintes de flux et de géométrie adaptant la crois-
sance simultanée des arbres aux caractéristiques du patient. Cette mé-
thode fournit un modèle hybride composé de coronaires épicardiales
extraites d’images et de vaisseaux synthétiques jusqu’aux artérioles,
emplissant le ventricule gauche du myocarde.
Puis, nous construisons un pipeline d’analyse fonctionnelle multi-
échelle pour étendre la simulation de flux depuis les coronaires vers
le myocarde. Cela consiste en un modèle de flux coronaire 1D com-
patible avec la vasculature hybride, et l’analyse de la distribution spa-
tiale des flux provenant des segments terminaux. Cette dernière est
réalisée dans une nomenclature similaire à celle de l’IPM pour per-
mettre la comparaison avec des données de vérité terrain fonction-
nelles.
Nous avons relié l’anatomie du réseau vasculaire à la distribution
de flux dans le myocarde pour plusieurs patients. Cette analyse multi-
échelle permet d’identifier des pistes pour affiner les méthodes de gé-
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nération vasculaire et de simulation de flux. Cette extrapolation anato-
mique et fonctionnelle personnalisée est une première passerelle pour
la simulation de perfusion du myocarde à partir d’imagerie tomogra-
phique scanner. La construction d’un tel modèle computationnel per-
sonnalisé pourrait aider à la compréhension de la physio-pathologie
cardiovasculaire complexe et, enfin, à la santé du patient.
Mots clefs :
modèle personnalisé du patient - génération de réseau vasculaire car-
diaque - analyse fonctionnelle - artères coronaires - perfusion du myo-
carde
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R É S U M É L O N G
De nos jours, les progrès de l’informatisation de l’imagerie médi-
cale assistent au plus près les médecins dans leur soin au patient.
Les avancées de l’imagerie médicale permettent d’acquérir divers si-
gnaux avec une large gamme de résolution spatiale et temporelle. Par
ailleurs, des phénomènes physiologiques tel que l’hémodynamique
par exemple, sont à présent simulés à l’aide de modèle numériques
génériques. En personnalisant ces simulations à l’aide d’images ana-
tomiques ou fonctionelles du patient, on peut ainsi construire des
modèles personnalisés computationnels. Ceux-ci sont utilisés pour
le diagnostique, le prognostique et la planification du traitement. Ils
améliorent ainsi l’accompagnement thérapeutique du patient en di-
minuant les risques, et potentiellement les frais médicaux.
Heartflow est l’exemple même d’une compagnie qui réussit ce ser-
vice dans le domaine cardiovasculaire. L’entreprise propose une solu-
tion non invasive pour le diagnostique des lésions dans les vaisseaux
coronaires : FFRct, illustrée en figure 1a. La géométrie des artères co-
ronaires du patient est extraite à partir d’une image tomographique
du coeur par rayons X. Dans ce modèle anatomique personnalisé, le
flux sanguin est simulé. Ainsi, ce processus identifie les lésions qui
impactent la fonction de transport du sang dans les artères coronaires.
Cette analyse, qui combine l’anatomie à la fonction, est néanmoins li-
mitée par la résolution de l’image.
En aval de ces larges vaisseaux, un examen fonctionnel dénommé
Imagerie de Perfusion du Myocarde (IPM) permet de quantifier le
sang transporté dans le tissu musculaire du coeur. Le résultat est pro-
duit sous forme d’une cartographie polaire du myocarde, illustré en
figure 1b. Cet examen consiste à détecter la distribution d’un agent
de contraste dans le tissu, en soumettant le patient à des conditions
de repos et de stress. La comparaison de ces deux situations met en
évidence les régions du myocarde affectées par un déficit de flux san-
guin. Cependant, l’IPM n’établit pas de relation fonctionnelle avec les
larges vaisseaux coronaires lésés en amont.
L’objectif de ce projet est de construire la connection fonctionnelle
entre les coronaires et le myocarde, en extrapolant l’analyse hémody-
namique depuis les larges vaisseaux vers le lit capillaire. À cette fin,
il faut étendre le réseau vasculaire du patient jusqu’aux microvais-
seaux, et mener une analyse fonctionnelle en direction du comparti-
ment myocardique. Sachant que l’examen IPM ne fournit une vérité
terrain que pour le ventricule gauche du myocarde, nous concentrons
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(a) (b)
Figure 1 – Illustration de deux examens pour le diagnostique de patholo-
gies coronariennes. (a) FFRct, processus de l’outil diagnostique.
(b) : IMP par examen water-PET, exemple de résultat de patient
malade. Haut : stress (gauche) et repos (droite). Bas : ratio des re-
sultats stress et repos, dit réserve. Dans cet exemple, on observe
une section sur la gauche particulièrement déficitaire.
notre travail sur cette seule chambre cardiaque.
Plusieurs méthodes pour générer des réseaux vasculaires en terri-
toire contraint existent, mais aucune n’a été appliquée pour l’exten-
sion de coronaires spécifiques d’un patient. Dans cet objectif, nous
nous sommes intéréssés à une méthode nommée Constrained Construc-
tive Optimization (Optimisation Constructive sous Contraintes). Celle-
ci consiste à simuler l’angiogénèse, la croissance du réseau vasculaire
concomitante du tissu perfusé. Cette méthode repose sur la satisfac-
tion de plusieurs principes fonctionnels. Notamment, elle considère
une distribution homogène des flux dans le territoire perfusé, et elle
minimise l’énergie du réseau vasculaire, symbolisée par son volume
total. De plus, elle garantit la satisfaction de lois hémodynamiques à
l’échelle d’une bifurcation et de l’arbre entier. Cet algorithme de gé-
nération d’un arbre vasculaire a évolué : initialement en 2D, puis en
3D, ensuite impliquant une croissance par étape, et enfin adapté à la
forme concave du ventricule, cf figure 2. Cependant, cette méthode
ne génère qu’un seul arbre vasculaire dans un territoire simulé.
Inspirée de la CCO, nous proposons donc une méthode innovante
afin de générer plusieurs arbres vasculaires, et respecter les caractéris-
tiques du patient : CCO Forest. Dans cette méthode, la croissance si-
multanée, et donc compétitive, des arbres vasculaires est guidée par le
flux associé à chaque arbre. Nous avons établi une preuve de concept
en territoire simulé 2D, présentée en figure 3. Elle démontre que le ter-
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ritoire perfusé obtenu est proportionnel au flux de l’arbre vasculaire,
ce qui est cohérent avec la littérature.s
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2 – Evolution de l’algorithme CCO : visuel des résultats de (a) CCO
en 2D [85],(b) CCO en 3D [54], (c) CCO avec croissance par étape
[55], (d) CCO non convexe pour le ventricule [86]
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3 – Illustration de la preuve de concept de CCO Forest en territoires
simulés non convexes, avec divers flux q, pour deux arbres (celui
du haut : "h", celui du bas : "b"). (a) : qh = qb. (b) : qh = 2qb.
(c) : qh = 9qb. Le dégradé de couleurs représente la distance à
la concavité centrale.
Afin de personnaliser cette méthode pour les données de patients,
nous utilisons la segmentation des gros vaisseaux et du ventricule, ex-
traits de la tomographie rayons X. Nous distribuons des arbres vascu-
laires synthétiques à chaque extrémité et le long du réseau segmenté,
selon un modèle statistique issu de la littérature. Nous associons à
chacun des arbres un flux proportionel à son diamètre. Nous initia-
lisons chaque arbre avec un premier segment qui le relie à la sur-
face du ventricule. Puis, nous effectuons une croissance de la forêt
d’arbres vasculaires en deux étapes : d’abord sur la surface du ventri-
cule, et ensuite dans son volume entier. Afin d’obtenir une cohérence
avec le réseau segmenté, lors de la croissance des arbres nous appli-
quons des contraintes géométriques angulaires, et rejetons tout seg-
ment intersectant les vaisseaux pré-existants. La méthode est illustrée
dans la figure 4. Elle produit un modèle hybride composé des coro-
naires extraites d’images et de segments synthétiques jusqu’aux arté-
rioles, emplissant le ventricule gauche du myocarde. Nous avons ap-
pliqué CCO Forest sur 6 patients, produisant un réseau vasculaire de
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6000 segments terminaux chacun. L’algorithme démontre robustesse
et répétabilité. Les caractéristiques morphométriques des réseaux hy-
brides obtenus montrent un bonne corrélation avec les statistiques de
la littérature.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4 – Illustration de CCO Forest sur un patient. (a) : éléments initiaux
fournis à l’algorithme. (b) : distribution du premier segment de
chaque arbre connectant à la surface du ventricule. (c) : crois-
sance en surface, jusqu’à obtenir 1000 segments terminaux. (d) :
croissance dans le volume, atteignant 6000 segments terminaux.
Afin d’analyser les propriétés fonctionnelles des réseaux générés,
et de permettre la comparaison avec la vérité terrain, nous construi-
sons un pipeline d’analyse fonctionnelle multi-échelle qui étend la
simulation de flux depuis les coronaires vers le myocarde. Celui-ci se
compose de trois outils.
(a) (b)
Figure 5 – Visualisation des résultats des deux premières étapes du pipe-
line d’analyse fonctionnelle. (a) Simulation des pressions dans le
réseau hybride avec notre modèle 1D Navier-Stokes. (b) Distri-
bution des flux des segments terminaux dans le myocarde.
Tout d’abord, nous simulons le flux sanguin dans le réseau hy-
bride à l’aide d’un modèle de flux artériel 1D résolvant le système
d’équations de Navier-Stokes. Ce modèle est construit pour simuler
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des conditions de repos ou de stress similaire à celui impliqué pour
l’examen d’IPM. Il est construit avec l’hypothèse d’un fluide idéalisé,
au flux non turbulent, en régime constant. Les conditions aux limites
imposent une pression aortique de référence à l’entrée des coronaires,
et des flux déterminés aux segments terminaux, qui sont actualisés
au fur et à mesure des itérations. La résolution du système fournit les
champs de pression et de flux dans l’ensemble du réseau vasculaire.
La figure 5a illustre les pressions obtenues sur l’exemple d’un patient
en condition de repos.
Puis, nous analysons la distribution spatiale des flux aux segments
terminaux. Pour cela nous divisons le myocarde en une multitude
de sous-volumes, et comptabilisons les flux des segments terminaux
dans chacun d’entre eux. Cette estimation des flux à l’échelle du myo-
carde est illustrée en figure 5b. Elle permet d’étudier les intervalles
de distribution de flux à l’échelle globale et locale, pour les comparer
à ceux de la littérature.
Enfin, nous transposons cette distribution de flux dans le format
de cartographie polaire similaire à l’IPM, visible en figure 6. À cette
fin, nous décomposons le ventricule en 17 régions, selon un système
de coordonnées polaires correspondant à la nomenclature de la lit-
térature. Les flux associés à ces régions sont ensuite projetés sur la
cartographie 2D représentant le ventricule. Cette représentation per-
met une comparaison qualitative et quantitative avec les données de
vérité terrain IMP.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6 – Conversion vers le format de cartographie polaire IPM. (a) Dé-
composition du myocarde en 17 régions selon la nomenclature
de référence. Les ellipsoïdes rouges définissent les axes du sys-
tème de coordonnée polaires. (b) et (c) Projection de la distribu-
tion des flux aux segments terminaux de chaque région dans la
cartographie 2D. Résultat en condition de repos (b), et de stress
(c).
Nous avons appliqué ce pipeline sur 4 réseaux hybrides de patients
peu symptomatiques. Les valeurs de flux, pressions et résistances
dans les vaisseaux sont cohérentes avec la littérature. Cependant la
distribution des flux à l’échelle du myocarde présente une hétéro-
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généité non physiologique, responsable d’un manque de corrélation
avec les données de vérité terrain. Le pipeline met donc en évidence
les caractéristiques à améliorer.
Nous avons relié l’anatomie du réseau vasculaire à la distribution
de flux dans le myocarde pour plusieurs patients. Cette analyse multi-
échelle permet d’identifier des pistes pour affiner les méthodes de
génération vasculaire et de simulation de flux.
Des améliorations indépendantes, à chaque étape du processus,
peuvent désormais être mises en place et leur impact analysé sur l’en-
semble de la chaîne. Notamment, pour la génération du réseau vascu-
laire, le nombre de segments terminaux et leur distribution en surface
ou dans le volume peuvent être étudiés pour identifier un paramé-
trage spécifique du patient. De plus, l’extrapolation des flux vers le
myocarde pourrait être simulée avec un modèle plus représentatif de
la physiologie : un modèle poreux correspondant au lit capillaire du
myocarde, couplé au modèle de flux dans les vaisseaux. Également,
la résolution et palette de couleurs de la cartographie polaire seront
améliorées pour affiner la comparaison qualitative avec les données
de vérité terrain. Par ailleurs, la validation de ce processus devra être
effectuée sur un plus grand panel de patients. Ce panel inclura des
données avec une unique lésion aiguë du coronaire dont les consé-
quences sur la perfusion du myocarde seront clairement identifiées
dans les données IPM.
Cette extrapolation anatomique et fonctionnelle personnalisée est
une première passerelle pour la simulation de perfusion du myocarde
à partir d’imagerie tomographique scanner. La construction d’un tel
modèle computationnel personnalisé fournirait de nombreuses pers-
pectives. En particulier, ce modèle permettrait d’affiner les simula-
tions de flux menées dans les larges coronaires pour FFRct, en four-
nissant des conditions aux limites plus proches des caractéristiques
du patient. De plus, la résolution de problèmes inverses via ce modèle
améliorerait la planification du traitement. Ce modèle pourrait être
élargi au ventricule droit et à l’ensemble des chambres cardiaques,
pour produire une analyse plus complète du système. Dans une même
approche, cette extrapolation anatomique et fonctionnelle pourrait
être appliquée à d’autres organes. De tels modèles computationnels
personnalisés bénéficieraient à la compréhension de physio-pathologies
complexes et, enfin, à la santé du patient.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1

I N T R O D U C T I O N
personalized computational patient
Nowadays, computer science assists physicians in many aspects of
patient care.
Medical informations have become mostly digitized: anatomical
and physiological parameters are stored in medical record, tracked by
sensors via monitoring, or imaging techniques. Technology progress
has enabled the acquisition of various signals from genetics to phe-
notype expression, and digitize them. Such acquired signals can be
very rich in content, from scalar value to multiple dimension matri-
ces, thus computer science also provides tools to organize and classify
them. These tools can sometimes help physicians to confront the pa-
tient information with generic statistical models, in order to detect
discrepancies.
In parallel, development has also occurred in the modeling field,
to describe and simulate function of living organism at all scales:
from the atomic to the whole body scale via molecular interaction,
cellular metabolism, and organ systems. These models are derived
from biology, physics, chemistry and mathematical laws describing
a functional process, that have been theoretically and experimentally
validated on many occurrences.
These two fields, digitized patient and functional modeling, have
naturally converged to patient-specific modeling.
Medical imaging has shown spectacular progress in the last decades.
It provides now a huge panel of spatial and time resolution, from
cellular to macroscopique scale. Combined with extensive models
of physiology, medical imaging provides powerful instruments: per-
sonalized computational patient models, as termed in particular by
Nicolas Ayache [5]. These instruments are defined by a generic com-
putational model adapted to patient characteristics acquired from
anatomical or functional imaging. These models provide quantifi-
cation useful for diagnostic, predict pathological evolution or therapy
effect, conduct treatment planning and even intervention assistance
(with robotization, virtual or augmented reality). They allow to sim-
ulate, learn and predict via less invasive exams, to improve patient
care.
The personalized computational patient model has taken the re-
search world by storm, connecting clinical, industrial and academia
with many collaborations. Current organ related projects mostly fo-
3
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cus on brain and cardiovascular diseases. National and international
organization like the Brain initiative (USA, starting in 2013), human
brain Project (Europe, starting in 2013) bring researchers together
from public and private fields to cooperate. Similarly in cardiovas-
cular, the euHeart project set up by the European Commission from
2008 to 2012, with 16 partners, involving in particular Philips, has con-
tributed to better healthcare, device innovation, and the Virtual Phys-
iological Human environment. Now the Living Heart project leaded
by Dassault, with close to 100 partners, is currently investigating sev-
eral possibilities for patient specific modeling, pushing forward its
use in all medical aspects.
HeartFlow Inc is a successful pioneer in medical service provided
from personalized computational patient modeling. They propose a
non-invasive solution for coronary artery disease diagnostic, which
is detailed in the next section. With more than 10 000 patients having
so far benefited from HeartFlow’s analysis, the company is revolu-
tionizing cardiovascular clinical care. Accounting for more than 150
patents and publications, the company looks forward to improving
patient care with innovative techniques. HeartFlow sponsored this
academical research project, and invited the VU Medical Center car-
diology team to join it as a clinical partner. On the academic side,
this project assembled researchers from Laboratoire d’Informatique
Gaspard Monge (LIGM) at Université Paris Est and REO team of IN-
RIA. The LIGM A3SI team contributed with skills in image analysis,
image processing and optimization while the REO project-team of IN-
RIA provided expertise in numerical simulation of biological flows
and cardiac electrophysiology.
coronary artery disease
Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading cause of death world-
wide, affecting millions of people in both developed and developing
countries. It is caused by atherosclerosis: build up of fats, cholesterol
and other substances in the coronary artery walls, resulting in waxy
plaques. If these lesions restrict blood flow, this can lead to ischemia,
which damages the heart muscle.
Biomedical research has brought up several kinds of therapy to
prevent or cure CHD. According to a severity triage, the patient can
be treated with drug medical therapy, implanted stent, or bypass
surgery, as shown in Figure 7.
Risk to the patient and costs increase at each of these steps. Hence
assessment of disease severity is a crucial parameter to to provide the
best care to the patient. This triage can be established from different
exams, which can be divided into two groups. One group of exams
focuses exclusively on the anatomy (e.g. are there significant steno-
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Figure 7 – Treatments for coronary artery disease according to severity.
sis that may benefit from stenting?), while other modalities focus on
physiology and function (i.e. are there regions of myocardial muscle
tissue under-perfused as a result of these stenoses? is flow obstructed
inside coronaries?).In the functional group, Fractional Flow Reserve
(FFR) is a gold standard exam to measure pressure in the vessel be-
fore and after the lesion using a pressure sensor catheter during an
invasive coronary exam [78], [29].
HeartFlow has developed the first non invasive cardiac exam bridg-
ing anatomy and physiology fields: FFRct, standing for "FFR esti-
mated from Computed Tomography". The process is presented in
figure 8. It relies on X-Ray CT, an exam to acquire a 3D anatomi-
cal image. The acquisition is achieved following standard protocol
defined by the Society of Cardiovascular CT [2]. In the produced car-
diac image, vessels are detected and segmented with a proprietary
process to build a 3D model of the arteries. The model accuracy is
highly relevant thus it is verified by experts after automatic computa-
tion. The personalized 3D model is then used to simulate blood flow
and calculate blood pressure, in order to assess global disease severity
and detect hemodynamically significant lesions on the coronary tree
[97]. Hence FFRct links both anatomical and functional analysis of
the coronaries. However this exam does not provide the relationship
between vessel disease and the affected myocardium territory.
cardiac perfusion
Myocardium Perfusion Imaging (MPI) provides local information
about the amount of oxygenated blood transported to the myocardium.
The comparison between rest and stress conditions highlights the re-
gions with a perfusion deficit. Contrast attenuation maps are created
which are overlaid on the left ventricle representation, and possibly
correlated with coronary images. Physicians use this type of exam to
estimate blood transport from the coronary compartment to the my-
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Figure 8 – FFRct: process of the diagnosis tool
ocardium. Depending on the MPI modality, the myocardial blood
flow (MBF) measure can be qualitative: with only a visual analy-
sis; semi-quantitative: using the relative difference between rest and
stress; or quantitative: by providing the absolute MBF value. The two
latter measures have the advantage of minimizing the subjective influ-
ence of the analyst. However, the absolute MBF can only be obtained
from dynamic acquisition.
Cardiac perfusion modalities
Four major modalities currently exist in MPI, relying on different
physical principles.
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) measures
a radioisotope contrast agent concentration via the detection of single
photon emission resulting from the radioisotope desintegration. It is
the most commonly used in clinic. It provides qualitative and semi-
quantitative measures [73]. For research purpose images are acquired
dynamically in order to obtain quantitative measures. Because of its
lowest resolution, SPECT demonstrates lower sensitivity and speci-
ficity than other MPI modalities.
Positron Emission Tomographie (PET) measures radiotracer con-
centration by detecting an indirectly produced correlated pair of pho-
ton. This modality is routinely used to provide qualitative and semi-
quantitative measures [104], but can additionally provides absolute
MBF when acquired dynamically. This modality necessitates a high
equipment cost for the radiotracer production.
Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CMR) measures molecular
relaxation time shortening under nuclear magnetization, which is pro-
portional to the concentration of contrast agent. This modality is
mainly interpreted with visual analysis for clinical purpose [73]. The
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measure of absolute MBF is currently only performed in research
[104] due to relatively complex post processing steps.
CT Perfusion (PCT) measures the X-Ray attenuation of an injected
contrast agent. Because of radiation exposure, it is mostly applied
as a static imaging process on patients, consequently providing only
qualitative and semi-quantitative measures [104].
The typical output of MPI is a 2D representation of the myocardium
perfusion decomposed into 13 or 17 regions, called a polar map.
Based on statistical distributions, these regions correspond to coro-
nary vessel territory, that help identify the main diseased vessels.
Several work have associated MPI to coronary anatomical imaging
in order to relate vessel disease to perfusion defect [13], [27]. However
they only provide a spatial relationship and requires to double the
number of exam for the patient. Thus all MPI modalities share the
similar limitations:
— In clinical practice no quantitative measure is provided, only the
relative perfusion between territories is assessed, which makes
analysis dependent on the identification of normal perfusion
regions. Without an absolute MBF measure, there is no blood
transport quantification available in this exam: only quantifica-
tion in the myocardium compartment.
— The correspondence established between obstructive coronary
artery lesions and myocardial regions with a perfusion defect
is only a spatial one derived from group statistics and is not
patient-specific.
— There is a gap between the visible vascular anatomy and my-
ocardium flow distribution. In this gap physicians are mak-
ing assumptions about the vessels that are too small to image,
the microvasculature distribution and how blood is transported
through the vascular system.
— The most common perfusion tests are expensive and require
injection of a radioactive contrast agent that increases a patient’s
radiation exposure.
Consequently, MPI is not able to functionally relate myocardium
perfusion to obstructive disease in the large coronary arteries. This
prevents accurate identification of the vessels that may benefit from
revascularization therapies such as coronary stenting or coronary artery
bypass grafting.
However, Lo et al. have shared some evidence [26] demonstrating
MPI information can beneficial to blood flow modeling in diseased
coronaries. This work-in-progress illustrates the value of the func-
tional relationship between coronary and myocardium compartments.
Extending the functional coronary information from FFRct with in-
formation on patient specific myocardium perfusion would enable
practitioners to accurately assess the perfusion system and quantify
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it. Such a tool would relate lesions directly with the impacted myocar-
dial tissue and thereby overcome the above-mentioned downsides of
MPI. Moreover, in contrast with other perfusion techniques, no addi-
tional perfusion exam would be needed.
objective
The goal of this project is to extend the functional analysis of FFRct
from the coronaries to the myocardium compartment. This requires
the extension of the coronary model to microvasculature scale com-
bined with a functional analysis leading to the myocardium. As in
MPI, this blood flow simulation will focus on the left ventricle my-
ocardium.
Extend the coronary model to microvasculature scale
HeartFlow’s coronary tree model provides the main vessels and
sub-branches. This coronary tree should be extended to arteriole ves-
sels in order to populate the left myocardium compartment. The
space filling coronary model has to respect anatomical and physio-
logical constraints of the patient. It can potentially be modeled as an
optimization problem with topological requirements and an energy
formulation.
Functional analysis pipeline
A set of instruments to analyze the blood transport function of the
generated vascular model needs to be produced. This pipeline re-
lies on hemodynamics law applied to the patient-specific vasculature,
for two physiological conditions: rest and stress. It should provide
a blood flow distribution analysis within the left myocardium, and
should enable comparison with MPI ground-truth data.
This manuscript is divided in two parts.
The first one focuses on the vascular network generation. The first
chapter introduces the cardiovascular anatomy and provides a review
of vascular generation model that can be found in the literature. We
propose a method for patient-specific vascular network generation
in chapter 2. The third chapter analyzes morphometry of the re-
sults obtained when applying this method to a set of patients. In
the fourth chapter we compare our proposal with an algorithmic al-
ternative, then we discuss perspectives and validation in the chapter
5.
The second part of this work provides a functional analysis of the
generated vasculature. We introduce the cardiovascular function and
blood flow modeling state of the art in the chapter 6. In the next
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chapter, we propose a method for vessel blood flow modeling com-
patible with our vascular model. Chapter 8 provides the combination
of functional analysis tools to assess blood flow distribution in the
vessels and the myocardium. We discuss this pipeline in chapter 9.
Finally we summarize our contributions, discuss limitation, valida-
tion and perspectives in the conclusion.

Part I
VA S C U L A R M O D E L G E N E R AT I O N
In this part we present the vascular model generation work.
In the first chapter we introduce the context of this topic,
cardiovascular anatomy, and current state of the art. Then
in a second chapter we describe our method to gener-
ate patient-specific vascular network. In the third chap-
ter we present the results obtained for several patients.
The fourth chapter compares results of the current method
with an alternative form of the algorithm. And finally in
the fifth chapter we discuss perspectives and validation.

1
C O N T E X T
1.1 cardiovascular anatomy
1.1.1 Heart anatomy
The human heart is a muscular organ that pumps blood via the cir-
culatory system throughout the body. It is composed of 4 chambers,
presented in Figure 9.
Figure 9 – Heart anatomy, figure from WebMD [106]
— The atria, two superior chambers, receive the blood from veins:
— The right atrium receives blood returning from the body via
the superior and inferior vena cavae.
— The left atrium receives the oxygenated blood via the pul-
monary veins.
— The ventricles, two inferior chambers, which receive blood from
each respective atrium via valves, and propel it out of the heart.
— The right ventricle pumps blood through the pulmonary
artery to the lungs for oxygenation.
— The left ventricle pumps oxygenated blood via the aorta
throughout the body.
The walls of the heart chambers are primarily composed of cardiac
muscle. The myocardium is a single unit functional cardiac muscle,
whose cells all contract simultaneously. The two ventricles form a
myocardium, and the two atria form a second one. In this project,
we will focus on the ventricle myocardium (referred in this paper as
myocardium).
The heart wall is defined by 3 layers, see figure 10.
— The epicardium covers the surface of the heart, it functions as a
protective layer.
— The myocardium (or mid-layer) is the muscular wall of the
heart consisting of cardiac muscle cells wrapping around the
myocardium in a spiral.
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— The endocardium covers the inner surface of the heart, it delin-
eates the blood pools of each ventricle.
The whole heart is enclosed in a pericardial sac containing serous
fluid, that minimizes friction during heart contractions. The largest
coronaries lay within this pericardial cavity along the epicardium.
Figure 10 – Heart wall (figure from Weinhaus [8])
1.1.2 Coronary tree
As with all organs, the heart requires a blood supply. The aorta
gives rise to arteries, which bring blood to the myocardium.
Epicardial arteries, referring to arteries on the heart surface, are
called coronaries because of their (upside down) crown shape. Small
arteries arise from these epicardium vessels to perforate the myocardium
wall, bringing blood to muscle cells toward the endocardium, cf Fig-
ure 11 (a). The arteries subdivide into arterioles (100–300µm diame-
ter), that keep subdividing themselves, becoming thinner and thinner
to end as millions of capillaries (5–10µm diameter).
(a) (b)
Figure 11 – Coronary anatomy. (a) The whole coronary artery tree: from
epicardial vessels to arterioles. (b) Main coronary arteries aris-
ing from aorta: RCA, LAD and LCX. Figure from Texas Heart
Institute [1].
Coronary arteries are presented in figure Figure 11 (b), they arise
on aorta from two origin points called ostia.
— One ostium is located on the right side of the aorta, above the
right ventricle. It corresponds to the origin of the Right Coro-
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nary Artery (RCA). This main vessel runs on the right side of
the myocardium, and often reaches the posterior side of the left
myocardium.
— One ostium is located superior to the left ventricle on the aorta,
corresponding to the Left Main root (LM). This coronary is di-
vided into two main segments : Left Anterior Descending (LAD)
and Left Circumflex (LCX). Both theses main vessels run on the
left side of the myocardium.
Biologically, coronary tree dominance is defined according to the
main artery innervated by the atrioventricular node. This establishes
the major difference in anatomic structures [30] :
— A right dominant coronary tree presents a major RCA vessel to
supply the posterior side of the myocardium. Approximately
70% of people have a right dominant coronary tree.
— A left dominant coronary tree has a major LCX vessel to sup-
ply the posterior side, it is presented in approximately 20% of
people.
— A co-dominant coronary tree, existing in 10% of people, is equiv-
alently blood supplied by both RCA and LCX.
1.1.2.1 Detailed coronary organization
Originally, detailed coronary anatomy studies were conducted ex
vivo through vascular casting and histology on sectioned myocardium
tissues. Because of ethical constraints relating to such protocol, coro-
nary anatomy has first been mainly studied on pigs [59], [105], [60],
[101]. Kassab’s work [59] is a major reference providing the first, still
most complete statistical data of the entire porcine coronary vascula-
ture. However the information for vessels below 0.4mm in diameter
are independents from their parents: the histological study does not
enable to connect micro-vasculature to the larger diameter arteries. A
few studies on human coronaries were conducted on small amount
of post mortem data [113], but only focused on epicardial vessels [65].
In addition of statistical analysis, these studies enabled to observe
a physiological principle of minimum work previously defined by
Murray [74]. This principle applies on bifurcation level to relate par-
ent and children radii with a power law. Zhou et al. have generalized
this principle to tree scale, and validated it on Kassab’s statistical
data [114]. From this study they provide a stem-crown scaling rela-
tionship connecting stem diameter and subtree volume with a power
law. Later on, Kassab et al. [57] show that this principle applies in
other vascular and pulmonary trees, to minimize both cost of the tree
structure construction, and fluid conduction. At the micro-vascular
scale, the histology studies highlighted capillary organization follows
myocytes (muscular cells) orientation.
In the last decades, progress in imaging technologies have enabled
to provide whole heart visualization, with semi or fully automatic
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measurements of the extracted coronary model. X-ray angiography
(on human [25], or dogs [95]), and CT ([111]) allow the analysis of
large to small coronaries. With a higher irradiation level, micro-CT
enables the visualization of smaller vessels down to a few microme-
ter in diameter, to visualize whole rats coronary network [37]. And
recently, an ex-vivo protocol, cryomicrotome fluorescence imaging
provides complete arterial coronary vasculature. It is applied on dog
and pig hearts [40], [81], and on a single human dataset, by Rivolo et
al. [81].
These imaging studies have confirmed the previously evoked stem-
crown relationship. Van Horssen et al. [39] even described a func-
tional stem-crown relationship, relating stem flow to the crown vol-
ume, and demonstrated how the scaling laws vary depending on
depth of the coronary tree. In addition, with the continuity of the
extracted structures (from macro to micro vessels) and their location
within the myocardium, Van Horssen et al. [100] highlighted a coro-
nary structure depending on myocardium layer destination. They
demonstrate that the endocardium is perfused by a small subset of
penetrating arteries.
1.1.2.2 Vascular classification
To analyze the whole coronary vasculature, several classification
methods have been established, which assign a generation between
ostium and capillary vessels to each segment.
The major classification system was defined by Strahler [94]. It
originally comes from geographical studies ([41]): it has been used
then for bronchial tree, pulmonary arteries and veins by Horsfield
[38]. Several Strahler classification methods have been proposed with
evolution:
— The first method assigns order starting from the leaves (0), and
increase order at each bifurcation.
— In the second Strahler method, a constraint is added. If gener-
ation 3 meets generation 2, parent vessel remains generation 3
(instead of 4), so method handles asymmetry.
— The third method is called Diameter Defined Strahler Order
(DD Strahler), and was created by Kassab [59]. It reproduces
Strahler’s system, but uses radii intervals to determine the gen-
eration. It defines 11 radius ranges, from generation 1, corre-
sponding to pre-capillaries (about 10µm in diameter) to gener-
ation 11, corresponding to largest epicardial coronaries (around
3mm in diameter).
1.2 state of the art
In the last two decades, advances in the medical imaging field have
enabled detailed in vivo studies of the human coronary arteries in
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health and disease [3]. However the resolution limitations of available
noninvasive medical imaging devices (CT, MRI, etc) have prevented
the detection of vessels below the epicardial level. At present only ex-
vivo acquisition protocols such as using cryomicrotomes have made
it possible to segment the microvasculature [32], a procedure that
cannot be applied on a living human heart. Consequently computer
generated vascular models have been proposed to simulate and study
the flow distribution down to the microvasculature level.
Vascular model generation methods can be classified in two cate-
gories: either derived from anatomical data or built from functional
principles.
1.2.1 Model derived from anatomical data
Many generated models are derived from anatomical data. They
use the Strahler ordering and connectivity matrix defined by Kassab
et al. from porcine hearts [59].
Single vascular trees were first generated in 2D, by Mittal et al. [70],
involving only length and diameter. This model subjected to blood
flow analyzis [71] showed a power law relationship between stem
diameter and crown flow.
Kaimovitz et al [50] adapted vascular networks to the 3D ventri-
cle geometry. They partition the network into 3 sub-networks corre-
sponding to myocardium layers: epicardium, transmural myocardium
and endocardium. For each of these they assign topology and geom-
etry according to Kassab’s morphometry (depending on main vessel
name). The reconstruction of the subnetwork is constrained to lay in
a specific space: 3D for transmural, 2D for epicardial and endocar-
dial. It ensures anatomy constraints depending on the myocardium
regions: left or right ventricle. In the end they concatenate the sub-
networks, and improve the connections with annealing algorithm.
The generated left and right coronaries are shown in figure 12. The
authors compared many morphometry characteristics of their model
with references but did not provide a functional assessment of the
generated vasculature.
Smith et al. proposed an extension of a segmented epicardial net-
work, from a canine epicardial dataset [91]. The geometry and topol-
ogy of the tree follows Kassab’s morphometry data. The spatial lo-
calization of each new edge is determined by optimizing a cost func-
tion depending on self avoidance, boundary avoidance, and hemo-
dynamic bifurcation. The result is presented in figure 13. Based
on this multiple tree generation method and Kassab’s morphometry
data, Bassingthwaihte et al. [7] have produced a coronary model for
an hemodynamic study. The model of the Left Anterior Descending
vessel (LAD) is constrained in either a slab or a cylinder space, and
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composed of ten million segments. The filling space network is not
fully satisfying as it presents small unrealistic knot-like structures.
The estimated pressure upstream and downstream for each segment
diameter does not agree with the literature for the endocardium, but
was correct for the epicardium. Despite some unrealistic features,
this anatomically derived model performs well as a starting point for
blood flow simulation demonstrating spatial flow pattern similar to
observations in normal hearts.
Figure 12 – Figures from Kaimovitz [50] : A rendering of the entire arterial
tree consisting of the epicardial, transmural and perfusion sub-
networks
Figure 13 – Figures from Smith [91] : Antero(left) and superior view (right)
of the inner ventricular surface, the extended epicardial mesh
until the generation order 6
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1.2.2 Model constructed from functional principles
Other vessel tree generation methods aim to satisfy functional prin-
ciples. They all share two main assumptions. First, flow is evenly
distributed into the perfused volume. Second, Nature attempts to
achieve its goal with minimal work. Such idea leads to the resolution
of optimization problems, where the function to be minimized can be
diversely defined.
The global optimization method introduced by Georg et al. in 2010
[31] defines random points in the perfused volume and generate the
intermediate vasculature that minimizes the total vascular volume.
The optimization produces suboptimal global structures, and goes on
until all random points are connected into a single tree. This method
has been used to generate liver vasculature which showed anatomi-
cal correspondence with statistics from experimental data, but was
not functionally assessed. Another tree generation approach was
presented, by Tawhai et al. [96] and validated for bronchial airway
models against statistical data. This approach uses a Monte Carlo re-
cursive algorithm, which constrains bifurcation angles and segment
lengths. The single tree generation methods [31] and [96] have been
validated only for convex shape territories and do not rely on fluid
dynamic law.
In contrast, the Constraint Constructive Optimization (CCO) method
proposed by Schreiner et al. [85] relies on hemodynamic principles,
and was adapted to the concave shape of the left ventricle [86]. The
CCO method consists of a single tree angiogenesis simulation gov-
erned by minimizing a target function: the total tree volume. It satis-
fies two haemodynamic laws at bifurcation scale: Murray’s law and
Poiseuille’s law (physical law defining the pressure drop in a tube).
This single tree generation algorithm has evolved from Schreiner’s
work in 2D [85], to 3D [54], then staged growth [55], and has fi-
nally been adapted to the left ventricle concave shape [86], see figure
14. Karch et al. demonstrate that flow properties of 3D simulated
models approximate experimental data well [56]. This algorithm has
also been adapted to generate connecting artery and veinous tree in
liver by Kretowski [63] to simulate CT images showing contrast agent
propagation. An extension of the algorithm was also proposed by
Blanco et al. [11], performing subdomain partitionning based on flow
distribution, before growing a single tree in each subdomain. How-
ever, if the result looks plausible, the domain partitioning has neither
been validated against ground-truth data, nor adapted to cardiac con-
cave territory.
Another recent method has been proposed by Keelan et al. [61],
that also handles non convex territory for vascular networks. It mini-
mizes pumping power and blood volume with a simulated annealing
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 14 – CCO algorithm evolution: result visualization of (a) 2D CCO
[85],(b) 3D CCO [54], (c) Staged growth CCO [55], (d) Non con-
vex CCO for LAD [86]
approach to generate left and right coronary models. The generated
vasculature matches the pig morphometry as analysed by Kassab but
has not been functionally assessed. In addition this method is conve-
nient for generating a complete vasculature, but uses no prior infor-
mation on the epicardial network that can be extracted from cardiac
CT.
1.2.3 Objective
Methods derived from anatomical data are based on animal stud-
ies and not human data, thus we cannot ensure they are representa-
tive of patient morphometry. In addition, with the aim of deriving
a functional analysis from the generated vascular network, it seems
more coherent to rely on functional principles for its construction. To
generate a patient-specific model we must use all available priors, in
particular the segmented epicardial arteries. Extension of this image
based model requires a multi-tree network generation method. We
describe this method in the following chapter.
2
M E T H O D S
2.1 assumptions
Here we describe the assumptions and parameters we used to build
our vascular trees. The tree is constituted of cylindrical segments.
It begins with a root segment, and all downstream end segments
are called terminal segments. The produced tree is binary and its
total number of segments is calculated from the number of terminal
segments nterm:
ntot = 2nterm − 1 (1)
The terminal segments correspond to arteriole level, feeding a non-
modeled micro-vasculature. The whole tree and non-modeled micro-
vasculature are embedded into a determined volume referred to as
the perfusion territory.
The blood is modeled as an incompressible, homogeneous Newto-
nian fluid, under a steady state. It is approximated as fully developed,
unidirectional, axisymmetric flow in cylindrical geometry under lam-
inar flow conditions. The resistance R and the pressure drop ∆p of a
segment j are defined according to Poiseuille’s solution by:
Rj =
8µ
π
lj
r4j
(2)
∆pj = Rjqj (3)
with µ the viscosity, and l, r, q respectively the segment length, radius
and flow. The total resistance of the tree is calculated recursively
by tree decomposition into segments, considering parallel and serial
arrangements. The flows at all terminal segments qterm are equal, and
delivered into the micro-circulation. Because of flow conservation,
the sum of the qterm corresponds to the perfusion flow at the root
qperf.
The tree is subjected to Murray’s law [74], with a power law coeffi-
cient γ set to 3.
r
γ
0 = r
γ
1 + r
γ
2 (4)
The law is derived from ideal conditions, and in reality the γ observed
in coronaries varies between 2 for large vessels and 3 for small ones
[101],[114],[57],[66], [109]. Since we generate vessels below the CT res-
olution of the segmented network, we use a value of 3, corresponding
to a range from small arteries down to arterioles.
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2.2 cco algorithm
The CCO algorithm combines computational fluid dynamics laws,
network geometry and topology optimization to simulate vascular
network growth. Below we summarize the algorithm proposed by
Schreiner [86] which is the basis of our method. The fully detailed
implementation of the CCO method is described in appendix 10.
2.2.1 Tree growth
In Schreiner’s method the tree is constrained into a growing perfu-
sion territory, and the target function minimizes the total tree volume,
which is calculated considering the segments cylindrical shape:
tv = π
ntot∑
j=1
ljr
2
j (5)
Knowing the final volume of perfusion territory vperf the micro-
circulatory black box volume µbox [85], i.e. average perfusion territory
of each terminal segment, is defined:
µbox = vperf/nterm (6)
The number of terminal segments in the tree, at the current step of
the algorithm is called kterm. Before each new added segment, the
current perfusion territory volume vkterm is incremented by one µbox
to simulate tissue growth concomitant with vascular growth. All seg-
ments and their radii are stretched correspondingly to this volume
inflation. The territory at step kterm, before adding a new segment,
has a corresponding volume :
vkterm = (kterm + 1)× µbox (7)
Note that we do not recalculate positions after tree stretching but
compute a conversion of any distance d (length, radius or others)
measured from the final world fworld to the kworld via a scaling factor
(explained in appendix 10):
dkworld = dfworld × 3
√
kterm + 1
nterm
(8)
Segments are added one by one and subject to both local-scale
optimization (at the single bifurcation scale) and global-scale opti-
mization (at the tree scale), as detailed below. A random location,
new_loc, is picked under geometrical and physiological constraints
to be used as a candidate for segment extremity. Its connection is
tested with neighboring segments: the two points defining the neigh-
boring segment and new_loc are joined at a bifurcation point. Each
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connection is subject to a local optimization: the bifurcation point
location minimizes the bifurcation volume under the constraints of
determinant flow, following Kamiya’s work [53]. Since the segment
joining the bifurcation point to new_loc is a terminal segment, by
definition it carries a flow qterm. After adding the new bifurcation,
the tree flow is incremented by one qterm and the hydrodynamic re-
sistance of the tree must be adjusted by recursively traversing all sub-
trees, and propagating a radius rescale up the tree. The optimal con-
nection is then selected among all connections as the one minimizing
the target function (total tree volume tv), to achieve the global opti-
mization process.
2.2.2 Territory specificity
In the original CCO method [85] the perfused volume is assumed
convex and homogeneously filled. In a subsequent article [86], Schreiner
et al. adapt the growth specifically to the left ventricle wall shape,
which is a non-convex territory, and induce a perfusion gradient.
To achieve adaptation to a non-convex territory, they define a func-
tion similar to an electrical potential to represent a non convex do-
main between two isosurfaces [86]. Ranging from 0, the outer sur-
face, to 1, the inner surface of the ventricle wall, the function w(x),
provides a continuous and differentiable interpolation of the domain.
Schreiner uses this spatial information during tree growth to confine
the generated bifurcations inside the perfusion domain. We compute
the domain function with a discrete Poisson solver called the random
walker algorithm [33].
In addition, the domain function is used to define different stages
of the growth. To reproduce the vessel distribution wrapping the
ventricle surface before penetrating the myocardium layers, Schreiner
uses the principle of staged growth defined by Karch [55]. The first
segments generated are constrained to a thick hypersurface corre-
sponding to the epicardial layer. Then, in a second stage, the vascular
growth is extended inside the myocardial volume of the whole left
ventricle, called hereafter the ventricular volume. During this second
stage, the target function is weighted with the domain function w:
tv,s = π
ntot∑
s=1
lsr
2
sw(ms) (9)
with ms the segment midpoint.
Finally, the domain function is also used for a last purpose. As
observed by Buss et al. [12], the perfusion density is actually in-
homogeneous: the density of arterioles and capillaries in the endo-
cardial layers is higher than in the epicardium. This gradient of per-
fusion density can be modeled according to the domain function: the
new terminal segment locations are subject to a distribution test. This
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test ensures that the density of accepted points increases closer to the
endocardium layer. As in [86], we use a factor of 3 between epi-
cardium and endocardium terminal segment density.
2.3 cco forest : extension of cco to multiple trees
To produce a patient specific vascular network, we aim at extending
the downstream vasculature of a segmented model holding multiple
epicardial coronaries. Hence the method is required to generate sev-
eral vascular trees inside the same territory. In order to generalize
the angiogenesis to multiple trees, such as in a physiological process,
these trees should grow in a simultaneous manner. This contempora-
neous growth intrinsically induces competition between trees.
Here we propose an innovative method enabling growth of several
competing trees within the same perfusion territory. We call the asso-
ciation of F trees inside a single perfusion territory a forest. We seek
to minimize its total volume defined by:
Tv =
F∑
i=1
tiv (10)
The forest growth is built following principles similar to CCO: terri-
tory growth concomitant to tree growth. These trees grow in a com-
petitive process depending on their relative inlet flow. From here
on, variables relative to a forest start with a capital letter, and those
relative to single trees start with a lowercase letter.
2.3.1 Forest initialization
First, we define the forest parameters. Vperf and Nterm are respec-
tively the perfusion territory volume and the total number of terminal
segments that the forest needs to reach. During forest growth we cal-
culate Kterm, the total number of terminal segments belonging to all
the trees, and we end growth when it is equal to Nterm. Each tree is
initialized with a root radius rroot, and a target inlet flow qtarg that
the tree has to reach at the end of the forest growth.
We can calculate the total forest flow Qperf that has to be reached
at the end of the forest growth, and considering an homogeneous
distribution, the flow at each terminal segment of the forest Qterm is
estimated:
Qperf =
F∑
i=1
qitarg (11)
Qterm = Qperf/Nterm (12)
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In a similar fashion as CCO algorithm, the micro-circulatory black
box volume is calculated with:
VMbox = Vperf/Nterm (13)
As in the CCO algorithm, each tree is initialized with a random
first segment, the root segment. The positioning of the root segment
can be critical to promote tree growth, particularly so for close neigh-
bors (a segment could block path of its neighbor). We constrain the
maximum root segment length to be proportional to the flow ratio
between the tree and its closest neighbor. The maximum length crite-
rion limax for each root segment is:
limax =
dicnq
i
targ
qcntarg + q
i
targ
(14)
In this formula, dicn is the distance to the closest neighbor tree, qitarg
is the target flow of the considered tree, and qcntarg is the target flow of
its closest neighbor. With this constraint, tree roots cannot block the
future territory of their neighbors.
2.3.2 Forest growth
When growing several trees in the same territory, a competition
takes place. In order to obtain a coherent distribution, we influence
this competitive process with relative tree flow.
For each tree we know the target flow qtarg that the tree has to
reach at the end of forest growth, and the flow at each step of the
forest growth qKterm . We identify the largest flow q
b
targ carried by the
tree of index b.
During growth, each tree growth speed depends on its relative flow,
meaning its flow relative to the largest tree flow. trees are not allowed
to grow when their current flow does not correspond to the final
forest flow distribution. After each added segment, for all trees i we
calculate the relative flow at step Kterm:
χiKterm = q
i
Kterm
/qbKterm (15)
and compare it with the target relative flow:
χitarg = q
i
targ/q
b
targ (16)
If χitarg > χiKterm , the tree is "activated", meaning it can get new connec-
tions. Otherwise, its growth is temporarily suspended. An exception
is made for the largest flow tree, which is only constrained by its
target flow qbtarg.
The method is described in the flow chart Fig. 16. As a proof of
concept we computed this multiple speed growth for 2 trees within
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a 2D, non-convex simple geometry territory, see Fig. 15. Physiologi-
cal parameters used were in a similar range as Schreiner ’s et al [85].
These simulations correspond to 3 different flow distributions, which
are tested with 3 different random seeds. The average attained flows
over the 3 different random seeds are presented in table 1. Also, in
this table we present an estimation of tree perfusion territory calcu-
lated from a discrete Voronoi tessellation, also known as skeleton by
influence zone [89], using terminal segment locations as markers. With
this method we observe an average relative error of 2× 10−3 between
target and attained flow for all trees. The area of the perfused terri-
tory is proportional to attained tree flow with a correlation coefficient
of 0.991.
This simultaneous tree growth method works for two or more com-
peting trees, which is an important improvement with respect to the
original CCO technique. In particular it can be used to extend the
segmented coronary model, as we discuss in the next section.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 15 – Example of forest growth proof of concept in simulated 2-D non
convex territories, with varying flows. (a) : equal target flow.
(b): upper tree flow twice the bottom tree flow. (c): upper tree
flow 9 times the bottom tree flow. The colormap represents the
potential function from 0 (blue) to 1 (red).
Table 1 – Measures on CCO Forest results
Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3
tree 1 tree 2 tree 1 tree 2 tree 1 tree 2
Target flow (%) 50 50 66.7 33.3 90 10
Attained flow (%) 50.1 49.9 66.7 33.3 90.03± 0.05 9.97± 0.05
Territory (%) 55.6± 0.8 44.4± 0.8 67.5± 0.8 32.5± 0.8 89.0± 0.4 10.9± 0.4
2.4 cco forest adapted to patient data
The primary goal of the proposed methods to create hybrid image-
based and synthetic geometric trees is to extend the segmented epi-
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Inputs:
Number of terminal segments: Nterm
Final perfusion territory volume: Vperf
Number of trees: F
For each tree: root location, rroot and target flow q
i
targ
Initialization:
VMbox = Vperf/Nterm
Qterm =
∑
qitarg/Nterm
Define 1st constrained random segment for each tree
Current nber of terminal segments in forest: Kterm = F
Current territory volume: VK = Kterm × VMbox
Current forest flow: QK =
∑
qiKterm = Kterm × Qterm
Increment territory: VK = (Kterm + 1) × VMbox
Set each tree activity
based on its current flow
see section 2.3.2
Pick 1 constrained random location
Find 20 closest neighbor seg-
ments belonging to active trees
Optimize bifurcation
Update tree flow and radii
see section 2.2.1
All constraints
satisfied
see section 2.4.2
Eliminate connectionStore forest volume
For each neighbor segment : connection test
Nber of forest
volumes stored ≥ 1
Permanently add connection with smallest volume
Kterm = Kterm + 1
Kterm = NtermEnd
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
Figure 16 – Flow chart of forest algorithm
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cardial model originating from human cardiac CT image data. To
generate this patient-specific hybrid model, for each patient we start
with a segmentation of the heart, its chambers and coronary arter-
ies visible in the image data. Of these we use the left ventricle, left
atrium, epicardial coronary arteries, and the volume containing all
these elements: the whole heart segmentation. In addition, to initial-
ize the forest we need to estimate flow and radius at each segmented
vessel outlet and at some sections along the segmented vessels.
To generate the downstream vasculature, we apply a patient-specific
CCO forest. From here on, segmented epicardial coronaries are re-
ferred as vessels while the generated vasculature from forest growth
is referred to as segments.
2.4.1 Patient priors
We select F points on the coronary vessels that correspond to the
root location for the forest trees. These root points are distributed at
each vessel tip, as well as along the vessels according to Kassab’s con-
nectivity matrix [59] and patient-specific branch patterns. We mea-
sure the length of all in-between bifurcations vessel sections. The
average value is calculated and used as a threshold. If a vessel sec-
tion has a length above this threshold, root points are added until the
average length is reached. Because we focus on trees growing inside
the left ventricular volume, we only use the root points located within
10mm from the left ventricle.
Each root point is associated with a root radius rroot and a target
flow value qtarg to initialize the forest. For a root point located at
vessel tip, the root radius corresponds to the vessel radius, ensuring
continuity. For a root point located along a vessel, the root radius is
derived from the Strahler order of the connectivity matrix and par-
ent diameter. Since the segmented coronary model includes vessels
down to a diameter of 1.2mm, no root point above Strahler order 9 is
distributed along the vessels to ensure that only vessels below the im-
age resolution are added to the lateral surfaces of the patient-specific
model. The total baseline flow Qperf is estimated from the left ventri-
cle mass. Target flow for each tree is determined based on the root
radius:
qitarg =
(riroot)
2.7
F∑
i=1
(riroot)
2.7
Qperf (17)
The left ventricle segmentation corresponds to the final perfusion
territory, with a perfusion volume Vperf, perfused by the forest trees.
Most coronary vessels of interest lie on the left ventricle, but some
are not directly on its surface because of fat and connective tissue.
Therefore we consider an enclosing perimeter to work in: the whole
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heart segmentation. The random walk functions are calculated in
both the heart and left ventricle segmentations. Because we grow
trees within these two compartments, our potential function ranges
from 0 to 2. The heart function ranges between 0, on surface, and 1,
at left ventricle border. The left ventricle function ranges between 1,
for the epicardium, and 2, for the endocardium. The sum of these
functions is used as the potential for the forest growth. In addition,
the concavity of the left ventricle is set to 3, to be distinguished as a
forbidden territory. The potential function is illustrated in the figure
17.
Figure 17 – Domain function on an axial slice of the heart. The random walk
potential ranges from 0, the heart surface, to 2, the endocardium
surface, being set at 1 on epicardium surface. The left ventricle
blood pool is a forbidden territory set to the value 3.
Segment growth is constrained to the heart volume, but not ini-
tially to the ventricle volume. In order to prevent segments crossing
over the ventricle blood pool, we connect the blood pools of the left
ventricle and left atrium with a geodesic dilation [89] inside the heart.
This reconstruction process is computed with the ventricle blood pool
as a marker and the inverted ventricle myocardium image as a mask,
so that the dilation of the ventricle blood pool does not extend on
the ventricle myocardium. It is iterated until the dilated blood pool
covers 2% of the left atrium blood pool territory. This threshold was
empirically determined, so that the dilated part of the blood pool,
that we name the cap, corresponds approximately to the combined
mitral and aortic valve regions. The sum of the left atrium blood
pool and the cap constitute a forbidden territory, see example figure
18.
During growth, each new segment crossing this forbidden territory
is eliminated from the candidate list.
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Figure 18 – Example of left ventricle cap: connection between left ventricle
blood pool and left atrium blood pool
2.4.2 Patient-specific constraints
As in Schreiner’s method, the growth is divided into 2 stages: in
the first one, the territory is limited to a thin region near the left
ventricle surface, whereas the second stage takes place in the whole
ventricle volume. We expect more segments in the volume than over
the surface. In our experiments, we empirically switch from stage 1
to stage 2 when Kterm = 16Nterm.
Since overlapping segments are not physiologically plausible, dur-
ing both stages, segments may not intersect with any tree segment
or vessel or cross under vessels, i.e. between the vessel path and
endocardium.
2.4.2.1 Stage 1 constraints
During the modeled growth on the ventricle surface, the tree growth
speed is flow dependent, as described in section 2.3.2. The candidate
location new_loc is randomly picked on the ventricle surface. The
bifurcation point resulting from the local optimization process is pro-
jected on the surface of the epicardium. The segments are constrained
within the epicardial layer, defined as a domain derived from the po-
tential values: w(x) < 1.3.
To achieve coherence and continuity between the vessel and syn-
thetic networks, an angle constraint is applied between the vessel di-
rection and the vector stemming from the tree root to the new tested
location, called vessel-to-tree angle. Since an angle equal to or greater
than 90◦ is not optimal in a volume-minimizing network, we empir-
ically set the maximal angle to 80◦. Any connection with a vessel to
tree angle above this threshold value is eliminated from the candidate
list. Because the first stage is subjected to many constraints (surface
territory, angle and flow constraints), the angle and flow constraints
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are progressively relaxed (in 5% increments) if no new connection has
been found after 100 iterations.
2.4.2.2 Stage 2 constraints
During this second stage, to ensure filling the whole ventricle, the
angular constraint is eliminated, and segments can now cross below
vessels as long as bifurcations are entirely located inside the inner
half of the left ventricle.
However, since three-dimensional space offers much more freedom
with the location of new segments, the growth speed cannot be con-
strained anymore with the hypersurface method described in 2.3.2:
the resulting growth would interpenetrate competing trees too much,
yielding unlikely configurations. Thus we combine a flow conver-
gence process with a candidate location selection process to control
tree growth during this stage.
flow convergence process . We seek to control the current
tree flow so that it does not exceed its target flow. One way to achieve
this is to deactivate trees once they reach their target flow. However
due to geometrical configurations and constraints some trees expe-
rience limited growth and never reach their target flow. To ensure
distribution of the whole forest flow we estimate an adaptive deacti-
vation threshold every 112Nterm connections:
threshi = qitarg + p
i (18)
This threshold is tree-specific to maintain relative flow distribution.
To calculate pi, we identify all blocked trees, i.e. trees that have not
grown since the last checkpoint. We estimate Qlost, the sum of the
flow gaps between target qtarg and current flow qK. The pi values
correspond to the proportion of Qlost relative to the tree target flow.
Once a tree has reached its threshold value, it is permanently deacti-
vated. This flow convergence process is fully described in appendix
11.
candidate location selection process . As a consequence
of the flow convergence process, regions containing deactivated trees
can become connected to far away trees, which induce physiologically
unlikely networks. To avoid this, while still allowing some interpene-
tration between trees, we apply a selection on the new location before
testing for connection. The closest tree neighbor has to be activated
to accept new_loc for connection test.
In addition, the accepted candidate locations are subject to the epi-
cardial to endocardial gradient following Schreiner [86]. The new
terminal segment locations new_loc are subject to a distribution test.
Reminding that all points x on the epicardium surface have a do-
main function value w(x) = wepi = 1, and on endocardium surface
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w(x) = wendo = 2, the probability density is defined from the epi-
cardium surface d(wepi) = 0.5 to d(wendo) = 1.5. This ensures a
density ratio of 3 between these two surfaces (see section 2.2.2). For
each new_loc we calculate the probability density based on its do-
main function value:
d(new_loc) = 0.5+w(new_loc) −wepi (19)
We compare this value with a uniform random number ε ∈ [0.5 ,1.5 ] .
If d(new_loc) < ε, the new location is accepted to be submitted to
connection test. Otherwise this new_loc is rejected and a new one is
randomly picked inside the ventricle.
The whole algorithm progress is illustrated in Fig. 19, showing the
crucial intermediate steps of the algorithm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 19 – Illustration of forest growth on patient. (a): inputs provided. (b):
distributing first segment on left ventricle surface for each tree.
(c): surface growth (stage 1) reaching 1000 terminal segments.
(d): inner growth (stage 2) reaching 6000 terminal segments.

3
R E S U LT S O N PAT I E N T S
We generate synthetic networks for 6 different patient datasets.
During stage 1, the forest is grown on the ventricle surface only, un-
til 1000 terminal segments are generated. During stage 2, the for-
est is extended inside the whole ventricle volume, until 6000 termi-
nal segments are finally reached. The total number of segment was
empirically estimated: considering Murray’s law, 6000 terminal seg-
ments should be enough to reach terminal segments with diameter
corresponding to arterioles (below 0.1mm radius). In addition, in
Schreiner et al. [86], they generate a 2000 terminal segment tree for
the LAD only, so tripling this number to generate downstream vascu-
lature for LAD, LCX and RCA, would seem adequate to a whole left
ventricle network.
To study the algorithm behavior dependency on the initialization,
we used varying random seeds to generate 5 synthetic networks with
6000 terminal segments on one randomly picked patient. We also
grew the tree forest on 5 other cases, to analyze the adaptability of
our algorithms to varying patient anatomy.
The algorithm is implemented in python 3.5 with numpy 1.4 and
scipy 0.17.0, parallelized over 20 cores. We use AMD Opteron(TM)
Processor 6274 processors to run the calculations.
3.1 data
The CT scans are acquired on 6 patients using different CT scan-
ners, representing the major manufacturers. Two datasets were ac-
quired on a Siemens Somatum Definition CT scanner, two others on
General Electric Healthcare DL and Light Speed VCT scanners, and
two on a Philips iCT 256 scanner. Coronary segmentation is achieved
using custom methods (HeartFlow, Inc., Redwood City, California,
USA) to extract coronary arteries from the aorta down to a diame-
ter estimated to be approximately 1.2mm. Patients with low disease
burden and a variety of network profiles were selected. The patient
segmented networks range from 13 to 27 vessel outlets, with thin
to large vessels, tortuous and straight vessels. One patient is left-
dominant, and the other 5 were right-dominant. Three patients had
myocardial bridges, i.e. where the epicardial vessels had an intra-
myocardial course for a portion of the vessel length. Heart chambers
and whole heart segmentation was achieved with an automatic tool
based on a random forest voxel classifier followed by active shape
modeling fitting [17].
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3.2 testing algorithm repeatability
One randomly picked patient dataset was used to generate 5 net-
works with different random seeds.
The generated networks all fill the entire left ventricle, spreading
over the entire surface and penetrating into the left ventricle tissue.
In all cases, segmented vessels were correctly avoided by segments,
yielding a plausible-looking outcome. It is interesting to point out
that the algorithm intrinsically induces a partial segregation of the
perfusion territories: trees interpenetrate but not much. This is due
to the minimization of the total vascular volume. With the same num-
ber of outlets, trees that would be deeply sharing perfusion territory
would have longer segments that trees which would not interpene-
trate. These trees would therefore not be minimizing their volume
and therefore the networks’ efficiency. When varying the random
seed, the geometrical and optimization constraints enforced by our
algorithms lead to different but similar-looking networks, see Fig. 20.
Over all 5 generations, the average total volume of the generated
synthetic networks is 1261± 43mm3. Since the algorithm’s objective
is to minimize this value, such a low standard deviation indicates that
our algorithm yields repeatable results that are likely near the global
optimal.
tree flows The algorithm succeeds in distributing flows close to
the target values for most trees: the correlation coefficient between
target and attained flow is 0.92 over the 5 seed simulations.
terminal segment diameters The terminal segment diame-
ter distribution is very similar for all seeds, with a mean value of
171± 61µm, see Fig. 21. When performing a pair-wise distribution
comparison we obtain an average R2 of 0.97± 0.02, and a mean slope
of 1.02± 0.02.
perfusion territories To analyze the distribution of the vas-
cular network within the left ventricle, we estimate the perfusion ter-
ritory from a discrete Voronoi tessellation. To compute this Voronoi
we use the terminal segment end locations as markers, and attribute
speed relative to their diameter. This calculation is equivalent to a La-
guerre Tessellation, and approximates the dependency between ves-
sel diameter and perfused tissue, see Seiler [87]. From this calculation
we can observe the distribution of Ωi, the perfusion territory associ-
ated to each terminal segment end. As can be seen on figure 22, the
results calculated over varying random seeds for the same patient
show a low variability. When comparing distributions pair by pair,
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Figure 20 – Results with 5 varying random seeds on the same patient (case
6): 6000 terminal segment networks. Rendering achieved with
Renderman in Maya Autodesk.
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Figure 21 – Terminal segment diameters distributions for 5 different ran-
dom seeds on the same patient.
we obtain an average R2 of 0.991± 0.002, and a slope of 1.01± 0.02.
This demonstrates the algorithm produces perfusion territories with
strong correlation for varying vascular networks on the same patient.
Overall we conclude that our algorithm produces reproducible, plau-
sible vascular networks.
3.3 testing algorithm robustness
The forest growth methodology was applied on 6 distinct patient
datasets. As the number of outlet and branching pattern varies across
patients, the number of grown trees is patient-specific. The number
of generated trees was respectively 33, 51, 38, 61, 52 and 50.
All 6 generated networks adapt to patient priors, and correlate with
the segmented vessels in a plausible way, see Fig. 23.
To assess generated network coherence and continuity with the seg-
mented vessels, we compare the morphometry of the combined net-
work, joining segmented and synthetic models, with morphometry
of pigs according to Kassab [59].
diameter defined strahler ordering In order to compare
with the Kassab morphometry, we classify vessels and segments ac-
cording to the Diameter Defined Strahler ordering [59]. All segments
range between order 4 and 9, while vessels range between order 9
and 11. The segment average diameter along order correlates with
the Kassab measures, as shown in Fig. 24. For all labels (RCA,
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Figure 22 – Distribution of Ωi, volume associated to terminal segments, ob-
tained from a Laguerre Tessellation, for 5 different vascular net-
works generated on the same patient.
LAD, LCX), the coefficient determination R2 values of Kassab are
above 0.99, and so are the 6 patient ones relative to Kassab’s fits. We
conclude that our Strahler ordering classification is correctly imple-
mented and can be used to study other morphometric parameters.
element length Together with the Strahler ordering, we define
an element as a series of segments belonging to the same Strahler
order [59]. The element lengths are plotted against the Kassab fitted
models in Fig. 25.
Apart from the order 11, elements are equal or significantly longer
in our model. It is likely due to the heart shape [18], which is more
elongated in humans compared to pigs due to gravity acting on the
bipedal upright stance. Consequently the coronaries need to spread
around a larger surface, with longer vessels. We conducted a study
on 1287 human segmented coronary models which confirms this hy-
pothesis, see figure 60 in appendix 12.
bifurcation asymmetry Bifurcation asymmetry observed in our
model has a similar trend compared to the data reproduced from ta-
bles in the online supplement of Kaimovitz [51]. The observed ratio
is everywhere higher for small child over parent (SCoP) segment di-
ameters, and everywhere lower for large child over parent (LCoP)
segment diameters, see Fig. 26 and 27. This suggests a globally
more symmetrical network. An important point is that our simula-
tion ensures continuity between the segmented and simulated net-
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Figure 23 – Results on 5 patients (case 1 to 5): 6000 terminal segment net-
works.Rendering achieved with Renderman in Maya Autodesk.
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Figure 24 – Measures along Strahler order for each label on 6 patients: Av-
erage segment diameter compared with Kassab’s fit.
Figure 25 – Measures along Strahler order for each label on 6 patients: Av-
erage element length compared with Kassab’s fit.
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works. Since the SCoP diameter ratios are observed to be already
higher for the segmented network, this is carried over to the simu-
lated one. The converse is true for the LCoP diameter ratios.
Figure 26 – Asymmetry study of results compared with Kassab morphome-
try: SCoP segment radius ratio.
tree flows Most of the 285 trees reach their target flow, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.86, see figure 28.
Out of the 285 trees, 62 trees had difficulty growing, and never
reach their target flow (they stay below 80% of their target flow).
Among these, 18 trees did not succeed in growing at all because of ini-
tialization issues. This was due to their first segment, which did not
reach the left ventricle surface. Other non-growing trees got stuck
during growth due to a constraint that prevents bifurcations to de-
generate, i.e. bifurcation for which one of the segments is larger than
its own length. Most of the connections tested with these trees are
rejected because of this constraint (83% observed on 372 randomly
picked connection tests). However the geometric configuration at the
tree roots (left ventricle surface, vessel orientation, tree neighbors)
does not enable bifurcation with longer segments. When we remove
these outlier trees, the correlation coefficient between the target and
attained flow improves to 0.96.
terminal segment diameters Over the 6 cases, we observe
unimodal terminal segment diameter distributions. The average value
is 174± 53µm, see Fig. 29
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Figure 27 – Asymmetry study of results compared with Kassab morphome-
try: LCoP segment radius ratio.
Figure 28 – Correlation between target and attained flow on 6 cases.
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Figure 29 – Terminal segment diameters distributions for 6 different pa-
tients.
perfusion territories For each patient the mean volume asso-
ciated to a terminal segment (Ωi) is very close to the Mbox volume
calculated as an assumption to initiate the CCO Forest algorithm, see
table 2. Knowing that the perfusion territory is divided by a high
number (Nterm = 6000), it would actually be surprising to obtain an
average value far from Mbox.
The Voronoi results count some territories with a null value, which
are due to the speed influence for close terminal segment neighbors.
Also, the mode ΩMF, average volume appearing with a maximal fre-
quency, is lower than Mbox by a factor of 2 to 15, and the standard
deviation can reach 300%, which both corroborate with the distribu-
tion heterogeneity. The distribution zoomed on its mode is presented
in figure 30.
Table 2 – Voronoi distribution
Volumes in mm3 Mbox Mean Ωi Std Ωi ΩMF
Case 1 14.3 13.6 21.9 1.
Case 2 11.8 11.6 22.0 3.
Case 3 24.4 24.8 30.0 1.
Case 4 25.4 24.7 83.2 11.
Case 5 16.9 16.6 42.1 3.
Case 6 15.8 16.0 17.7 7.
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Figure 30 – Distribution of Ωi, volume associated to each terminal segment,
obtained from a Laguerre Tessellation, for 6 patients.
We also observed the distribution of Ωi along the ventricle wall,
which are quite homogeneous, as can be seen on figure 31. The
standard deviation of volumes for terminal segments located on epi-
cardium surface is pretty wide due to the initialization issues that
generate single segment trees (particularly for case 1 and 5). These
single segment trees have thus large diameters (close to the corre-
sponding segmented vessel tip diameter), and conquer more territory
given their associated speed. Toward the endocardium the territory
volumes are slightly increasing, but always with comparable standard
deviation.
Since we induced an increasing gradient on terminal segment distri-
bution from epicardium to endocardium, we would expect to obtain
smaller Ωi close to the endocardium. To investigate this unexpected
distribution we analyze the distribution of terminal segments along
the ventricle thickness, see figure 32.
The high peak on the epicardium surface corresponds to the surface
growth stage: we generated 1000 terminal segments with location on
potential domain ω(x) = 1. Since we divide this number by the
volume of the sub-layer, we can observe the difference of ventricle
volume among the different patients: case 5 shows the smallest left
ventricle while case 1 is the largest.
Following the end of this peak we can observe a general increase
of terminal segments toward the endocardium, corresponding to the
gradient imposed in the algorithm during stage 2 (growth in vol-
ume). However, in the algorithm we imposed a selection of new loca-
tion 3 times greater in the endocardium than epicardium (see section
2.4.2.2), and we do not obtain such a factor in results (the factor is
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Figure 31 – Distribution of Ωi, e.g. volume associated to each terminal seg-
ment, along ventricle wall thickness, based on domain potential
value, for 6 cases.
Figure 32 – Distribution of terminal segment ends along ventricle wall thick-
ness, for 6 cases.
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closer to 2 for most cases). This is definitely a consequence of im-
posing the distribution test before submitting to the connection test,
so the connection test actually influences the final distribution. Since
many segments lie on surface because of stage 1 growth, the probabil-
ity of success close to them is higher than close to the endocardium
(avoiding intersection between trees for instance).
The peak on the epicardium surface is unavoidable, but its proem-
inence is number of the fraction of vessel on the surface. These ob-
servations could instigate lowering number of segment during stage
1 for the next vasculature generated.
Finally we summed the Ωi volumes per main vessel, to compare
with reference distribution of territory per label in left ventricle. We
obtain similar range than animal and human studies, see table 3.
To note: our dataset contains 1 left dominant case (so 16%), while
Weaver’s results [105] are obtain with a dataset containing 5% left
dominant cases. The results of Reig [80] do not share information
about dominance within the dataset, but we could assume it is rep-
resentative of distribution in humans found by Fuster et al. [30], so
about 20%.
Table 3 – Perfused volume associated to each main vessel
Result from RCA (%) LAD (%) LCX (%)
Voronoi on 6 patients 28.2 41.0 30.3
Reig (90 human hearts) 22.5 43.5 32.2
Weaver (60 swine hearts) 25.5 49 25.5
3.4 summary of the results
We have analyzed the generated models in terms of satisfaction
of the algorithm constraints, geometry of the network, and conse-
quences on perfusion territories.
We first observed the repeatability of the algorithm for several gen-
erated networks on the same patient: total vascular volume, terminal
segment diameter distribution, and perfusion territories distribution
associated to terminal segments are equivalent despite various net-
work geometries.
Then we measured the robustness of our algorithm to various pa-
tient anatomies with 6 different patients. The algorithm flow con-
straints are experimentally satisfied in majority for all patients. The
generated networks are specific of the patient but show global homo-
geneity when compared to pig morphometry. The resulting perfusion
territories are specific of the patients but match pattern distribution
at regional scale.

4
A LT E R N AT I V E M E T H O D O F VA S C U L A R M O D E L
G E N E R AT I O N
4.1 algorithm alternative
In the original [85] and 2006 paper [86], each tree root radius is cal-
culated from current tree flow, pressure and reduced hydrodynamic
resistance with
rroot =
(
Rsub,root ×
qKterm
pperf − pterm
) 1
4
(20)
This method requires an estimation of inlet perfusion pressure pperf
and enforces a determined pressure at terminal segments pterm. We
call this alternative method the “pressure-based (PB) algorithm", to
differentiate from the “radius based (RB)" algorithm for which we
presented results in chapter 3.
4.2 comparing rb algorithm results with pb results
With the RB method, the radius continuity is enforced at the junc-
tion between segmented and synthetic networks. However, since this
algorithm does not ensure a specific pressure drop along the tree,
terminal segments diameter are less constrained.
root radii With the PB method, the radius continuity is not en-
forced at the junction between segmented and synthetic networks:
many synthetic tree roots generated by the PB algorithm do not per-
fectly match the diameter of their corresponding vessel tip, with a
low correlation of 0.41. Compared to RB algorithm, the generated
trees have significantly smaller root radii than with the PB algorithm:
average values are 0.26± 0.01mm vs 0.45± 0.01mm.
flow Radius variability at tree roots does not originate from an
incorrect flow distribution: nearly all the 283 trees reach their target
flow (shown in figure 33), with a correlation coefficient of 0.96.
With the RB algorithm, generated segments globally have larger
diameters than those produced with PB algorithm. Consequently ge-
ometrical constraints, such as non degenerative bifurcation, affect the
PB algorithm trees less. They can attain their target flow more easily.
terminal segment diameters In the PB algorithm the spec-
ified pressure drop along the tree constraints the terminal segment
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Figure 33 – Correlation between target and attained flow on 6 cases, with
PB algorithm.
diameters more. Thus it is not surprising to observe a more compact
distribution of terminal segments diameters averaging 111± 29µm in
figure 34. This average diameter is significantly lower than with the
RB algorithm, which makes sense since the tree root radii are also
smaller.
Figure 34 – Terminal segment diameters distribution for all 5 seeds, with PB
algorithm.
All the other geometrical analyses based on Strahler ordering are
similar to the RB method, see figures 35, 36, 37.
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Figure 35 – Asymmetry study compared with Kassab morphometry: SCoP
ratio with PB algorithm.
Figure 36 – Asymmetry study compared with Kassab morphometry: LCoP
with PB algorithm.
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Figure 37 – Average element length per label in our model, with PB algo-
rithm, compared with Kassab’s.
Both algorithms satisfy literature morphometry. However, the PB
algorithm generates smaller diameter networks, that do not enforce
continuity with the segmented model. This algorithm is therefore un-
satisfying. The continuity between synthetic and segmented models
is crucial otherwise it would later involve artifacts in the functional
assessment of the combined vasculature model.
The RB algorithm has a harder time attaining target flows, but en-
forces continuity between segmented and simulated networks. Con-
sequently we rely on the RB method to generate vascular model for
our project.
5
D I S C U S S I O N
We have proposed a patient-specific hybrid image-based and syn-
thetic geometric model that extends coronary trees from large epi-
cardial arteries to arterioles. With this method we generated 6000-
terminal segment models for 6 different patients. We showed that
the generated models globally respect the algorithm constraints, and
their geometry satisfy literature morphometry. Their estimated re-
gional perfusion territories also correlate with referenced distribu-
tions.
5.1 perspective of improvements
In future work, we should improve the algorithm initialization to
always provide a first segment connection to the left ventricle, when
this is physiologically possible. Also, we should provide more flexibil-
ity in the non-degenerative constraint to ensure that all trees can grow
despite large diameter roots. Further improvements could include
specific situations, for instance maintaining the exact segmented ves-
sel direction for the first synthetic segment, or adapting tree growth
more nicely to myocardial bridges. These changes would definitely
improve final geometry, aesthetics and plausibility of the generated
networks.
The generation algorithm assumes a constant power coefficient in
Murray’s law. In reality this coefficient varies on the position in the
network. In particular, studies have shown that it increases as the
diameter of the vessels decreases [39]. In future versions of the algo-
rithm we could simulate the same trend using a stochastic distribu-
tion.
The impact of parameters such as source distribution, number of
terminal segments, ratio between surface and inside ventricle seg-
ments, to find their optimal values remain to be studied. It could
be relevant to make these parameters patient-specific, depending on
the myocardial mass and segmented vessel characteristics.
The source distribution is patient specific, with a frequency of added
branch based on the patient branching pattern. The relevance of this
pattern is debatable for estimating the non segmented small diameter
missed branch distribution. It would be interesting to compare with
the distribution obtained via Kassab connectivity matrix. Also, deter-
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mination of the right coronary vessel contributing to the left ventricle
perfusion is empirical, and should be further assessed.
The number of terminal segments could be increased to provide a
more complete vasculature, and potentially reach pre-capillary seg-
ments. More interesting, we could analyze how it relates to the ter-
minal segment diameters in order to estimate a patient specific Nterm
that would enable to reach the same arteriole level for all patients.
The ratio of terminal segments generated between the two stages
(surface over ventricle volume) could be questioned further, since the
terminal segment density exhibits a mode located in the epicardium
instead of endocardium. Meanwhile varying the ratio, the resulting
perfusion territories should be analyzed. From visual observation
the interpenetration between trees seems to be enforced in major-
ity during extension on ventricle surface. This could be quantified
by measuring interpenetration between convex hulls containing each
tree. The stem-crown relationship relating territory volume to vessel
diameter could also be of use to define the correct stage ratio.
Other aspects of the resulting vascular network could also be car-
ried out. A recent study by Malkasian et al. [67] provides a minimum
cost path technique to automatically assign territory per main vessel.
This technique demonstrates high correlation with experimental terri-
tory measures. We could apply this technique on both the segmented
models and the complete generated vasculature for comparison. If
our model shows an interesting interpenetration between trees, from
a visual assessment we can establish the borders of main vessel terri-
tories are not as clear as the one shown in experimental data of [67].
We should assess investigate how to better match this new reference.
Furthermore it would be of interest to analyze whether the gener-
ated network reproduce the layer dependent structure described by
Van Horssen [40]. In this work, Van Horssen noted an increased ar-
teriole density from epicardium to endocardium with a factor of 4,
while we only applied a factor of 3. Given that the study [40] re-
lies on high accuracy imaging acquisition we should also revise our
gradient to better match this factor.
In addition, all these studies could be applied for simulations on
the same patient with varying random seed, to further investigate
repeatability of the algorithm.
We tested the CCO Forest with an alternative input: defining the
tree pressure drop instead of its root diameter. This method does not
ensure the diameter continuity between segmented and hybrid model
thus it was not satisfying. The resulting differences could be further
evaluated to better observe the impact of this alternative method.
We can also point out a limit of the model: the vascular network
generation method assumes a dichotomous vascular tree. In reality,
the vascular network can sometimes exhibit vascular closed loops,
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named collateral vessels [98]. Such phenomena occurs particularly
with chronic coronary artery disease as a biological response to im-
prove circulation [112]. Seiler et al. provided proof of its relevant
protective effect against mortality [69]. Our vascular model neglects
collaterals, which do not satisfy energy minimization. However, col-
lateral vessels growth does not always occur in patient with CAD,
and reasons for this are not fully established, but seems to relate to
disease speed or genetic factors [84]. Thus it seems more appropriate,
as a start, to generate a vascular network model without collateral
vessels. We could investigate later on how to estimate presence or
absence of collaterals, and potentially simulate them.
Obviously, all these suggested additional studies would be of in-
creased interest when provided ground-truth vascular model to com-
pare with. Alternatively, to adjust all the above parameters, instead
of considering the geometry, one could verify if the vasculature func-
tion is satisfactory.
The software implementation for this method is a prototype written
in the Python language, thus the computation time could be reduced.
At present, a 6000 terminal segment simulation can take several days.
The first stage, surface growth, is the one taking the most time, due
to strict spatial constraints.
5.2 limits of validation
First, the assessment of the method robustness could be improved
by generating vascular networks for a higher number of patients.
About this objective, the algorithm has been applied on an additional
set of 8 low-diseased patients. The resulting networks show similar
characteristics as the one obtained with the previous dataset. These
results are presented in appendix 14.
A complete validation of the generated networks is difficult since
we are not provided any ground-truth vasculature at this scale for our
patient data. Thus we can only analyze the network geometry rela-
tively to reference values. In addition, the morphometry statistics we
compare with are extracted from animal anatomy. These two points
explain why the validation of network geometry can be neither pa-
tient specific, nor fully endorsed by statistical analysis.
However the function of the generated networks constitute an addi-
tional validation assessment. Using multi-scale hemodynamic model,
we can compute a functional analysis of the generated networks. Such
models would enable full hemodynamic assessment in healthy and
diseased patients, in both rest and stress conditions. Comparing with
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reference values we could assess the functional validity of the gen-
erated networks, and potentially refine parameters of the vascular
generation.
Furthermore, blood flow distribution inside the left ventricle tissue
compartment could be estimated in rest and stress conditions. When
perfusion is measured on the patient, by comparison we could finally
assess whether the generated vasculature exhibits the patient-specific
function. The additional 8 patient data-sets have been selected for
this objective, with associated perfusion exams.
The second part of this manuscript describes the work aiming at
building such a functional analysis of the generated vasculatures.
Part II
F U N C T I O N A L A N A LY S I S
In this part we present a functional analysis pipeline built
to assess the hybrid vascular network generated in part I.
First, in chapter 6 we introduce the context of blood flow
simulation: cardiovascular function, and and review of
blood flow modeling. In chapter 7 we present a method
to compute fluid dynamics into the hybrid vascular model.
In chapter 8 we analyze its results on 4 patients, and com-
pute extrapolation analysis to provide comparison with
ground-truth functional data. Finally in chapter 9 we dis-
cuss the potential improvements, limitations, and perspec-
tive of use of the functional analysis pipeline.

6
C O N T E X T
6.1 cardiovascular function
6.1.1 Cardiac cycle
blanco2013computational The cardiac cycle is composed of 2 phases,
described in figure 38. During the diastole, the myocardium is re-
Figure 38 – Cardiac cycle phases: diastole and systole
laxed and atrioventricular valves are opened. On the right side, de-
pleted oxygen blood arrives from the body via inferior and superior
vena cava, it passively flows from the right atrium to the right ven-
tricle. Simultaneously on the left side, the left atrium receives oxy-
genated blood from the lungs through the pulmonary veins. This
blood passively flows to the left ventricle.
During the systole the myocardium contracts, and atrioventricular
valves are closed, while pulmonary and aortic valves are open, which
ejects blood out of the ventricles. From the right ventricle depleted
oxygen blood is propelled into the pulmonary artery toward lungs,
to be oxygenated. In parallel, oxygenated blood is ejected from the
left ventricle through the aorta to be distributed to the whole body.
The frequency of the heart cycle, called heart rate, varies according
to the body physical needs. The normal resting adult human heart
rate is 60–100 beat per minute [4]. Physical activity, stress or spe-
cific drugs influence the heart rate, which is regulated via the central
nervous system. These variations influence the total cardiac output,
defined as the product of heart rate and the stroke volume (volume
of blood ejected from the left ventricle).
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6.1.2 Coronary function
Resting coronary blood flow is about 225mL/min which results in
4–5% of the total cardiac output [35]. Only the first 0.1mm layer of
the endocardium is supplied by blood from the blood pool it is in con-
tact with [35]. The rest of the heart needs its own nutrition. Therefore,
coronary circulation is important for this function. Since the blood is
supplied directly from the aorta, the blood is highly oxygenated.
During systole the heart muscle contraction constricts the coronary
vessels, particularly the left ventricle intramuscular vessels. During
diastole the cardiac muscle relaxation enables blood to flow through
the capillaries with no obstruction, providing the heart with nutri-
tion. Local arteriolar vasodilation, widening of the vessel, is the main
controller of coronary blood flow. Whenever the heart activity is in-
creased (induced by physical activity, stress or drug), the rate of coro-
nary flow is also increased. This also applies to decreased activity, the
blood flow is slowed down. It responds to the local need of nutrition
for the heart. This is also known as the local muscle metabolism. To
assess functional severity of Coronary Artery Disease maximal blood
flow in vessels, called maximal hyperemia, is necessary: cardiologists
rely on this metabolic regulation to induce maximal hyperemia by
the use of a vasodilator.
6.1.3 Cardiovascular complexity
Many physiological phenomena happen within a single heart beat:
an electrico-chemical signal induces myocardium muscle contraction,
that propels blood of the ventricles through arteries to be distributed
to the whole body for biochemical exchange via capillaries, and even-
tually returns to the cardiac pump via the venous network. This
cyclic activity requires a multi-scale functioning loop from the micro-
scopic scale (metabolism : molecular exchange) to the macroscopic
scale (pump mechanics). In the whole vascular system, each scale ex-
hibits specific vascular and fluid properties. In addition, when look-
ing specifically at coronaries, because of the pump mechanism the
interaction between vessels and myocardium compartments depends
on cycle stage. Coronary properties, varying across space and time,
are insufficient to explain the observed characteristics of myocardium
perfusion.
6.1.3.1 Properties varying across space and time
Along common arterial path, from aorta to capillaries, vascular
properties adapt to specific role. Thanks to their elasticity, the largest
arteries, close to the heart, exhibit a high wall distensibility (com-
pliance) to dampen the high velocity pulsatile flow (1ms−1). They
deliver blood to smaller arteries, which convey blood into the whole
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body. When reaching smaller diameter vessels like arterioles, vessel
resistance increases which enables delivering of continuous steady
blood flow with low velocity (around 0.01 cms−1) necessary for cel-
lular exchange at the capillary level. This resistance to flow of arteri-
oles is commonly referred as peripheral resistance. The combination
of high compliance arteries and peripheral resistance, that enables
to transform the pulsed flow into a continuous flow, is commonly
described as the windkessel effect.
Blood properties also vary along vascular path. Blood is a concen-
trated suspension of blood cells and thus an anisotropic fluid. As
described by Pries [79], it exhibits apparent viscosity variations, de-
pending on strain rate. Under condition of laminar flow, the nature of
viscosity dictates a flow profile where the velocity increases toward
the center of the tube, see figure 39. When the radius decreases to
Figure 39 – Velocity profile in a vessel in laminar flow conditions
∼100µm, blood cells concentrate in the center of the tube because
of the high velocity away from the walls. They have an increased
velocity, which decreases the apparent blood viscosity. Later, when
reaching smaller diameter vessels ∼7µm (capillaries), the blood cells
have less space, need to align one after another: this decreases the ve-
locity, which increases the apparent viscosity. The apparent viscosity
is thus factor of both vessel diameter and hematocrit (blood cell con-
centration). To illustrate this principle, the apparent viscosity along
vessel diameter for a varying hematocrit is presented in figure 40.
Figure 40 – From Pries [79] figure 1.12: Apparent viscosity in vivo de-
rived from an analysis of blood flow, for varying hematocrit, in
microvascular networks compared with experimental measure-
ments.
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Vascular and blood properties explain the resulting pressure along
vessels, shown in figure 41. Normal human systolic pressure is 120mmHg,
while diastolic pressure is 80mmHg.
Figure 41 – Components of blood pressure throughout vessels, from
courses.lumenlearning.com
In his work, Pries also shows that blood cells do not partition in
proportion to flow at bifurcation, which is responsible for wide varia-
tions of microvascular hematocrit.
The above properties describing arterial multiscale variations can
actually differ for the coronary vasculature, because of its location in
the cardiac pump. Deeply described by Westerhof et al. [108], the
interaction between muscle mechanics and coronaries has been iden-
tified as crucial in the heart cycle. This two way interaction, referred
as cross-talk, varies in the different stages of cardiac cycle. Cardiac
muscle affects coronary vasculature mostly during systole: the ven-
tricle contraction impedes blood flow in coronary arteries. On the
other hand coronary vasculature also affects cardiac muscle during
both diastole and systole. During diastole, vessel filling increases
myocardium wall stiffness, while during systole, vessel emptying
facilitates cardiac contraction. The cross talk induces unusual func-
tional variations in the microvasculature: the myocardium contrac-
tion flushes blood from the capillary bed into opposite directions,
resulting in negative flow in arterioles, and high positive flow in vein-
ules during systole [52]. Inversely, during diastole arteriole blood
flows toward the capillary bed, and blood in veinules undergoes
slightly retrograde flow.
Consequences of these vascular properties on the myocardium per-
fusion have not been all elucidated yet. Despite a globally homoge-
neous flow distribution, substantial regional flow heterogeneity oc-
curs in myocardium tissue. This heterogeneity exhibits spatial self-
similarity following a fractal pattern for near-neighbors regions. The
cause of the blood flow fractal nature has so far not been clearly ex-
plained (even by fractal artery structure) but this system has been re-
produced within generated vascular models, from statistical pig data
[9] and from the CCO method [56].
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The cardiovascular system, and in particular coronary arteries, ex-
hibit properties varying across both time and space. Consequences
on the function have not been all explained. Computational fluid
dynamics is therefore complex to model in this system.
6.2 heart modeling : state of the art
Fluid dynamics is a field of science which studies physical phenom-
ena involving fluid flow. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an
engineering branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods
to solve and analyze the physical laws governing the flow of fluids
under various conditions. Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) can be
crucial to produce physiologically plausible models. It couples CFD
with structural mechanics to characterize interactions between a solid
structure and the surrounding or internal fluid.
The numerical analysis methodology requires to define:
— the physical modeling equations, also called governing equa-
tions, that describe the physical fluid law,
— the geometry of the region of interest, called domain,
— the assumptions on the fluid and solid properties (physical pa-
rameters such as viscosity, elasticity, and density),
— the boundary conditions: mathematical relationships between
the variables of the interest specified at the boundaries of the
domain.
The complex set of modeling equations is solved in the geometrical
domain, taking into account assumptions and boundary conditions.
It results into a detailed characterization of pressure and flow fields
inside the domain.
CFD has increasingly been applied to the cardiovascular system
because of facilitating rapid, economical and low risk prototyping.
Combined with cardiovascular imaging CFD can be applied as pa-
tient specific and multi-scale modeling to provide individual diag-
nostic, risk prediction and virtual treatment planning.
Various models have been proposed to describe cardiovascular phys-
iology. The complexity of the problem is inversely related to the di-
mension and resolution of the studied domain.
6.2.1 Existing models
6.2.1.1 Poiseuille and lumped model
Poiseuille law defines a pressure drop as the product of flow and
resistance in a cylindrical segment, see equations 2 and 3 previously
defined in section 2.1. By electric analogy, the correspondence from
flow, viscosity and pressure respectively to current, resistance and
voltage is established. Associated with pressure continuity and mass
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conservation at bifurcations, all segments of vascular network can be
connected in series or parallel. The resulting model, also referred
as "first principles", has been used for blood flow analysis of several
generated vasculatures derived from Kassab porcine morphometry
[57], [58]. In particular, Mittal et al. [71] integrate Pries law into
the Poiseuille model to compute blood flow analysis of the 2D com-
plete coronary model reconstructed from statistical data [70], contain-
ing millions of vessels. Within this study they observe a power law
relationship between radius and flow and estimate total equivalent
resistance of the main vessels.
The Poiseuille model provides analysis in stationary flow condi-
tions. A more sophisticated model, called lumped model or 0D
model, also relying on electrical analogy, is used to simulate the
whole heart cycle. Adding capacitance and inductance components,
like in Westerhof work [107], such model enables to study pulsatile
flow in the entire circulation.
However, since they do not rely on detailed geometry these models
do not capture the whole complexity of cardiovascular function, in
particular spatial flow distribution and wave propagation. The 0D
models are also used to represent single compartment coupled to
more complex models, or as boundary conditions (the non modeled
extremities of the system).
6.2.1.2 1D models
The Navier-Stokes governing equations describe the motion of vis-
cous fluids relying on mass conservation and momentum. The 1D
integration of Navier-Stokes model considers velocity of the fluid is
only related to the axial component. This means the geometry of the
vessel is considered as a tube with a varying radius along its length.
The model can take into account energy loss at bifurcations of the
network. It intrinsically reproduces wave propagation but it is not
perfectly adapted for lesion study in complex geometry.
Matthys et al. showed the ability of the 1D formulation to capture
the main features of pulse wave propagation in a 37 vessel model of
the largest human body arteries [68]. Using 0D model for boundary
condition, including energy loss at bifurcation, they describe good
pressure and flow correlation with 70 experimental measures along
the system. However, they did not succeed to remove some non-
physiological oscillation at terminal branches, suggesting that wall
visco-elasticity might play an important role in the experimental re-
sults.
Smith et al. applied a 1D CFD on the extended coronary canine
vasculature [91]. In this work [92], they use the same geometrical
model to stand for artery and veinous vasculature. A 0D model of
the micro-circulation connect them. Like Matthys et al., they also
model the pressure loss at bifurcations. In addition, they characterize
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wall elasticity via a pressure-radius relationship. They obtain realistic
flow rates (exhibiting fractal flow hetereogeneity) and pressure distri-
bution demonstrating functional plausibility of the generated vascu-
lature. They intend to adapt the model to physio-pathology using
Stettler work [93] to represent stenosed regions, relying on empirical
models of viscous loss.
6.2.1.3 3D models
The 3D Navier-Stoke modeling considers the full geometry of the
domain. This model is more expensive to solve, but provides phe-
nomena behavior with high precision. In particular, it captures wall
shear stress, the tangential force exerted by flowing fluid correspond-
ing to friction with vessel wall.
Vignon-Clementel et al. successfully apply it to simple bifurcation,
simple tree, and multi-branched arterial trees [102]. They demon-
strate the importance of boundary conditions as they represent ves-
sels downstream of the modelled domain. They provide a method to
define them implicitly at outlets by coupling with 0D or 1D models.
With such framework, they can capture the impact of stenosis and
provide patient-specific measures.
Kim et al. specifically adapted the 3D Navier-Stokes multidomain
modeling above to the coronary function [62]. They couple the 3D
CFD in aorta and epicardial coronaries, with a lumped model at ves-
sel outlets. They consider vessel wall dynamics along the cardiac
cycle to account for cross-talk interaction. This model reproduces
realistic pressure and flow for rest and stress conditions, but also
healthy or simulated diseased vessels.
To optimize computation time of 3D Navier-Stokes model, Heart-
Flow suggests approaches combining reduced order models and ma-
chine learning [82].
Adapting to complex geometry, this model is useful to study dis-
eased regions, and is intrinsically patient-specific. For large vessels,
to consider pulsatility one can use FSI where the arterial walls are
modeled with 1D or 3D, elastic or visco-elastic solid model.
6.2.1.4 Porous model
The large number of vessels of vascular networks is a computa-
tional challenge for all previously described models. In addition the
vasculature geometry is truncated at some microlevel, since the cap-
illary network cannot be extracted, which induces boundary condi-
tions sometimes difficult to determine. Another approach of vascular
CFD uses a porous medium as geometrical domain. It is a contin-
uous anisotropic material constituted of 2 phases: a solid phase, or
matrix, which contains pores, and a fluid phase, that fills the pores.
The porous medium is commonly described as a sponge, and is char-
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acterized by several properties, for instance porosity (volume fraction
of fluid) and permeability (ability to let fluid go through).
The fluid flow through a porous medium is governed by Darcy’s
law, a homogeneization of Navier-Stokes equations. Resolution of
the governing equations involves estimation of the domain proper-
ties relating to conductance of flow through tissue. Such a model is
commonly used to represent micro-vasculature, or precisely capillary
networks.
Huygues et al. proposed a viscoelastic porous model including
stress fibers to represent the beating left ventricle [42]. Chapelle et
al. [15] applied and detailed a similar model to simulate drainage
and swelling of ventricle under large deformation. The specificity of
this model is its compatibility with tissue incompressibility and ther-
modynamic principles. It exhibits several key phenomena of cardiac
perfusion: main flows consistent with experimental measure, and per-
fusion heterogeneity. This model is therefore well suited for investi-
gations of cross talk phenomena.
6.2.2 Coupled perfusion and coronary models
Methods aiming at a complete modeling of the cardiac physiology
couple CFD in vessel and porous models.
Such methods are computed with detailed vessel and tissue do-
mains. For instance Hyde et al. [43] worked with porcine and ca-
nine heart extracted from cryomicrotome, providing vessel down to
arteriole level and ventricle segmentations. They couple a Poiseuille
model in large arteries with a porous model for smaller vessels. This
porous model contains several compartments, each of them describ-
ing a subset of embedded vessels based on radius range. For such
multi-compartment model parameterisation can be difficult to obtain
physiologically plausible results. Hyde et al. [44] provide several
parameterisation methods.
A direct clinical application of this coupled model is the contrast
agent simulation, achieved by Lee et al. [64]. They couple 1D coro-
nary model with a poromechanical model representing the contract-
ing myocardium. On top of this model they compute myocardial
transport model for calculating contrast agent dynamics. Based on
advection-reaction-diffusion equations, they simulate tracer agent ki-
netics that underlies image formation, and successfully identified a
perfusion deficit region.
An alternative strategy proposed by D’Angelo et al. [20] couples
1D coronary model with a porous model containing 3D diffusion-
reaction equations. This approach simulates blood through tissue by
leaking from the vessel into a fractured porous medium. It was ex-
tended to biomechical transport model in 3D vascular domain, and
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applied for drug eluting stent in coronary artery [21].
A more detailed review of the state of the art is presented by Sin-
clair et al. [90].
6.3 objective
Our work subscribes in the perspective of perfusion simulations
from X-Ray CT exam. As such, our goal is to develop the tools for
functional analysis of the hybrid vascular network generated in Part
1. This pipeline aims at assessing the validity of the vascular net-
work function against literature expectations, and also with regards
to functional ground-truth data. In this objective we are provided by
VU Medical Center of Amsterdam both X-ray CT and perfusion exam
for a set of 8 low-diseased patients.
Using HeartFlow solution outputs on the X-ray CT, for each patient
we generated a hybrid image based and synthetic geometric network,
as described in part i, that provides vasculature geometry down to
the arterioles.
To build a functional analysis providing comparison with ground-
truth measures, we aim at establishing several instruments. First,
we need to define a fluid dynamics model compatible with the hy-
brid network. Second, a set of tools must be developed to assess the
resulting vascular function, and its extrapolated consequences into
the myocardium compartment. The final step of this pipeline is to
provide a patient-specific functional analysis, in the comparison with
perfusion exams, from which acquisition is described in the following
section.
6.3.1 Myocardium perfusion imaging data
In our project, the provided perfusion images are computed with
water-PET.
Positron emission tomography (PET), is an exam based on a radio-
tracer to highlight metabolic activity in the body. The radio tracer
used is modified water, in which the oxygen is 15O, a radio-isotope
with only 7 neutrons instead of the normal 8. The radio tracer is thus
called 15O-labeled water. The 15O-labeled water is an optimal tracer
for flow quantitation as its uptake is linearly related to flow and a
single compartment model is used for flow quantitation.
The exam consists of two steps: a first scan in rest condition, and a
second scan in stress conditions. For each of these scans, the patient
is injected a bolus of radio tracer. A total of 990 images are collected
along a 6 minute scanning period, starting at the bolus injection. The
PET sequence is immediately followed by a low dose X-ray CT. A
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10 minute interval is observed between rest and stress exams, to al-
low for decay in radioactivity. Starting before, and during the stress
exam, the patient is submitted to a continuous infusion of a common
vasodilator, called adenosine, by intra veinous that induces maximal
hyperemia. This simulates physical activity, corresponding to stress
conditions. More details of this protocol are provided in Danad paper
[22].
Absolute myocardial blood flow (MBF), in mL/min /g of tissue, is
calculated from the 990 captured images in rest and stress conditions.
This process is achieved thanks to a in-house interactive software
called cardiacVUer built by Harms et al. for VU Medical Center
[36]. This tool can identify the myocardium, and calculate the abso-
lute MBF values inside 17 standardized myocardium regions called
AHA segments [14]. Extracted from kinetic analysis of the tracer in
each voxel, the MBF is calculated for each segment. For this calcu-
lation the low dose CT, anatomical exam, is matched with the func-
tional image to correct for emission attenuation depending on tissue
thickness and composition. Finally, this tool generates a polarmap
output: a 2 dimensional representation of the 17 segments, showing
the averaged MBF values over the segment thickness, for rest, stress,
and reserve, see example figure 42. The myocardial flow reserve cor-
respond to the ratio of stress over rest.
The normal MBF values defined for water PET in this protocol are,
cf [23]:
— at rest: around 1mL/min /g
— at stress: around 3.5mL/min /g, but can goes up to 5 in some
healthy patients.
If a patient shows a MBF value at stress below the cutoff 2.3mL/min /g,
it is defined as diseased. The MBF reserve value is also considered as
a threshold for diagnosis: the cutoff value is 2.5. Because the radio
tracer exhibits a high spatial resolution, local heterogeneity can be ob-
served in a normal patient (such local details are not obviously seen
with other tracers like rubidium).
This 15O-labeled water-PET exam provides precise quantitative and
qualitative absolute MBF measures. In order to produce comparison
with such functional data, we define a CFD model to compute on the
hybrid vascular network, which is presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 42 – Example of polarmap of low diseased patient: rest and stress
MBF results in mL/min /g, Coronary Flow Reserve (CFR or re-
serve) corresponds to the ratio of stress MBF over rest MBF. The
red lines on the polarmaps delineate segments statistically as-
sociated respectively to LAD (top), RCA (bottom left) and LCX
(right) vessels. Image produced by Cardiac VUer, in-house soft-
ware of VU Medical Center.
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C F D I N C O R O N A R I E S
In this chapter we compute the solution to the 1D-Euler equations
of blood flow in the hybrid geometrical model composed of the seg-
mented vasculature and synthetic network. The 1D equations of
blood flow can be derived in each vessel by cross sectional integra-
tion of the Navier-Stokes equations.
7.1 assumptions
To compute CFD in coronaries, we make several assumptions on
the domain and fluid properties.
— The blood is modeled as an incompressible, homogeneous New-
tonian fluid. This means that we ignore complex rheological
properties, in particular Pries law defining varying viscosity.
This is quite an important approximation considering that we
work on a multi-scale vasculature. Such assumption is accept-
able for large and small arteries [83], but is a significant sim-
plification when reaching the arteriole level, in the terminal
branches our vascular trees. This is a conscious decision to sim-
plify the initial model, that can later on be improved with more
realistic blood properties. Blood behaves as a non-Newtonian
fluid at low shear rate. However the cut-off shear rate is about
100 s−1 [49], [6]: flow in large coronaries usually exhibit higher
values. We would expect to see lower shear rates either in under-
perfused vessels or in aneurysm-like complex geometry.
— The blood is approximated as a fully developed flow under lam-
inar conditions. This is relevant for the majority of the domain.
Complex flow is only expected close to the ostium into the large
arteries or around diseased regions.
— We assume steady state, i.e. independent of time. This as-
sumption implies that only cycle-averaged quantities can be es-
timated. In contrast, absolute MBF measures from perfusion
imaging correspond to averaged values over several heart cy-
cles. However this strategy is effective for coronary functional
analysis since Tu et al. demonstrate a good correlation between
mean volumetric flow rate and FFR measures [99]. In addition,
Morris et al. showed that steady state analysis is more robust
and reliable than transient analysis [72]. We also note that an
internal study achieved at HeartFlow demonstrated that flow
values averaged over cycles are equivalent to those obtained in
steady-state simulations in their segmented coronary models.
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We focus on modeling resting and hyperemic conditions, neces-
sary to provide perfusion analysis.
— We do not consider fluid-structure mechanical interaction: in
our model, vascular walls are non elastic, we neglect ventricle
contraction and cross talk. We seek overall effect over heart
beat.
7.2 model
The Navier-Stokes equations governing the isothermal flow of an
incompressible fluid derives from conservation of motion quantity.
They ensure mass conservation and momentum balance.
Mass conservation states that the variation of the mass of fluid with
time is null. The momentum equation states that the sum of all forces
(here acceleration, inertia, pressure, and viscous forces) is null, in
other words, the momentum is balanced.
These equations are defined for a fluid of volumetric mass density
ρ, of viscosity µ, moving into the vessel with a longitudinal mean
velocity v, within an Eulerian system. The 1D integration of Navier-
Stokes equations, defined along the centerline axis of each vessel of
coordinate z, can be written as:
∂S
∂t
+
∂Q
∂z
= 0 (21a)
∂Q
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(α
Q2
S
) +
S
ρ
∂P
dz
+ λ
Q
S
= 0 (21b)
S represents the cross sectional area of the vessel, and Q the flow
rate related to velocity byQ = Sv, and P the pressure. In equation 21a,
for mass conservation, because of steady flow, we do not consider S
versus time, so the first term is neglected. Thus, the flow is not a
function of the z axis.
In the momentum equation, 21b, the first term corresponds to the
acceleration, which is neglected due to steady flow assumption. The
second term represents inertia, and the third term refers to the pres-
sure gradient along the vessel. Finally the fourth term expresses vis-
cous losses, with λ representing the viscous resistance of the flow per
unit of length of the vessel. This constant λ is derived from kinematic
viscosity of blood by assuming here a parabolic velocity profile. The
constant α = 4/3 is obtained by integrating the parabolic velocity
profile over the cross sectional area [103].
At each bifurcation, conservation of mass and continuity of pres-
sure provides a relationship between vessels, allowing to build a sys-
tem of equations.
The equation system must be solved in the whole hybrid model:
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— in the synthetic segments, S is known and constant along z of
each vessel, so we can resolve directly with Poiseuille law. The
inertia term disappears.
— in the segmented vessels, S is known and varies along z. The
inertia term is taken into account.
7.2.1 Boundary conditions
At the inlet of each left and right coronary tree, we set the aortic
pressure to PAO = 93mmHg. This value can be derived from average
systolic (120mmHg) and diastolic pressure (80mmHg), considering
systole occurs during a third of heart cycle [10], and was also calcu-
lated from a 400 patient datasets by HeartFlow.
At each of the segment outlets, we set a boundary condition corre-
sponding to the terminal segment flow. This boundary condition is
estimated and updated differently in rest and stress conditions.
7.2.2 Algorithm for the 1D model
7.2.2.1 Rest conditions
The total myocardium baseline flow Qtotrest is estimated from the
myocardial mass m, following the relationship defined by Choi et al.
[16]:
Qtotrest = ζ×mγ (22)
Currently γ is set to 0.75 [16]. Note that the coefficient γ can be
tuned to better match experimental myocardial blood flow values.
The coefficient ζ = 329160 corresponds to a normalization factor. It was
obtained to compute a normal distribution with a median myocardial
blood flow rate value of 1.0mL/min /g at baseline using more than
400 patients.
We initialize all terminal segment flows based on their diameter:
qT,irest =
(rT,i)2.7
Nterm∑
i=1
(rT,i)2.7
Qtotrest (23)
With these initialized flows we calculate the baseline resistance at
each terminal segment:
RT,ibase =
PAO
qT,irest
(24)
From this we can estimate a minimum resistance expected at each
terminal segment end to be:
RT,imin =
1
4
RT,ibase (25)
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This minimum resistance is calculated once, and then values are fixed
for the whole algorithm. This minimum resistance assumes a maxi-
mal radius dilation capacity of about 40% (
√
2) as referenced in [110].
It relates to the resistance given by the Poiseuille formula equation 2.
This radius dilation capacity is applied to synthetic trees to replicate
dilation of arterioles.
Using the terminal segment flows as boundary condition for the
first iteration, flow and pressure are simulated in the entire tree, by
solving the 1D equations. With the resulting values for terminal seg-
ment pressures (PT,i), and the known terminal segment flows (qT,irest)
we estimate the simulated terminal segment resistance RT,isim:
RT,isim =
PT,i
qT,irest
(26)
If the simulated terminal segment resistance falls below the mini-
mum resistance value RT,imin, we update both geometry and flow. We
compute the radii dilation of the terminal segment and its upstream
synthetic segments using the factor
(
RT,ibase
RT,imin
)0.25
=
√
2. And then we
reduce the terminal segment flow, by multiplying it with the factor
RT,isim
RT,imin
.
If the simulated terminal segment resistance is over or equal to
RT,imin, then we update the geometry, but maintain the same flow. The
radii dilation of the terminal segment and all its upstream synthetic
segments is performed with the same factor
(
RT,ibase
RT,imin
)0.25
=
√
2.
Note that each terminal segment can have a different radius dila-
tion factor as the resistance of the terminal segment will depend on
the upstream pressure loss. Several iterations are necessary to obtain
a stabilized flow in the system, determined when:
max
(
RT,isim,n+1 − R
T,i
sim,n
RT,isim,n+1
)
< 1% (27)
Also, note that for synthetic trees arising from vessel tips, the di-
lation propagation stops just before reaching the root segment. This
ensure we maintain continuity between the segmented and synthetic
networks. For synthetic trees arising along a vessel, the dilation prop-
agation reaches the root segment.
7.2.2.2 Stress conditions
The hyperemic state imitates invasive FFR measure conditions. For
this exam, the patient is administrated intraveinous adenosine, a va-
sodilator. Wilson et al. showed that under this condition, the total
coronary resistance falls to a fourth of the resting value [110]. Thus,
the total ideal hyperemic flow is defined as:
Qtotstress = 4Q
tot
rest (28)
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and all the synthetic segments are subject to a 40% dilation regardless
of the rest dilation, their radii are thus called rT,id . Initial terminal
segment flows are calculated with:
qT,istress =
(rT,id )
2.7
Nterm∑
i=1
(rT,id )
2.7
Qtotstress (29)
So that the minimal terminal segment resistances are estimated
with the initial terminal segment flows as:
RT,imin,stress =
PAO
qT,istress
(30)
Since the whole system is already at maximal radius dilation capac-
ity, all terminal segment resistances are fixed. The system is solved
using qT,istress as terminal segment outlet boundary conditions. With
the resulting simulated pressures and flow, we compute the simu-
lated resistance:
RT,isim,stress =
PT,isim,stress
qT,isim,stress
(31)
Whatever the simulated resistance, the terminal segment flow is
always multiplied by the factor R
T,i
sim,stress
RT,imin,stress
. That way, if the simulated
resistance falls below the minimum resistance, the flow is increased,
otherwise it is decreased.
Simulation is then run again with the updated terminal flow values.
Over iterations, the computed terminal resistance values converge to
the minimum resistance values. The convergence criteria is:
max
(∣∣∣∣
PT,istress/q
T,i
stress − R
T,i
min,stress
RT,imin,stress
∣∣∣∣
)
< 0.01 (32)
7.2.2.3 Vessels non perfusing left ventricle
For the vessels non perfusing the left ventricle (mostly arising from
RCA), we define terminal segment flow boundary condition based
on the equation 23. However if the calculate terminal vessel flow is
lower than the main vessel flow contribution to the left ventricle, we
neglect the vessel non perfusing left ventricle by assigning a zero flow
boundary condition.

8
F U N C T I O N A L A N A LY S I S P I P E L I N E
The 1D coronary model is applied with both rest and hyperemic
conditions on the hybrid vasculature of 7 patients, each containing
6000 terminal segments. It is computed with a C++ hand-written
solver implemented by Hyun Jin Kim. The computation time for rest
or stress conditions takes on average 10 hours.
We provide a set of tools to assess the resulting pressure and flows.
First, we achieve a study of the flow and pressure along the vessels
to verify they continuously decrease down to arterioles, and satisfy
literature ranges. We also verified the total tree resistance is much
less than terminal segment resistance in stress conditions. Then, we
perform an analysis of flow distribution at terminal segments, look-
ing at their relative values, and their spatial distribution into the my-
ocardium. This study provides assessment of the global homogeneity,
and local fractal heterogeneity pattern. We also implement a com-
parison of this spatial flow distribution with the MBF measures of
perfusion exams.
8.1 vessel flow
We compare the flow results with Kassab flow analysis achieved
in vascular trees generated from porcine statistical data [58]. In this
reference work, fluid dynamic is computed with a Poiseuille model
on vascular models down to the pre-capillary vessel.
We assign the Diameter Defined Strahler order, similarly as in part
I, section 3.3. We measure flow along Strahler order for both rest and
stress conditions, see figure 43. In rest condition flow values follow
similar logarithmic law as in Kassab analysis. In stress conditions the
logarithmic law is maintained with a similar slope. Since the flow is
increased in this condition, the intercept is higher.
8.2 vessel pressure
We analyze pressure along element order, segment order and along
vessel path, in both rest and stress conditions, for each patient or each
main vessel.
8.2.1 Study per element
In rest condition over the 7 patients the pressure drop between
element order 11 and order 5 ranges between 4–13mmHg, see figure
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Figure 43 – Element average flow along Strahler order for 7 patients in rest
(left) and stress (right) conditions.
44 which corresponds to the literature [58]. In stress conditions the
pressure drop is increased of 2–3 times. Some cases, in particular 1, 3
or 4, show an average increasing pressure when reaching the lowest
order, but this is actually a statistical artifact, explained later on.
Figure 44 – Element average pressure along Strahler order for 7 patients in
rest (left) and stress (right) conditions.
When classified by main vessel, pressure distributions are pretty
similar along vessels, see figure 45.
The apparent low order pressure increase is more visible on the
LAD vessel. We demonstrate that this effect is an artifact in the next
sections.
8.2.2 Study along segment order
We observe that the element classification impacts on the pressure
distribution. To investigate this we produce boxplots of pressures
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Figure 45 – Element average pressure along Strahler order for each main
vessel over 7 patients in rest (left) and stress (right) conditions.
The total number of elements in each Strahler order is indicated
along the x axis.
along Strahler order for either element outlets or all segments outlets,
see figures 46 and 47, respectively for rest and stress conditions.
Median pressures at element outlets between order 8 and 4 are
alternatively increasing then decreasing. However, visualizing the
results per segment shows continuously decreasing pressure values
with decreasing Strahler order. This points out the element classifica-
tion induces a bias in the pressure distributions. To confirm that the
low order increasing pressure is an artifact, we also study pressure
results along each vessel path.
8.2.3 Study along vessel path
We analyzed the pressure along all vessel paths for each of the
cases. Apart from a slight pressure increase observed in the ostium
regions, due to the diameter approximation within the bulbing re-
gion, we did not detect any pressure increase toward the terminal
segments. For visualization purpose, we randomly picked 50 paths
in LAD, LCX and RCA vessels of our 7 patients. In figure 48 we plot
the average pressure along Strahler order for rest conditions. It shows
terminal segments of order n with pressure values over average are
arising from vessel of n+ 2 or n+ 3 order. This is in good agreement
with the principle of connectivity matrix described by Kassab and ex-
plains the wide pressure ranges for each Strahler order. Note that
for RCA paths, the ones ending at order 9 correspond to segmented
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Figure 46 – Average pressure distribution (boxplot) along Strahler order for
elements (left) and segments (right), over 7 patients in rest con-
ditions.
Figure 47 – Average pressure distribution (boxplot) along Strahler order for
elements (left) and segments (right), over 7 patients in stress
conditions.
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vessels identified as perfusing the right ventricle, thus these vessels
were not extended with synthetic segments.
The same observations apply for the stress conditions, see figure
49.
Figure 48 – Average pressure along 50 paths of a main vessel over 7 patients
in rest conditions. Top: RCA, Mid: LAD, Bottom: LCX.
Ranges of pressure and flow obtained over the 7 patients match
literature values.
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Figure 49 – Average pressure along 50 paths of a main vessel over 4 patients
in stress conditions. Top: RCA, Mid: LAD, Bottom: LCX.
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8.3 resistance
To verify resistance consistency, we calculated for each coronary
tree j its resistance as:
R
j
tree =
P
j
ostium −min(P
T,i)
Q
j
tot
(33)
with PT,i the terminal segment pressures, Postium and Q
j
tot the pres-
sure at ostium and total coronary tree flow. We calculate the maximal
terminal segment resistance with:
Rmaxterm = max
(
PT,i
qT,i
)
(34)
Values for rest and stress conditions are reported respectively in
the table 4 and 5. The coronary tree resistance is always much less
than the maximal terminal segment resistance, which is expected and
coherent with our assumption to neglect total tree resistance in the
1D coronary model. Also, the right coronary tree resistances are all
higher than left coronary. This is in agreement with a much less paral-
lelized network in the right coronary, since we only extended vessels
perfusing the left ventricle. On the right coronary these correspond
to just a few vessels close to the posterior wall. It is also partially
induced by globally longer vessels on right coronary, because they
wrap around the right ventricle before reaching the left ventricle.
Table 4 – Resistance values in left and right coronary for each case in rest
conditions
Right coronary tree Left coronary tree
in
Pamm−3 s−1
Rtree R
max
term Rtree R
max
term
case 1 4.88 3.95× 105 1.54 1.76× 106
case 2 12.07 1.21× 106 1.17 3.82× 105
case 3 9.00 1.23× 106 1.53 1.64× 106
case 4 7.96 7.46× 105 2.25 3.04× 105
case 5 16.60 1.25× 106 1.89 7.53× 105
case 6 3.26 6.35× 105 1.15 2.90× 105
case 7 2.67 5.39× 105 1.42 3.30× 105
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Table 5 – Resistance values in left and right coronary for each case in stress
conditions
Right coronary tree Left coronary tree
in
Pamm−3 s−1
Rtree R
max
term Rtree R
max
term
case 1 3.17 1.03× 105 0.96 4.54× 105
case 2 7.79 3.32× 105 0.85 1.0× 105
case 3 4.87 3.28× 105 1.04 1.70× 105
case 4 4.63 2.09× 105 1.47 1.10× 105
case 5 9.89 3.72× 105 1.19 2.02× 105
case 6 1.99 1.69× 105 1.0 7.64× 104
case 7 1.74 1.43× 105 0.93 8.53× 104
8.4 shear rate
Based on the Poiseuille law (3), the shear rate of a vessel, with a
radius r and flow q, can be calculated as:
γ̇ =
4q
πr3
(35)
We calculated shear rate for all segments of each of the cases in rest
conditions. Nearly all segments obtain medium to high shear, with a
value above 100 s−1, cf figure 50. There are only 8 segments among
all patients segments with low shear (between 30 and 100 s−1 value).
These correspond to large diameter vessels of the segmented model.
Since they are short and located in between close bifurcations, we as-
sume their diameter measurement, based on a maximally inscribed
sphere, might be overestimated, inducing the low shear rate calcula-
tion.
Given these shear rate results, the assumption of a Newtonian flow
seems consistent for our 1D model.
8.5 terminal segment flows
This analysis aims at assessing the relative and spatial distribution
of terminal segment flows.
Some terminal segments exhibit very high flow, corresponding to
synthetic trees that did not extend properly, inducing large terminal
segment diameters. We neglect these outliers defined by flow values
greater than mean plus two standard deviations. These outliers cor-
respond on average to 0.8% of terminal segments over the 7 patients.
The following analysis is inspired from two studies made respectively
by Karch [56] and Beard [9] on single vascular trees. Karch analyzed
the resulting terminal segment flows on several CCO simulations of
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Figure 50 – Shear rate histogram for each case
16 000 terminal segments trees grown in cubic volumes. From sta-
tistical porcine data, Beard generated a representation of the LAD
vessel with about 5× 106 terminal segments inside a cylindrical ter-
ritory. He computed a blood flow analysis with a Poiseuille model
including Pries law.
8.5.1 Relative distribution
We study the distribution of the 6000 terminal segment flows in
rest conditions. The distributions of relative flow (qT,i/
∑
qT,i) at
terminal segments over the 7 patients are pretty similar. As in Karch
analysis [56], the log log Probability Density Function (PDF) exhibits
a parabolic shape, which corresponds to a log-Gaussian distribution.
Since we have only 6000 terminal segments, our normalized expected
terminal segment flows should be of 1.66× 10−4. Over the 7 patients,
we observe an average mode of 1.59× 10−4, which is satisfactory, see
figure 51.
8.5.2 Distribution in myocardium
This study aims at assessing the spatial distribution of terminal seg-
ment flows. For this, we compute an estimation of relative regional
flows at various resolutions.
Since the geometry of the left ventricle is complex, and its division
could be subjective, we rely on randomness to objectively identify
subvolumes. Picking randomly P points inside the myocardium, we
compute a Voronoi tessellation using them as markers, thus identify-
ing P subvolumes in the myocardium. The tessellation is calculated
with a watershed algorithm [76]. For each subvolume we sum all ter-
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Figure 51 – Log log Probability Density Function of the relative terminal
segment flow. Left: Our result. Right: figure 7B from Karch
study.
Figure 52 – Visualization of terminal segment flow distribution with
Voronoi of 100 points on case 2. The high flow regions are con-
centrated around RCA and LAD main vessel paths.
minal segment flows dumping into it, and normalize by the size of
the subvolume in mL.
8.5.2.1 Global homogeneity study
We analyze the flow distribution in the whole myocardium. Over
all 7 patients, at lowest resolution (P = 100) we observe maximal
range of 3 to 5 times the mean flow value, while only 0.5 to 1.5 times
of mean values are referenced in measures on dogs [24]. When vi-
sualizing the flow distribution in the myocardium, we observe high
flow regions are concentrated close to the large coronaries, while low
flow regions are mostly away from large vessels, see example of case
2 and 6 in figure 52 and 53. This suggests the synthetic networks fails
to distribute the flow in the whole myocardium homogeneously.
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Figure 53 – Visualization of terminal segment flow distribution with
Voronoi of 100 points on case 6. The high flow regions are con-
centrated around RCA and LAD main vessel paths.
8.5.2.2 Local heterogeneity study
This study aims at identifying the fractal pattern of local flow distri-
bution heterogeneity in the myocardium. In this goal we compute the
probability density function of the relative regional flows at various
spatial resolutions. The relative dispersions (RD) associated to each
curve are expected to align in a log-log plot against subvolume size in
mm. The slope of this line corresponds to the fractal coefficient. Refer-
ence measured values range between 1.21 and 1.37 among mammals.
The study made by Beard et al. [9], on a 1× 106 segment representa-
tion of LAD built from statistical data showed a fractal coefficient of
1.235.
We plot the probability density function for each of the resolution,
and calculate the relative dispersion (RD) associated to each curve,
see figure 54.
Given that our vascular networks contain 6000 terminal segments,
despite its non physiological meaning it is not surprising to obtain
subvolumes with null flow when the resolution is over a 1/6000 of
the myocardium volume. Whatever the resolution, the RD values are
higher than literature values [9] by a factor of 10 (for smallest sub-
volumes) to 15 (for largest subvolumes). For comparison, Smith et al
[92] obtained a factor of 4 to 6, when computing the same study on a
simulated vascular network containing 6 Strahler order generations.
Their result is imputed to the insufficient number of generations. Our
RD values are significantly higher, which is consistent with the cumu-
lation of small number of generations and the global heterogeneity
observed in previous section.
The log-log plot of relative dispersion along the subvolume size is
obtained for all patients, and presented in figure 55. Because of the
global flow heterogeneity, in general they do not align.
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Figure 54 – Probability Density Functions of relative regional flow for each
case (reading left to right, then top to bottom) at varying reso-
lution. Mean volume and relative dispersion are calculated for
each curve.
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Figure 55 – Log-log plot of relative dispersion along subvolume.
One case makes an exception though: case 5, in which all relative
dispersions are decreasing with volume element size, so that we can
fit a line. The slope of log RD versus log of element volume is 1−
D = −0.09, or a fractal dimension D equal to 1.09 This coefficient
is close the value 1.12 obtained by Smith et al. [92]. However, since
this case demonstrate flow values in a range of 5 times the mean
value at lowest resolution, and relative dispersion corresponding to
more than twice the values obtained by Smith et al., this result should
be interpreted with caution. We noticed that among all cases this
patient exhibits the highest myocardium surface combined with one
of the lowest segmented coronary volume. A larger territory with less
vessels would provide lower constraints, which could explain a more
homogeneous distribution of terminal segments. This interpretation
needs to be further investigated.
8.5.3 Comparison with perfusion exams
The terminal segment flow distribution in the myocardium can be
put in parallel with MBF values obtained from perfusion exams.
To work with a similar resolution as perfusion exams (voxel volume
of 0.064mL), we use the myocardium flow distribution image divided
into 1600 Voronoi subvolumes, corresponding to an average of 0.07–
0.1mL per subvolume.
8.5.3.1 Standardized parcellation of the myocardium
Comparison with perfusion exams requires a standardized myocardium
parcellation according to the American Heart Association (AHA) nomen-
clature [75], see description in figure 56.
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Figure 56 – Figures 3 and 4 of the AHA nomenclature [75]. Left: figure 3
describes the decomposition into numerical segments for each
ring: basal, mid, apical and apex. Right: figure 4 shows the
segment representation into a circumferential polar plot (called
polarmap).
This process is achieved on a mask image of the myocardium. Each
myocardium voxel is associated with cylindrical coordinates derived
from 3 myocardium landmarks: the basal point, the apex and the
heart-crux. The former corresponds to center of the atrio-ventricular
valve. The latter corresponds to the highest intersection point of the
right and left ventricle on the posterior wall. The apex is the tip of
the left ventricle. With the basal point it defines the z axis. Based on
these cylindrical coordinates, each myocardium voxel is assigned to
one of the 17 AHA segments, following the nomenclature definition.
To assess the division along the z axis, we measured the volume
of each 3 rings over all cases. The mean volumes, normalized by the
sum of the 3 volumes, are respectively of 36.0± 0.2, 36.0± 0.2 and
28.0± 0.3% for basal, mid and apical rings. This satisfies reference
values (respectively 35, 35, and 30%), and demonstrate a good ro-
bustness.
The identification of the 17 segments has been qualitatively as-
sessed by visual analysis. The location of the basal point, does not
seem perfectly satisfactory for the coordinate system since its is not
exactly in the center of the cavity. A more appropriate point could
correspond to the barycenter of the basal ring. Due to lack of time,
we did not press further the assessment of the parcellation.
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Figure 57 – 3D illustration of the myocardium AHA parcellation. The red
ellipsoids correspond to the 3 landmarks defining the cylindrical
coordinate system: apex (A), basal point (B), heart-crux (H).
8.5.3.2 Flow distribution comparison, with polarmap visualization
We compute the average terminal vessel flow in each of the 17 AHA
segments, and normalize them by the whole myocardium mean flow
value. The resulting distribution of terminal flow per AHA segment
is produced in the same fashion as the perfusion exam : a 2D projec-
tion in a polarmap, see exemple in figures 58 and 59. Note that in
figure 59, showing results for case 3, we find again the line connect-
ing high flow regions along LAD and RCA in particular in the mid
and apical rings. Also, we can observe a technical difference in AHA
parcellation computation between the cardiacVUer software and our
method. Within cardiacVUer experts interactively define one land-
mark for each ring. Since this landmark indicates the reference of
rotation, it induces the slight angular difference between rings, that
does not occur within our system.
Comparison with the MBF segment values does not show signifi-
cant correlation, with a R2 coefficient below 0.24 over all patients for
rest and stress. Note that the highest correlation is obtained with the
case 5, which is twice as high as the other cases. Considering the
global heterogeneity of flow observed in previous section, this result
was expected. However, this study was still conducted in order to
construct the pipeline all the way to the comparison with functional
measures. With such a functional analysis, we will be able to further
improve vascular network generation to better match patient-specific
myocardium flow distribution.
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Figure 58 – Polarmap comparison between terminal segment flow distribu-
tion and MBF values from water-PET for case 2. Top: our result
in stress (left), and rest (right). Bottom: water PET results.
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Figure 59 – Polarmap comparison between terminal segment flow distribu-
tion and MBF values from water-PET for case 3. Top: our result
in stress (left), and rest (right). Bottom: water PET results.
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We produced a complete pipeline for the assessment of the hybrid
vascular network function, leading to a comparison with ground-
truth data.
First, we defined a 1D coronary model to compute fluid dynamics
in the hybrid coronary networks for both rest and hyperemic condi-
tions.
Then, we developed a set of tools for the functional analysis of the
resulting flows and pressures. These enabled us to assess pressure,
flow and resistance along the vessels and to estimate flow distribution
inside the myocardium. To provide analysis against experimental
measures, we computed the 17 AHA segments myocardium parcella-
tion, and estimated correlation with the MBF values of the perfusion
exams.
The results of this pipeline on 7 patients points out good agree-
ment with the literature of flows and pressures along the vessels, and
network resistance. In particular terminal segments exhibit the ex-
pected average flow values at vessel outlets. Also the vast majority of
our segments exhibit mid to high shear rates and so, our assumption
of a Newtonian fluid is verified. However our distribution of flow
into the myocardium exhibits a non physiological global heterogene-
ity, preventing local flow patterns identification. As a consequence,
the distribution does not correlate well with functional ground truth.
9.1 improvement and validation of the pipeline tools
Several steps of the pipeline can be reviewed.
The 1D coronary model should be assessed on more vascular net-
works to demonstrate its robustness. Due to time constraints, we
have applied it only on 7 patients. Investigation of recent functional
in vivo coronary studies should help provide more statistical data to
compare with. Also, alternative strategies for the 1D model can be
compared within this pipeline. For instance, a method relying on
the terminal segment associated volume territories from the Voronoi
tessellation has been concurrently developed. With this method ter-
minal segment flow is distributed according to these volumes, and
help estimating minimal resistances. Its results still need to be inves-
tigated and assessed against the current method to identify interests
and drawbacks. In addition, an assumption made in the 1D coronary
model is a constant dilation along synthetic segment path. It could
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be interesting to assess instead the impact of a gradient factor along
the vascular path.
Our functional extrapolation can be improved. The distribution of
flow from the terminal segments to the whole myocardium could be
assessed by associating a more physiologically representative model.
With this goal in mind, we are currently working on coupling a
porous model to the vascular CFD. This work in progress is presented
in appendix 15. With this porous model we would obtain quantitative
results in similar units as the absolute MBF values of ground-truth
data. This would benefit the comparison by providing also simulated
MBF reserve, ratio of absolute MBF in stress and rest conditions. The
MBF reserve is an additional quantitative result taken into account
for diagnosis with MPI, and is thus an important feature.
The AHA 17 segment parcellation of the myocardium has been
only partially assessed, and despite detailed nomenclature we cannot
ensure it perfectly corresponds to the current parcellation achieved
in perfusion exams. We will submit it to a qualitative assessment by
experts at the VU Medical Center. A quantitative assessment by com-
parison with parcellation achieved by these expert’s hands or their
semi-automatic software cardiacVUer would represent a significant
effort but would lead to an optimal validation. Alternatively observ-
ing functional similarity would help demonstrate parcellation equiv-
alence.
We should take advantage of the high spatial resolution of water
PET to compute a more detailed qualitative analysis. In this objective
the polarmap representation should be produced with a higher res-
olution. The AHA segments are currently subdivided according to
the angular coordinate. One could consider subdividing them again
along the z-axis, or co-register the average result image on the corre-
sponding wedge. Such a qualitative comparison will be of particular
interest when identifying perfusion defect regions. In addition, when
the porous model provides simulated MBF values, we will use the
same colormap as in perfusion exam to facilitate visual comparison.
In order to propose a better comparison, it would be preferable to
obtain the perfusion result in the 3D myocardium. Unfortunately the
Cardiac VUer software application does not provide this output as an
option. Obtaining this would require modification to the VU Medical
Center in-house software package to add this functionality.
9.2 validation of the personalized computational model
extrapolation
Analyses resulting from the proposed pipeline demonstrate that
the vascular network geometry satisfies fluid dynamics laws but does
not achieve the function of distributing homogeneous flow into the
myocardium. Many avenues exist to improve on this result, and can
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be assessed by using the proposed pipeline, relying on the compari-
son with functional ground truth data.
First, the functional analysis should help improving vascular net-
work generation. The aim is to obtain homogeneous terminal seg-
ment flow distribution into the myocardium. As we mentioned in
Part 1, section 5.1, several parameters related to vascular growth can
be fine-tuned: number of trees generated, ratio between surface and
inner ventricle segments, and number of terminal segments. Thanks
to our proposed work we can now assess their influence on the func-
tion of the network, and identify the set of parameters that induce
improvements. In addition, we will be able to evaluate the func-
tional differences between varying vascular networks generated for
the same patient, which could provide additional insights for algo-
rithm improvement. And also, to improve spatial distribution we
could consider refining the Forest CCO algorithm itself using recent
outcomes, with suggestions detailed in the conclusion.
The coronary model parameters could also be adapted to match
experimental values. In particular, we will be able to assess the calcu-
lation of patient total baseline flow in regard of its average MBF value,
and potentially refine the coefficients used in the model. The relation-
ship between rest and stress total flows can also be assessed with the
perfusion exams comparison. It would be interesting to verify if we
obtain the intra-veinous adenosine effect observed by Wilson[110].
Finally, we have been working only with low diseased patients.
This personalized computational model extrapolation will only be
fully validated when demonstrating functional correlation in physio-
pathology context. To achieve this, we may rely first on simulated
pathology, then on high diseased patient data. The later case would
provide ground-truth from perfusion exams, and therefore provide a
stronger validation. However we should carefully select the patient
data. Working at first with single acute disease data, would avoid
potential interference induced by multi-vessel disease. Such selection
process is currently ongoing with our clinical partner from VU Medi-
cal Center.
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achievements
In our work we have produced a framework connecting functional
analysis in large coronaries to blood flow distribution inside the my-
ocardium, that enables comparison with ground truth data.
To achieve this we have proposed a patient-specific vascular net-
work generation method, CCOForest, that extends segmented coro-
naries with smaller synthetic vessels down to the arterioles. We have
expanded a tree generation method based on the satisfaction of func-
tional principles, CCO, to account for multiple, competing vascular
trees in a patient-specific context. The algorithm simulates angio-
genesis under vascular volume minimization with flow-related and
geometrical constraints, adapting the simultaneous tree growths to
patient priors. To obtain a plausible coronary organization the vas-
cular growth is decomposed into 2 stages: the first is carried out on
the myocardium surface, and the second inside the whole volume.
This method has been applied on 14 patient datasets producing 6000
terminal segments network each. It demonstrates good repeatability
and robustness overall. Morphometry of the vessel shows good cor-
relation with reference values extracted from porcine vasculatures.
To assess the generated hybrid vascular model we have proposed
a functional analysis pipeline. We have built a 1D coronary model
to compute blood flow simulation, in both rest and hyperemic condi-
tions. We have analyzed resulting blood transport along the vessels,
and distribution of terminal segment flows inside the myocardium.
Finally we have produced the parcellation of the myocardium and
projection of myocardium flow distribution into a polarmap, that en-
ables comparison with functional ground-truth data. This pipeline
was assessed on 7 patient vasculatures. And it has allowed us to iden-
tify weaknesses and perspectives of improvements for all the stages
of our proposed framework.
The software application of this work was achieved with the help
of several collaborators, specific software contributions are detailed
in appendix 16.
framework : independent refinements
Within this framework, each step can be refined, independently of
the functional validation against ground-truth.
Several aspects of the vascular network generation algorithm can be
improved. The initialization should be more robust to always provide
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first segments connecting on the myocardium surface. Growth con-
straints, such as non-degenerative bifurcation, could be also reviewed
to better ensure the target extension of each vascular tree. It would
be interesting to study further the organization of the generated net-
work. For instance we could analyze bifurcation angle distributions,
and in particular the perforation angle, at which vessels penetrate the
myocardium. Also, we could investigate if the generated network ex-
hibit organization patterns such as the ones identified by Van Horssen
across myocardium layers [40]. In addition, even if the vascular gen-
eration cannot be fully assessed by anatomical comparison with hu-
man data, we could nonetheless relate it to anatomical ground-truth
on animal. Work is currently on-going to generate vascular network
for a porcine dataset. The latter is provided with anatomical ground-
truth extracted from cryomicrotome images [32]. Also, we generated
vasculatures based on resting flow conditions. It could be of inter-
est to produce a vascular network with hyperemic flow conditions.
We could measure the consequences on both the geometry and the
function of the network.
In the functional analysis pipeline we have identified potential im-
provements independent from comparison with ground-truth data.
The estimation of blood flow distribution within the myocardium
would be more accurately represented by a porous model coupled
to the 1D coronary model. This refinement is in progress, and is
described in appendix 15. Our microvasculature did not model ori-
entation of the smallest arterioles and capillaries along the myofiber
direction, contrary to what has been described in the literature [59],
[45]. We could integrate this anatomical information in the porous
model by defining the domain as an anisotropic material with ori-
ented fibers. The scalar permeability κ would be then replaced by a
tensor [15]. The tensor field is difficult to estimate in-vivo, only re-
cent studies propose techniques with MRI diffusion tensor imaging
on animals [77], [28]. The permeability tensor could be nonetheless
initiated with a generic model adjusted to the patient ventricle geom-
etry, which would also avoid additional exam for the patient.
Anatomical correspondence of the AHA parcellation between the
two different modalities is difficult to assess accurately. We pointed
differences in parcellation techniques, and refinement to be achieved
with our method. Qualitative or quantitative analysis with experts
could help validating the parcellation process. Working upstream,
with co-registration of the 2 perfusion images could also be investi-
gated, which would enable wider correlation measures, independent
of the parcellation. Also, the projection into a 2D polar map should be
computed with a higher resolution in order to provide more detailed
qualitative comparison with ground-truth data.
We evaluated both network generation and functional analysis with
a limited number of data. Due to time constraints we have assessed
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vascular network morphometry for a total of 14 patients, but the func-
tional analysis was only applied on 7 patients. Robustness of both
anatomy generation and vascular function could be confronted with
more patient data.
The computation time of each step could potentially be optimized.
However it would seem relevant to first identify adjustments leading
to correlation with functional ground-truth data.
validation using the framework
Reaching comparison with ground-truth data is a major achieve-
ment, that provides a patient-specific functional assessment. In order
to validate the obtain correlation with ground-truth data, we can now
iterate to refine each step of the framework, from vascular generation
to functional analysis.
The vascular network generation can now be adjusted with re-
gards to functional analysis. Many parameters were empirically de-
termined and their impact can now be assessed. Identification of
vessels perfusing the left ventricle, distribution of new vascular trees,
number of terminal segments, ratio between segments on surface and
inside the myocardium have to be studied. Note that these parame-
ters could also be compared with potential anatomical ground-truth
data, even though such opportunities are rare for human data.
In order to aim at a better homogeneity of terminal segment dis-
tribution, we propose a refinement of the algorithm based on recent
outcomes. According to a study by Malkasian [67], main vessel ter-
ritories can be identified with minimum-cost path assignment tech-
nique. Dividing the left ventricle into per main-vessel sub-territories
would provide more compact regions to grow vascular trees in, with
our CCO Forest algorithm. Thus homogeneous terminal segment dis-
tributions would potentially be easier to produce. In addition this
strategy can help parallelize the generation task, which could im-
prove computation time.
The comparison with functional ground-truth data should help ad-
just the internal parameters of the 1D coronary and porous models,
such as total baseline flow, to better match experimental values. Also,
alternative strategies for the 1D model can now be compared within
the same framework. Our fluid dynamic model is computed with
assumptions simplifying the physiological reality. We could use the
framework to assess their influence, and possibly adapt the model
to integrate the relevant ones. Constant viscosity is an example of
assumption that could be reviewed with integration of Pries law for
small diameter vessels [79]. A non-Newtonian model could also be
tested to ensure consistency with our assumptions.
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To build the bridge between vascular anatomy and myocardium
flow distribution we have focused on low diseased patient. This panel
should be enlarged with more pathological cases. Validation could be
extended with single acute disease, and then possibly multiple-vessel
disease. First, we could assess the generic impact of simulated lesions.
For instance we could identify the causal relationship between vary-
ing simulated stenosis severity and perfusion defect regions. Then,
assessment with ground-truth data should be used to validate our
functional model at patient-specific scale. We will look for correla-
tion between simulated results and ground-truth data. When pro-
vided with a severe diseased patient data, we could also concurrently
assess the effect of simulated stenting on the perfusion deficit region.
Note that considering diseased vessel regions might require revision
of the flow simulation to better represent complex flow behaviors.
Finally our framework does not clearly integrate yet the modeling
of microvascular disease. But is microvascular disease actually inde-
pendent of macrovascular disease? In clinical practice, microvascular
disease is commonly expected as a consequence of macro-lesions in
the upstream vessels. Nonetheless, cardiovascular complexity can
sometimes provide unexpected results: for example, perfusion de-
fect not correlated with identified stenosis. One could potentially as-
sociate such results to microvascular disease manifestation indepen-
dent of macro-lesions. However, we should keep in mind that other
macrovascular disease are still under assessment, and their influence
on perfusion still investigated. Diffuse disease is less obviously iden-
tified but certainly impacts blood transport. In addition, recent out-
comes suggest unsatisfying vascular volume relative to myocardial
mass (found in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy) are related with glob-
ally lower FFRct values [88]. This ratio might have an influence on the
perfusion, and thus could be an additional parameter to consider in
our modeling.
perspectives
The current framework comes within the viewpoint of simulating
myocardium perfusion from X-Ray CT data. Defining the bridge from
coronary vascular anatomy to myocardium perfusion at patient spe-
cific scale leads to many perspectives.
Validation of the generated vascular network itself would provide
refinement of blood flow modeling in large coronaries by incorporat-
ing more realistic boundary conditions. Also, the functional connec-
tion between vascular and myocardium compartments would foster
a more global consideration of the system, enabling to solve inverse
problems. Identification of the territories perfused by the diseased
vessel could ameliorate both prognostic and treatment planning.
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In the context of computational model, our project has not been re-
lying on a recent, trendy and powerfull one, that imitates the neural
network function: deep learning. Since such model requires a high
amount of data, its use is limited in our project. In facts, the current
framework could lead to the production of data to feed these mod-
els. Deep learning could help to produce faster solutions for parts
of the framework. It would be interesting to study the possibility
of learning complex vessel network structures for automated gener-
ations, following for example the Generative Adversarial Network
type of methodologies. However these methods should be handled
with care, since functional capacity could be difficult to integrate in
the model.
Once validated, an alternative way of reducing the framework com-
putation time could be to approximate the effect of the generated syn-
thetic vasculature directly via the porous model. This could rely on
coupling a porous model featuring leaking fractures at the segmented
vessel location, such as the one described by D’Angelo et al. [20]. Pa-
rameterization of this technique could be challenging since we would
only use vessels at the surface of the myocardium. Blood transport
would probably need to be modeled differently at the surface and
inside the myocardial tissue. In addition, flow might require to be
differently modeled between the outlets and along the vessels. The
current framework would likely help in the optimization of plausible
parameters.
Our work has focused on the left ventricle perfusion, since func-
tional ground truth data was limited to this compartment. However
one could consider extending the framework to include the right ven-
tricle, and even the atria chambers to complete the cardiac chamber
anatomy. This would avoid the complex and partial identification of
vessel perfusing the left ventricle. In exchange, it would bring the
challenge of working with more diverse blood flow demand. Since
contraction is less important in the right ventricle, the myocardial
oxygen uptake and perfusion is reduced compared to left ventricle
[19].
In a similar trend, the venous system could also be modeled, to
obtain a more complete flow loop. However, venous anatomy is diffi-
cult to segment from our X-Ray CT modality, since the contrast agent
is more diffused when reaching this compartment. An approach pro-
posed by Smith [92] approximates the venous tree as a mirror of a
6 Strahler generations arterial tree. When modeling transient flow
with wall elasticity in both venous and arterial trees, they achieve a
finer model of the flow rates and pressure distribution. Time depen-
dent simulation is computationally expensive, compared to steady
flow. However such transient study enables to verify that tracer wash
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out kinetics satisfies literature. This is an extra validation to compare
with specific 15O water-PET results.
Also, extending the modeling with estimation of collateral vessels
could help investigate pathology evolution. Since it is possible to
stimulate collaterals development [84], collateral growth simulation
could potentially help identify a less invasive treatment planning al-
ternative.
Incorporating then cardiac mechanics with cross-talk interactions,
and furthermore, electric and hormonal regulation system, would
lead closer to an ambitious complete virtual physiological model of
the whole organ.
Finally, similar approach establishing microvasculature anatomy to
estimate tissue perfusion could be applied to other organs, in order to
investigate additional physiological systems and dysfunctions. These
many perspectives of personalized computational models are inspir-
ing by both their complex challenges, and their benefits to patient
care.
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Abstract
This report aims to explain the CCO algorithm implementation in 2D, and its 3D extension.
This algorithm has been detailed by Schreiner in 2D [3] and Karch in 3D [1]. Because the implemen-
tation principle is spread between several articles, we propose to summarize hereafter the whole
implementation. Along the way, we provide our own interpretation of some finer details of the
method, that leave room for variants.
The CCO algorithm combines computational fluid dynamics laws, network geometry and
topology optimization to mimic vascular network growth.
Keywords: constrained constructive optimization, implementation
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Introduction
Constrained Constructive Optimization (CCO) consists of growing a tree governed by minimizing a
target function.
In Karch’s method the tree is constrained into a growing convex perfusion volume, and the target
function minimizes the total tree volume. Segments are added one by one and subjected to both local
optimization (single bifurcation scale) and global optimization (tree scale). The local optimization
is based on Kamiya’s work [2], whereas the global tree optimization has been implemented first by
Schreiner in 2D [3].
1 Global tree optimization
Initialization of the method requires as input some physiological parameters, the number of terminal
segments to reach, and a randomized starting point.
The CCO algorithm is introduced with the organigram in figure 1.
Each loop of the algorithm determines a new segment to be added onto the tree. Figure 2 provides
an example of the result of the first three loops. The perfusion territory is slightly increased before each
new added segment, to simulate tissue growth concomitant with vascular growth. A random location
is picked under some constraints (geometrical and physiological), to use it as a candidate for segment
extremity. Its connection is tested with neighbor segments, producing a bifurcation under topological,
structural and functional constraints. Due to mechanical laws, each connection also induces a specific
adjustment of all existing segment diameters. The optimal connection is then selected among all
connections as the one minimizing a target function (the minimal volume of the total tree).
1.1 Assumptions and boundary conditions
The vascular tree grows under specific assumptions and boundary conditions.
The perfused volume is supposed convex and homogeneously filled. The terminal segments corre-
spond to pre-arteriole level, feeding a non modeled micro-vasculature. The blood is an incompressible,
homogeneous Newtonian fluid, studied in a steady state and in laminar flow conditions.
The resistance and the pressure drop of a segment j are defined by:
Rj =
8µ
π
lj
r4j
with µ the viscosity (1)
∆Pj = RjQj (2)
The total resistance of the tree is calculated recursively by tree decomposition, considering parallel
and serial arrangements.
2
Figure 1: Algorithm of CCO. d_tresh is a distance threshold calculated at each iteration. A microbox
corresponds to an average area per terminal segment.
Figure 2: CCO example : output images of the first three loops.
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Parameter Meaning Value
Vper f perfusion volume 100 cm3
Pper f perfusion pressure 100 mmHg
Pterm terminal pressure 60 mmHg
Qper f perfusion flow 500 mL/ min
Qterm terminal flow 0.125 mL/ min
Nterm number of terminals 4000
µ viscosity of blood 3.6 cp
γ Murray bifurcation exponent 3
Table 1: Global model parameters
The physiological parameters are set following table 1:
The pressures at distal end of terminal segments, Pterm, are equal and correspond to the inflow
pressure to the micro-circulation.
The terminal flows Qterm,j are equal, and delivered into the micro-circulation against Pterm. Because
of flow conservation, the Qterm,j sum corresponds to the perfusion flow at the root Qper f .
The laminar flow resistance of the whole tree induces a given total Qper f accross the overall
pressure drop ∆P.
The produced tree is binary and its total number of segments is calculated from:
Ntot = 2Nterm − 1 (3)
This tree is subjected to Murray’s law, with a power coefficient equal to 3.
1.2 Initialization step
Inputs:
• convex perfusion surface (Aper f ) or volume (Vper f ) definition: position and shape. In our case
we work within simple shapes: circular or spherical shape.
• number of terminal segments, Nterm
• location of the root (in our case on the border of the perfusion territory)
• a random location inside the perfusion territory for the end of the first segment
From these inputs we estimate the average perfusion territory of each terminal segment when
reaching the goal Nterm, named "micro-circulatory black-box" [3]. We calculate rsupp, the average radius
of the black-boxes:
πr2supp = Aper f /Nterm (4)
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Before adding a segment, the perfusion territory area is incremented of one micro-circulatory
black-box. So, calling kterm the number of terminal segments at the current step of the algorithm, we
obtain after the inflation the perfusion territory area Ak:
Ak = (kterm + 1)πr2supp (5)
The segments are stretched correspondingly to this inflation. First their new lengths are calculated,
then each segment radius is rescaled in order to adapt the new tree resistance. Note that, as Schreiner
does, we do not recalculate segment positions after tree stretching but compute a conversion to the
kworld via a scaling factor relating to rsupp, thus Ak. Considering the radius of the final territory r f
r f =
√
Aper f
π
(6)
And considering the radius of territory of current step rk:
rk =
√
Ak
π
(7)
We define the length factor l f as the ratio :
l f =
rk
r f
(8)
This ratio can actually be simplified to:
l f =
√
kterm + 1
nterm
(9)
Respectively in 3 dimension we obtain a length factor:
l f = 3
√
kterm + 1
nterm
(10)
The tree is adjusted to the inflated world before starting the loop to add a new segment.
In a similar fashion, knowing the flow at terminal segments Qterm, we will increase the perfusion
flow with each during the loop to add a new segment, calculating as:
Qpk = ktermQterm (11)
1.3 Loop to add new segment
We are provided a new location, nloc, and want to find its optimal connection to the existing tree. For
this purpose we select the Ncon closest existing segments to this location, test their optimal connection
to the new location, and store the total tree volume resulting of it. Then, as a global optimization
process, we select the neighbor connection best minimizing the total tree volume.
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Figure 3: To add a new segment: test connection with neighbors of the new location nloc
1.3.1 Constrained new location nloc
A random position is picked, that has to fulfill two constraints: belonging to the perfusion territory
and respecting a distance criterion. This criterion is defined based on the final and current size of the
tree. In 2D, it is given by the following equation:
dthresh = (πr2supp/kterm)
1
2 (12)
with rsupp calculated from equation (4).
In 3D this criterion is defined as:
dthresh = (
4
3
πr3supp/kterm)
1
3 (13)
with
4
3
πr3supp = Vper f /Nterm (14)
This distance criteron is updated after each new segment is added, so that it decreases during tree
growth. If no location is found (after max_trial = 1000) that respects this distance to existing segments
within the perfusion territory, then the distance criterion is multiplied by 0.9 and the process repeated
until a new position is found that fulfills both constraints.
1.3.2 Test connection
The connection test corresponds to a single bifurcation optimization while taking into account its
impact on the whole tree.
Kamiya proposes a single bifurcation optimization by an iterative procedure [2], which is fully
detailed in section 2. At each of Kamiya’s iteration, we are provided a bifurcation point location and
radii of the concerned segments.
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1. We control that the resulting segments are not degenerate, which means all three segments of
the new bifurcations respect the following constraint between length and radius: 2ri ≤ li. If
they do degenerate we consider this bifurcation non plausible, skip it, and go to testing another
neighbor segment.
2. We assess and apply the consequence of this connection on the whole tree before measuring the
total tree volume. This process is detailed in sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4.
3. We calculate the total tree volume gradient (relative to the previous result of Kamiya iteration).
Along Kamiya’s iterations, the total tree volume is expected to converge to a local minimum.
The convergence is determined with a tolerance empirically fixed (in our case tolerance = 0.01).
If the convergence is reached, we apply an additional checks: we control that none of the three
resulting segments overlap any other existing tree segment. The bifurcation location, segments radii,
and total tree volume at convergence are stored to be later compared with other connections.
If the convergence has not been reached yet, we set the current radii and point location as a new
starting point for Kamiya’s optimization search.
1.3.3 Propagate new bifurcation impact on the whole tree
By adding a new terminal segment, generating a new bifurcation, we perturb the distribution of
segmental flows. In order to reestablish the correct terminal flows, the hydrodynamic resistance of the
tree must be adjusted. As the lengths of the segments as well as the terminal and perfusion pressures
are fixed, this can only be accomplished by proper rescaling of the segment’s radii.
If we define the reduced hydrodynamic resistance R∗ as R∗i = Rir
4
i we can calculate the reduced
hydrodynamic resistance of a segment including its left and right subtrees by recursively traversing
the subtrees:
R∗sub,j =
8µ
π
lj +
(
(rle f t,j/rj)4
R∗le f t,j
+
(rright,j/rj)4
R∗right,j
)−1
(15)
Considering the equations (2) and (1), we can calculate the radius ratio of two children segments from
resistance and flow:
ri
rj
=
(
QiR∗sub,i
QjR∗sub,j
) 1
4
(16)
with Qi and Qj the respective flow of sibling segments i and j.
Instead of storing the absolute radius for each segment, we consider the ratio between parent and
its children: βik = ri/rk and β
j
k = rj/rk with i and j the children, k the parent segment. Since the tree
respects Murray’s law, these ratios can actually be calculated directly from the ratio between children
segments (see appendix A for details):
βik =
(
1 + (
ri
rj
)−γ
)− 1γ
and βjk =
(
1 + (
ri
rj
)γ
)− 1γ
(17)
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Calculating the reduced resistance for each children with (15), and knowing the flow, we obtain the
children radius ratio from (16), which is used to calculate the β values, stored with the parent segment
properties. The subtrees distal to the new bifurcation remain constant and unaffected by the addition
of the new branch, whereas upstream bifurcations are updated following this exact same process. By
this method, called "balancing of bifurcation ratios", radius rescaling is propagated up the tree.
1.3.4 Measure target function
Calculate the root radius from
rroot =
(
R∗sub,root
Qpk
Pper f − Pterm
) 1
4
(18)
Then for each segment we obtain the radius from:
ri = rroot
root
∏
k=i
βk (19)
So we can calculate the total tree volume. This is the target function that we seek to minimize:
Ti = l
µ
i r
λ
i (20)
1.3.5 Select best connection between neighbors
We store the target function result in the Connection Evaluation Table (CET), for each of the tested
neighbor connection. The connection yelding the lowest total tree volume is considered as the optimal
one and added to the tree, updating flows and resistances.
If the CET does not contain at least two plausible connections among the Ncon = 20 neighbors
tested, then we extend the search to the Nmax = 40 neighbor segments. If at least two plausible
connections still do not come out of this process, we reject the tested location nloc and start again the
main loop to add a new segment with a new random location. By plausible connection we mean the
local optimization converges, with no degenerate segment and no crossing of any other tree segment.
1.4 Example of results and comparison
When comparing image results of our simulated 4000 Nterm tree, figure 4, with Schreiner’s results
[3],see figure 5, it seems we do not obtain the same radii.
Actually, this visual difference might be due to their visualization tool resolution, that could be
limited. Such assumption seems coherent when comparing the measured radii on 250Nterm tree along
bifurcation levels, cf figure 6.
Schreiner computed these 10 tree models with a Murray coefficient γ = 2.55. In figure 6 right,
we provide the same study with different gamma values. Our curve for γ = 2.55 is pretty similar to
Schreiner result, except that the slope is slightly steeper at the beginning. Also, our mean diameter
tends to 0.5mm when reaching the 35th bifurcation level.
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Figure 4: Output of CCO in 2D with different NTerm. (left) A 250Nterm tree generated in 9 min. Note:The
terminal pressure is adapted to the number of terminal segments, Pterm=63 mmHg. (right) A 4000Nterm
tree generated in 33 hours.
Figure 5: Fig 3 from Schreiner [3] : 4000Nterm tree.
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Figure 6: Radius study along bifurcation levels: mean and standard deviation at each bifurcation level
on 10 simulated trees. Top: result from Schreiner [3], including simulated model and measured radii
on anatomical data, computed with γ = 2.55. Bottom: our result comparing γ values: 2.1, 2.55 and 3.0.
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If we compare our 2D CCO radii distribution with Karch results (computed in 3D), in figure 7 we
have similar mean variations, in particular the slope steepness along the first bifurcation levels.
The algorithm we implemented might not be exactly the same as Karch and Schreiner,due to
internal parameters that were not detailed in their work, such as:
• d_tresh adaptation: we decrease d_tresh of 10% after 1000 unsuccessful iterations to get a new
location inside perfusion territory far enough from existing segments. There are no precision,
neither in Schreiner nor Karch work about this boundary.
• convergence boundary: we consider reaching convergence when total tree volume gradient
between iterations is below 0.01 mm3, and should be reached before 100 Kamiya’s iterations.
Nonetheless, by comparing results, visually and quantitatively (radii study), we can assume we
produced a similar CCO implementation.
2 Local optimization: single bifurcation scale
Kamiya proposes a numerical solution to determine minimum volume bifurcation under restriction of
physiological parameters, determinant pressure and flow, and locations of origin and terminals.
This method assumes the flow to be laminar and vessels are composed of straight ducts. In 2D the
vessels are lying on a plane, whereas they are contained in a volume for the 3D implementation.
Note: Karch found that the optimum positions of the bifurcations in their 3D model trees were
always found to lie in the plane defined by the endpoints of the respective three neighboring segments,
which is consistent with the literature [4].
Process: iterative nested loops
Defining a starting position as the convex average of origin and terminal locations, weighted by
respective flows.
(x, y) = (
f0x0 + f1x1 + f2x2
2 f0
,
f0y0 + f1y1 + f2y2)
2 f0
) (21)
Calculate each segment length.
l2i = (x − xi)2 + (y − yi)2 (22)
Numerically calculate the new radii r0, r1,r2. They are expected to satisfy both Hagen-Poiseuille’s law
and volume minimization.
When location of origin and two terminals segments, their pressure, and their flows are given,
according to Hagen - Poiseuille’s law:
∆P1 = P1 − P0 = κ(
f0l0
r40
+
f1l1
r41
), (23)
∆P2 = P2 − P0 = κ(
f0l0
r40
+
f2l2
r42
) (24)
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Figure 7: Radius study along bifurcation levels: mean and standard deviation at each bifurcation level
on 1 single simulated 250Nterm tree. Top: result from Karch on 3D CCO [1], including simulated
model and measured radii on anatomical data, computed with γ = 3.0. Bottom: our result computed
on two trees from 2D CCO, with same γ value.
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Differentiating the tree volume with x, y and r0 and equating them to zero, Kamiya obtains:
r60
f0
=
r61
f1
+
r62
f2
(25)
and
x =
x0r20/l0 + x1r
2
1/l1 + x2r
2
2/l2
r20/l0 + r
2
1/l1 + r
2
2/l2
, y =
y0r20/l0 + y1r
2
1/l1 + y2r
2
2/l2
r20/l0 + r
2
1/l1 + r
2
2/l2
(26)
The details to get these equations is provided in appendix B.
Using R = r2 in (25), we can express R0 as:
R30 = f0(
R31
f1
+
R32
f2
) (27)
Substituting this inside (24), one obtains the non linear system:



∆P1
κ R
2
1
(
f0(
R31
f1
+
R32
f2
)
) 2
3 − f0l0R21 − f1l1
(
f0(
R31
f1
+
R32
f2
)
) 2
3
= 0
∆P2
κ R
2
2
(
f0(
R31
f1
+
R32
f2
)
) 2
3 − f0l0R22 − f2l2
(
f0(
R31
f1
+
R32
f2
)
) 2
3
= 0
(28)
We are looking for the root satisfying these equations using a non linear solver. If the solution
converges, we get the new radii, that are needed to calculate the new position of the branching point in
(26). This locations is a new input for the loop to iterate again (calculating length (22), then new radii
(28), new location (26) and so on). If this iterative loop converges and the bifurcation total volume
decreases, the equation system is solved and provides optimal radii and position for the bifurcation.
Note: in CCO the pressure is not determined all along vessels (only at the root and terminal
segments). In order to adapt to our situation, we use an estimated radius to calculate the pressure
drops using (24). At the first iteration the estimated radii are all equal to the segment’s radius on
which is connected the branch: r0 = r1 = r2 = rori. Then, we will use the previously calculated radii
to update the pressure drops at each iteration.
Example of results
We give examples of results on different type of bifurcations. For these examples we used a tolerance
of 0.01 and maximum number of iteration of 100.
In the figure 8 (a), for symetric flows and child locations: the optimal bifurcation point corresponds
to the convex average.
The figure 8 (b) illustrates well a Steiner solution to optimal network [5]: it is more advantageous
to transport flows together by delaying bifurcation. In fluid mechanics context, this subadditivity
follows from Poiseuille’s law, according to which the resistance of a tube increases when it gets thinner.
The figure 8 (c) shows influence of blood demand on the bifurcation geometry: because flow is
more important on the right child, the radius is bigger and the bifurcation is dragged toward this
child. Also, we note that the bifurcation is less delayed than for symmetrical flows.
The figure 8 (d) shows the influence of both destination and demand.
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(a) Ql = Qr = 12 Qp (b) Random child locations and Ql = Qr =
1
2 Qp
(c) Ql = 14 Qp and Ql =
3
4 Qp (d) Random child locations and Ql =
1
4 Qp, Ql =
3
4 Qp
Figure 8: In blue the starting bifurcation (convex average position), in red the final bifurcation after
Kamiya’s algorithm reached convergence (tolerance = 0.01). Convergence was reached at 15th, 24th,
31st and 21st iteration respectively in (a),(b),(c),(d). Qp is the flow in parent branch, Ql and Qr are
flows in left and right children.
Karch implementation
Karch added lower and upper bounds to Kamiya’s algorithm that ensures: (1) the bifurcation position
within the perfusion volume; (2) the non degeneracy of the bifurcation (by constraining segment
length over segment diameter).
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Conclusion
We implemented this CCO method with the same Ncon and Nmax as Karch (respectively 20 and 40). The
2D procedure is a good start for debugging, visualizing the results and should be easily convertible
into 3D CCO.
We improved computation time by parallelizing the connection test of neighbor segments.
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Appendices
A Equation (25), from Kamiya & Togawa 1972 equation (6)
Kamiya uses Murray definition at equation (7) from Physiological principle of minimum work [6] that
he calls the simplest requirement for efficiency in the circulation:
f = kr3
with k being a constant, so that the flow of blood past any section shall everywhere bear the same
relation to the cube of the radius of the vessel at that point. Using it as:
r3i =
r6i k
fi
and combining it this with Murray’s law,
rγ0 = r
γ
1 + r
γ
2 with γ = 3
where r0 is the parent radius, r1 and r2 are the children radii, one obtains:
kr60
f0
=
kr61
f1
+
kr62
f2
that can be simplified into equation (25).
B Equation (26), from Kamiya & Togawa 1972 equation (7)
We have
V = π(r20l0 + r
2
1l1 + r
2
2l2)
and
l20 = (x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2
l21 = (x − x1)2 + (y − y1)2
l22 = (x − x2)2 + (y − y2)2
We rewrite (B)
V = π(r20
√
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + r21
√
(x − x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + r22
√
(x − x2)2 + (y − y2)2)
We derive each term with respect to x.
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∂
∂x
√
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 =
x − x0√
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2
=
x − x0
l0
,
same for the x1 and x2 term, so we have
∂V
∂x
= π
[
r20(x − x0)
l0
+
r21(x − x1)
l1
+
r22(x − x2)
l2
]
= 0
Discarding the π factor and separating the terms,
x
r20
l0
+ x
r21
l1
+ x
r22
l2
= x0
r20
l0
+ x1
r21
l1
+ x2
r22
l2
x(
r20
l0
+
r21
l1
+
r22
l2
) = x0
r20
l0
+ x1
r21
l1
+ x2
r22
l2
and thus
x =
x0
r20
l0
+ x1
r21
l1
+ x2
r22
l2
r20
l0
+
r21
l1
+
r22
l2
This is one half of Eq.(7) in Kamiya & Togawa. The other half is obtained by substituting x with y
everywhere. This is formally correct but not 100% satisfying since the li depend on x and y.
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C O N V E R G E N C E P R O C E S S
context
Inner growth cannot handle speed growth process due to 3D. Nev-
ertheless we want to grow trees that converge to their prescribed flow
qipresc, and reach the forest total flow Qpresc for a N tree forest.
Qpresc =
∑
N
qipresc (36)
This is not trivial since geometrical constraints prevent some of the
FN trees to deploy as much as required or even to get any new con-
nection. We build a method that can compensate such issues and
distribute Qpresc close to the prescribed tree values.
algorithm
The only action we can have on a tree during inner growth is to
deactivate it. The deactivation excludes the tree from any new con-
nection test. We cannot reactivate the tree after that, otherwise it will
lead to chaos in forest growth. Then the question is when shall we
deactivate the tree, knowing that not all of them can reach their pre-
scribed flow? To answer this, we observe the forest growth at a tree
scale every 500 iterations.
We call b all trees which did not have new connections within this
period, they are considered as "blocked" trees.
We call d all trees that are deactivated at the current step. To be
noted, the deactivated trees have not reached exactly their prescribed
flow, but a bigger value called final flow qif. We can deduce ∆q
i
which correspond to non available flow:
∆qi = qif − q
i
presc (37)
Observing the blocked and deactivated trees we calculate the amount
of flow that is "lost", e.g. won’t be assigned if trees stay blocked, and
should be redistributed on the rest of the forest:
Qlost =
∑
i∈b
(qipresc − q
i
k) −
∑
i∈d
∆qif (38)
We apply a rule after each new connection k inside the forest:
We distribute the available flow Qlost among all active and not
blocked trees, proportionally to their relative prescribed flow. The
value of pi is calculated such as:
pi = αiQlost (39)
129
130 convergence process
if tree is active and not blocked qik > q
i
presc + pi then
deactivate tree i
end if
with
αi =
qipresc
Qpresc −
∑
i∈d
qipresc −
∑
b
qipresc
(40)
Because we only apply the rule for activated non blocked trees we
can verify that∑
αi = 1 (41)
Knowing that the number of trees that are activated and not blocked
is Fan:
Fan = FN − Fd − Fb (42)
And consequently:∑
i∈an
qipresc =
∑
i∈N
qipresc −
∑
i∈d
qipresc −
∑
i∈b
qipresc (43)
For the trees that are activated but blocked, we apply the simple
rule:
if tree is active and blocked qik > q
i
presc then
deactivate tree i
end if
Final note: getting closer to the last iteration, we might find a neg-
ative Qlost value. Since we do not want to take risk to deactivate all
trees before reaching the last iteration, we set Qlost to zero in this
situation.
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M O R P H O M E T RY S T U D Y O N E P I C A R D I A L
N E T W O R K S
We computed a morphometrical study of 1287 epicardial networks
provided by HeartFlow, cf appendix 13. We observed significantly
longer element in human than in pig (data from [59]), see the figure
below 60 extracted from the morphometry study.
131
132 morphometry study on epicardial networks
Figure 60 – Element length study per label on 1287 epicardial networks.
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C O R O N A R I E S
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Introduction
In the last few years HeartFlow has securely stored a large database of patient cardiac CT. We are
interested in studying the segmented coronaries processed in the 1.4 workstation version. This
processing provides aorta and vessel segmentation from ostium down to 0.5 mm diameter, but also a
segmentation of left ventricle and its estimated mass.
We wonder if epicardial coronaries contains any specific pattern that could either help improve the
segmentation process (detect missing branch) or the patient diagnostic (provide physio-pathological
information). To this end we conduct a morphometry study of the patient epicardial coronary network.
State of the art: coronary anatomy
Coronary anatomy has been mainly studied on animals ( pigs [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and dogs [6]). Because
of ethical constraints few studies on human have been conducted ([7], [8], [9]), and always on small
amount of post mortem data. The HeartFlow database is significant in size. We want to qualify and
quantify the coronary network. What is the structure and function of the segmented vessels? To
analyze it we need to classify the coronaries. Several methods have been used so far:
Anatomical classification
Methods to assign each segment a generation, between ostium and capillary vessels:
• Weibel’s method was applied on bronchial tree [10]. The trunk is assigned order 0, then it is
extended as 2n branches of generation n.
• Strahler’s system originally comes from geographical studies ([11], [12]): it has been used then
for bronchial tree, pulmonary arteries and veins by Horsfield [13].
– The first method defined corresponds to the reverse of Weibel’s, which means the order is
assigned starting from the leaves.
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– In the second Strahler method, a constraint is added. If generation 3 meets generation 2,
parent vessel remains generation 3 (instead of 4), so method handles asymmetry. Van Bavel
used it to study area expansion ratio and bifurcation asymmetry of porcine coronaries.
The observed distribution was used to simulate a synthetic tree, which show a constant
bifurcation ratio, diameter ratio and length ratio from generation 2 to 8.
– A third method is called Diameter Defined Strahler Order (DD Strahler), and was created
by Kassab [1]. It reproduces Strahler’s system, but uses radii intervals to determine the
generation. It defines 11 radius ranges, from generation 1, corresponding to pre-capillaries
(about 10 µm) to generation 11, corresponding to largest epicardial coronaries (around
3 mm in diameter).
Functional classification
Vascular networks have also been studied from a functional aspect.
• Murray explained the design of a vascular tree based on the principles of minimum work with a
relationship between parent and daughters diameters at bifurcations [14]. This law was then
generalized by Zhou among subtree and their feeding segment [15].
• The bifurcation diameters’ distribution was also studied by Van Bavel [5] on cast data (diameter
range 10 to 500 µm) to explain flow heterogeneity.
• Using a measure of the branching rate on cast data, Zamir classified coronaries according to
their function : conveying vs delivering vessels [7].
The functional approach obviously tends to a more global scale, to the point of considering the
relationship with the myocardium. For instance, the stem-crown structure defined by Zhou is shown
by Van Horssen [16] to adapt to the layers of myocardium : endomyocardial territories have larger
stem segment diameter compared with epicardial and mid-cardial territories. The crown distribution
is also specific to the tissue layer because perfusion territories increase in size and decrease in number
from epi to endocardium. Before this, many studies were conducted to relate myocardium mass [17],
[18], [19] or volume [20], [21] to coronary diameter, length, or volume.
We studied anatomical and functional aspects of the coronary network.
Method and results
Implemented method
We want to quantify the network organization from an anatomical aspect. Because the segmentation
is limited to epicardial coronaries over 0.5 mm diameter, we cannot use a method based on upstream
assignment from capillary scale. Kassab’s method provides diameter ranges that we can directly use
to assign a generation to each vessel. Even though these scales come from pig measurements, human
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Figure 1: Generation assignment on coronary tree: order 11 (red vessels), 10 (orange vessels), 9 (yellow
vessels). Left: assignment based on the DD Strahler system. Right: after detection of the diseased
segment on LAD .
coronary diameters are expected closely conform to it.
We implement the automatic generation assignment defined by Kassab’s diameter ranges and
specific of to label (LCX, LAD, RCA). For each segment we calculate its median radius, using the
maximally inscribed sphere value from the model statistics. According to this median radius and
Kassab’s morphometry table, we assign a generation number, see figure 1. The DD Strahler generation
assignment enables us to obtain information regarding the network organization.
When recording each generation characteristics, we use two different definitions of an element.
The first one follows Kassab’s morphometry method, with an element defined as a serie of segment
belonging to the same generation. We will call this definition Kassab Element (KE). In the second
method, an element is defined by one stem and multiple ends connected segments of same genera-
tion, which enables us to assemble segments of same diameter into a crown shape. This is supposed
to preserve the functional unit of the network. We will call this definition Multiple End Element (MEE).
Because we work on potentially diseased vessels, we want to minimize the impact of pathology on
our measures (either during the generation assignment, or in the studies). We used several methods
to prevent the influence of pathology:
• Assuming that a segment of generation 11 (the largest) cannot arise from any smaller generation
(10,9,...), we ensure the generation decrease at each bifurcation. We apply this for all generations.
This induce corrections such as in figure 1.
• We detect diseased segments (stenosis, calcification, stent stored in artifacts properties) so we do
not consider them in average diameter measurements.
• We exclude from all studies the main vessels (LAD/LCX/RCA) containing occlusions.
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Results of the two methods
The number of segment per element, and connectivity values are collected for generations 11 to
8, for each label on 1286 datasets (data A), which represent 56483 segments. The calculated av-
erage values are stored in the ConnectivitySummary.json files, and the connectivity matrix in a
ConnectivityMatrix.txt files, provided for both methods in the zip archive. Looking first at the
average number of segments per element (SE), we notice the porcine network contains a higher SE
than the human one, see figure 2.
It also appears that we detect a generation 11 on the human LCX, whereas there is none on pigs.
And, on the contrary, we do not detect any generation 8 on LCX, whereas Kassab does.
It is important to remember that Kassab epicardial studies, either from cast or CT measurement,
were made on a small dataset (respectively 1 and 7 hearts). With our data, we are able to get more
insights about coronary diversity, which seems wide, see figure 3.
As expected, the MEE definition shows element with a higher number of segment than the KE
definition, at least for the biggest generations (11 and 10).
It is not surprising to find smaller connectivity values on humans for whom the SE value is smaller.
That is the case for both KE and MEE definitions, see figure 4. The first one shows average values not
too different from the pig’s connectivity. And again, there is still a significant diversity among these
see figure 5, presenting connectivity distribution for the 11th generation.
We can also notice that with MEE definition, the connectivity of the generation i with generation i
corresponds to the number of segment per element minus one. The MEE definition has the advantage
of including the size of the element into the connectivity matrix.
When looking at all these SE values and connectivity coefficients, and noticing such a diverse
distribution, we wonder if there is a coherence among the generations or labels.
Tracking SE along generations for each case shows quite an heterogeneity, see figure 6. This could
be induced by the global morphology of the patient, and we shall discuss this later in the biometric
study.
Tracking cases based on their first connectivity coefficient (connectivity of generation 11th with
11th), we observe a relative homogeneity along generations: coronary trees with highly connected
11th generation will maintain it on the downstream generations (10th and 9th). This relationship is
clearly seen with the MEE definition, see figure 8. It is difficult to show at generation 11 with the KE
definition, because most of the first coefficients are equal to zero (so all quartile values are zero which
does not allow us to differenciate subgroups). However the homogeneity clearly appears for the 10th
generation, see figure 7. Note, the figures for each generation and each label are provided in the zip
archive.
Tracking cases based on SE of a reference label to get their SE for another label, a relative homo-
geneity also appears, see figure 9.
Despite obvious coronary diversity among patients (as evidenced by SE analysis), the SE analysis
shows an internal tree homogeneity between main arteries (labels). Our connectivity study proves an
internal homogeneity of the tree within generations. We could assume these homogeneity properties
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Figure 2: Average segments per element for each label at generations 11 to 8. In blue: measures on
human coronary, in green Kassab’s measures on pig coronaries. Top : KE definition, Bottom : MEE
definition.
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Figure 3: Boxplot representing SE distribution for generation 11 to 8 at each label. Top: KE definition,
Bottom: MEE definition
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Figure 4: Average connectivity at generation 11 for each label. Top: KE definition, Bottom: MEE
definition
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Figure 5: Boxplot representing connectivity distribution for generation 11 for each label. Top: KE
definition, Bottom: MEE definition
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Figure 6: Tracking SE values of LAD based on generation 11, classified into quartiles. Left: KE
definition, Right: MEE definition
Figure 7: KE connectivity tracked for each case depending on the first connectivity coefficient of the
generation, classified by quartiles.
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Figure 8: MEE connectivity tracked for each case depending on the first connectivity coefficient of the
generation, classified by quartiles.
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Figure 9: Connectivity tracked along cases based on reference label SE (horizontal axis). Top: KE
definition, bottom: MEE definition
comes from optimal network design.
Sub-studies
Segment length
We measured the average segment length at each generation. Comparing with Kassab’s results, see
figure 10, we observe that the vessel length is specific to the species, but pretty homogeneous among
generations. The human vessels are about three times as long as pigs. This is strongly related to
the heart shape [22], which is more elongated for bipeds such as human because of gravity effect.
Consequently the coronaries need to spread around a bigger surface, with longer segments.
Murray’s law
Murray’s law is a formula relating the radii of daughter branches to parent branch, built on the
hypothesis that the vascular system flow is achieved with the least possible biological work.
The two energy terms that contribute to the cost of maintaining blood flow in any section of any
vessel are P f , that overcomes the viscous drag, and Pm, that maintains blood volume (metabolic
requirements for blood and vessel wall tissue). Both these terms are related to the radius in opposite
way, and the sum of them is to be minimized. With the flow noted f, radius noted r, and k depending
on both Pm and P f , the equation is minimized by
f = kr3 (1)
If flow, viscosity and metabolism are constant along the vascular system then the sum of cubic radii
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Figure 10: Average segment length for each label at each generation: comparison between pig (Kassab)
and human (our data) results.
should be constant, and Murray establishes the relationship:
rγ0 = r
γ
1 + r
γ
2 with γ = 3 (2)
This law is constructed for optimal situation, and in reality the gamma observed in coronaries
varies between 2 and 3 [5], [15], [23].
We collected measurements on 929 datasets. For each parent and its children the intersection
contour area is measured along the 2.5 mm closest to the centerline bifurcation point, but outside the
bifurcation field defined by the model statistics.
We studied a total of 12892 bifurcations. For each of them we calculate the gap to Murray’s law, ε,
defined as:
εγ = rγ0 − r
γ
1 + r
γ
2 (3)
We test gamma values in the range 0.5-3.5, and plot the number of bifurcations along the measured ε
see figure 11.
When decreasing the gamma value, the error epsilon shifts from high to small values, but the
cumulated error among all bifurcation (measured by the weighted area) find a local minimum around
γ=1.5. Because this value is far from those of the literature (between 2 and 3), we visualized the
relationship between parent radius and ε values, see figure 12. Murray’s law doesn’t hold along
the whole radius range. It seems to hold better for small radii, under 0.8mm. For this reason, we
conducted the same study on these small parent radius bifurcations, a total of 1294 segments. The
minimal ε is found with a γ = 1.9, see figure 13, which matches the literature slightly better.
Taking a more distant look at the bifurcations to visualize their diversity, we clearly observe
bifurcation asymmetry, see figures 14. This one is quantified by the asymmetry factor defined as :
AF = r1/r2 with r1 < r2 (4)
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Figure 11: ε distribution for γ value from 0.5 to 3.5
13
Figure 12: Cumulated ε depending on parent radius diameter for γ value from 0.5 to 3.5
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Figure 13: ε distribution for bifurcations with parent radius under 0.8mm with γ value from 1.5 to 2.3
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the ratio of the smaller child radius over the larger child radius. We also analyzed the expansion ratio:
ER = (r21 + r
2
2)/r
2
0 (5)
Both asymmetry factor and expansion ratio tends to increase with smaller radii, which is expected in
the literature.
Also, we noticed a pretty good correlation between the squared parent radius and the sum of
squared daughter radii, see figure 15.
Studying the data closer, we noticed 40% of the bifurcations are actually excluded from the study
because we do not get 5 area measurements (5 centerline points with 0.5 mm sampling) for each child
and parent of the bifurcation. This happens when one of the segment mostly or entirely belongs to
a bifurcation field. In this case there may be fewer than 5 measurements, and we do not use this
bifurcation in the study.
In addition, we noticed that a significant amount of bifurcations (26.6%) have a parent radius
smaller than one of the children radii, see top of figure 16. It is even more concentrated in small
parent bifurcations (under 0.8 mm radius): 39%. Visualizing coronary meshes, we observe this is
either due to stenosis, natural gap (which does exist, as pointed by Kassab [1],[24], and Kaimovitz
[25] ) or measurement errors (low quality segmentation, depends itself on image quality and analyst
precision), see bottom of figure 16.
Consequently we decided to exclude bifurcations showing parent smaller than a child, and apply
robust statistics on the remaining ones.
We applied a non linear least square minimization using Python and applying various formula to
estimate the error relative to Murray’s law. The results are presented in figure 17.
It seems the Murray’s coefficient obtained for small vessels is more coherent than for large ones.
However it is still lower than expected. These results could be due to measurement errors, disease,
or we consider vessels that are still too large or bifurcates too asymmetrically to respect Murray’s
law. Several authors reached this last conclusion: Sherman [26], Lubashevsky [27], and, more recently,
Wijngaard [28].
Nonetheless we made sure the first method we implemented (measuring the cumulated ε error)
would actually work to detect the correct gamma if it does exist, by testing it on synthetic data (created
as following Murray’s law and with random noise added). Even though the synthetic data is only
degraded with a simple noised, this allowed us to confirm that our method can discover the correct
gamma value (which is not mathematically trivial), see figure 18.
Also, we attempted to find a law that could fit the large vessel data only. Showed in figure 19 we
found a correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination of 0.9 and 0.8 for the equation:
r20 = r
2
1 + r
2
2 (6)
We can observe a pretty good alignment of the line defined by Orthogonal Distance Regression in
figure 19.
We cannot decisively conclude on this study: if it is not clear whether Murray’s law should or not
apply on large asymmetrical vessels, we are also unsure of the measurements accuracy, that can be
altered by disease and image quality.
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Figure 14: Asymmetry study. Top: children radii along parent radius (in blue: the bigger the child
vessel, in green the smaller one.) Bottom: Average asymmetry factor (red) and expansion ratio (blue)
along parent radius
17
Figure 15: Squared parent radius along squared daughter radii fitted with different regressions. Det =
coefficient of determination, Corr = coefficient of correlation, ODR = Orthogonal Distance Regression.
Figure 16: Larger child radius over parent’s one. Left: histogram of all bifurcations. Right: visualization
of some examples, rc = larger child radius, rp = parent radius (red: rc > 2 * rp, orange: rc > 1.5 * rp,
yellow: rc > rp, green: rc < rp).
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Figure 17: Results of non linear least square minimization. Left: on large vessels. Right: on small
vessels. r0 is parent radius, r1 and r2 daughter radii, k the number of bifurcations studied
Figure 18: Cumulated error for synthetic data and their original distribution
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Figure 19: Orthogonal Distance Regression finds the line of equation 0.907 x + 0.18
Figure 20: Stem crown relationship for data B
Crown stem relationship
The crown stem relationship comes from a generalization of Murray’s law [15]. We collected the
values for diameter, length and volume relationships.
This requires us to measure for the most proximal stem: the stem diameter, the cumulated length
and volumes of all downstream vessels, noted Dr, Vr, and Lr. Then for the stem of each element in
the entire tree we take the same measurements and normalize them by Dr, Vr and Lr. If there are
more than one element per generation we calculate the average ratio. This relationship was studied
on a larger dataset (2436 cases, data B). The volumes and diameters were calculated based on the
Maximally Inscribed Sphere (MIS) method from the model statistics. We find coefficient of the power
law similar to Zhou and Huo studies performed on pigs, see figures 20.
We actually also collected the stem crown ratios on the dataset A, but the measurements were
made using the intersection contour area estimation from the model statistics, which is supposed to be
less reliable at bifurcations. The obtained results seem to be closer to the literature values, see figure 21.
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Figure 21: Stem crown relationship for data A
Figure 22: Examples of data showing ratios close to 0.5 for generation 10. Left: length ratio = 0.497,
volume ratio = 0.482. Right: length ratio = 0.489, volume ratio = 0.440
This could mean that the manual measurement error is similar to the error on the intersection contour.
In both datasets, but mostly in B, it seems there are some typical length and volume ratios for
generation 10 (in green). The lines we distinguish in the cloud of points are more distinct for the RCA
vessel so we choose to find the source of the artifact on this label. The cases corresponding to the
main vertical direction on normalized crown length show ratios values between 0.479 and 0.525 ( -0.32
and -0.28 in log10 scale), there are 149 cases of these. The cases corresponding to the main horizontal
direction on normalized crown volume show ratios values between 0.399 and 0.501 (-0.4 and -0.3 in
log10 scale), there are 183 of these. Ninety percent of this specific length ratio cases also show the
specific volume ratio, the correspondence is coherent because vessel length is used to calculate vessel
volume. Visualizing these data we notice they all present along the main vessel, a small branch arising
close to the ostium, so that there are two elements of generation 10 in the coronary tree, see figure 22.
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Figure 23: Examples of data showing ratios close to 1 for generation 10. Left: volume ratio = 1. Right:
volume ratio = 1
For each tree, the ratio is calculated as the average value of all crowns of the same generation (Cji ),
and then normalized by the most proximal crown value (C0).
SCi = (∑
j
(Cji )/j)/C0 (7)
So if there are two elements of generation i: j = 2, C0i  C0, and C1i ∼ C0, then SCi ∼ 0.5 .
When carrying out the same study for the vertical and horizontal lines closed to the zero value on
log10 scale (so a ratio equal to 1), it appears that the ratios are equal to 1 for generation 10 when there
is no generation 11 on the RCA. The ratios are also closed to 1 when the generation 11 is a really short
segment, see figure 22 right.
The stem crown relationship is easier to put in evidence than Murray’s law in our data because the
measure are made at a less local scale, which is more reliable in terms of accuracy.
Connectivity related to patient biometrics
We focused on the LAD connectivity because this label is assumed to be less impacted by the coronary
dominance diversity (whereas LCX and RCA are directly influenced).
We want to test several hypothesis:
1. Are extreme connectivity values related to a biometric pattern? (e.g. we expect young women
with low BMI to show high connectivity)
2. Can we predict the average coronary connectivity for one label from these biometrics informa-
tion? (a model for each gender using BMI and age)
3. Some patients have a globally thin vessel morphology (detected by absence of generation 11,
using the DD Strahler ordering system), do these patient follow a bio-metric pattern ?
We screened the Information.xml files of 2469 cases using the CollectBioMetrics.py code. In
cardiovascular pathology, 3 biometrics are important to identify and diagnose patient risk: age, Body
Mass Index (BMI) and gender. We will start studying these metrics. Among all cases, 1405 files are
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Figure 24: Age distribution of 1405 patients.
Figure 25: Connectivity matrix provides us with 5 coefficients.
provided with these 3 pieces of data, 473 women and 932 men. Taking a look at the age panel, see
figure 24, we observe a near Gaussian distribution, excepting for two peaks: one under 20 years old
and one at 90 years old. It appears there is no underage patient so the first peak is a consequence of
typos, whereas the second is induced by an age limit in some scanner machines. We will make sure to
get rid of these data in the following study. The median age of the population is 61 years old. The
connectivity is provided for each patient with at least 5 coefficient linking generation 11 to 9, see figure
25 . We tested two approaches to use and analyze this information with biometrics parameters. We
tested them on the men’s data.
First approach : Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
To reduce the number of dimensions we apply PCA on the whole dataset containing connectivity
coefficient and BMI or age. When doing so, we notice the sum of the variance of the first two
eigen-vectors show that most of the information is present on the first axis:
• PCA on age and connectivity: ∑Variance(2 eigen-vectors) > 95%
• PCA on BMI and connectivity: ∑Variance(2 eigen-vectors) > 84%
• PCA on age, BMI and connectivity: ∑Variance(3 eigen-vectors) > 87%
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The resulting scatter plot shows neither clusters, nor correlation between parameters, see figure 26.
Second approach: linear embedding
Here we assume that the information contained in the connectivity coefficient follows can be reduced
to a sub-manifold, i.e. a subspace of lower dimension, also called embedding.
Testing different embedding, we ended using the Modified Locally Linear Embedding (MLLE)
provided by the scikit-learn python module (sklearn). Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) seeks a
lower-dimensional projection of the data which preserves distances within local neighborhoods. It
can be thought of as a series of local Principal Component Analyses which are globally compared to
find the best non-linear embedding. MLLE addresses the regularization problem by using multiple
weight vectors in each neighborhood.
Seeking such an embedding research on the 5 connectivity coefficients, we obtain figure 27.
The sklearn package does not provide the transform that is applied to obtain the two vectors, but
we analyzed the results looking at the coefficient values and observing the coronary tree. It appears
the coefficients C00, C01, C02 increase while C11, C12 decrease along the first vector (horizontal axis).
The second vector (the vertical axis) seems to be an indicator of the homogeneity of matrix coefficient.
This is coherent with the coronary tree we looked at in figure 28: toward the negative x values, the
number of generation 10 segments (in orange) is high, and is very connected to generation 9. Also,
the number of segment of generation 11 is very small into this direction. We observe the opposite
when going toward positive x values: generation 11 is more present, shows more connections with
generation 10 and 9. Nineteen coronary meshes were studied to make these observation, and are
stored in the ConnectivityMeshes folder in the zip.
We noticed the artifacts inducing alignments of points on the figure 27 is due to discretization:
connectivity for the generation 11 is an integer, so cases with the same coefficient C00 end up all
aligned.
No correlation or cluster were found between BMI and connectivity, or age and connectivity, or
the three parameters at once, see figure 29. It seems difficult to build any predictive model with this
information (answer to hypothesis 2).
We wondered if this representation of the tree structure would not be actually directly related to
the patient global morphology. Because the generation assignment is based on the segment diameter
it could influence the analysis that way. To check this we try to relate connectivity with two other
pieces of information: patient height (from xml) and left ventricle mass (calculated from its volume
and provided in the zhf).
We do not find any correlation between left ventricle mass and connectivity, neither in 1D, 2D, nor
3D, see figure 30.
We do not find any correlation between patient height and connectivity, neither in 1D, 2D, nor 3D,
see figure 31.
We considered studying the relationship with the three other cardiac chambers: right ventricle,
left and right atria. These are simulated starting from their respective blood pool segmentations. The
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Figure 26: PCA applied to reduce data dimensions. Top left: BMI and connectivity, Top right: age and
connectivity, Bottom: Age, BMI and connectivity.
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Figure 27: Plot of the 2D MLL Embedding. The colormap is set on the horizontal axis value
dilation of the blood pool surface until it reaches a wall thickness defined in the literature provides an
estimation of each chamber segmentation. However this process is based only on the inner surface
(blood pool), and because hypertrophy or hypotrophy can be induced from either inner or outer
myocardium surface, this process is not robust to detect hyper or hypotrophy of the myocardium.
Consequently we did not conduct this additional study.
Conclusion on the BMI-age-connectivity study: it seems there is no correlation between these data.
It is important to note that the median patient age is 61 years old. In the elderly (defined as over 65
years old), the BMI is difficult to interpret because of the muscle and height loss induced by ageing
[29]. Another metrics, waist circumference (WC), is more reliable for characterizing overweight in the
elderly, however we are not provided with this measure for any patient. We recommend to integrate
the WC measure in the acquisition protocol using the scout image, but medical protocol changes are
difficult to obtain. We looked at the relationship between age and BMI to make sure we did not miss
any correlation, see figure 32. We noticed some BMI outlier values due to unit conversions, that we
excluded from the previous and next studies.
We were expecting to observe tree pruning due to ageing, or unhealthy behavior. If vascular
pruning is studied on micro-vascular tree [30], it would be surprising to see it on such large vessels as
epicardial coronary. It is also complicated to prove this connectivity change because we do not have
patient follow up images.
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Figure 28: Plot of the 2D MLL Embedding and coronary tree colored according to their generation
(red: generation 11, orange: generation 10, yellow: generation 9).
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Figure 29: Embedded connectivity, BMI and Age. Top: the connectivity is embedded in 2 vectors
and projected with Age (top) and BMI (bottom). Bottom: The connectivity is embedded in only 1
dimension to project it with both BMI and age. Colormap is set on the first connectivity vector value.
Figure 30: Embedded connectivity and left ventricle mass relationship. Left: Looking for correlation
between LV mass, 1D connectivity embedding, and each of the 2 vectors of the 2D connectivity
embedding. Right: Looking for a 3D correlation between LV mass and 2D embedded connectivity
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Figure 31: Embedded connectivity and patient height relationship. Left: Looking for correlation be-
tween height, 1D connectivity embedding, and each of the 2 vectors of the 2D connectivity embedding.
Right: Looking for a 3D correlation between height and 2D embedded connectivity
Figure 32: Age and BMI of all patient. It appears the outlier BMI is due to unit confusion.
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Figure 33: Global morphology comparison related to age and BMI. In red: small morphology patients
(no generation 11), in blue: normal morphology patients.
Checking small morphometry: answer to hypothesis 3
We also looked at the global morphology of patient: if there is no generation 11 found in the coronary
tree, we consider the patient to feature a small morphology. We find 125 patients of this type, and
look at their BMI in comparison of other patients, see figure 33. No clusters appear. Among these
patients, 56 are women and 69 are men. Knowing that the original panel contains about twice as many
men as women, these numbers show that there are proportionally more women then men with small
morphology. This is expected because of natural mensuration difference.
Other biometrics
Because all previously used biometrics did not correlate with connectivity, we tested some additional
ones. We considered blood pressure information that are provided in the Xml. If we find the correlation
between diastolic and systolic pressure, there is none with 1D embedded connectivity. We also looked
specifically for hyper and hypotension relationship with connectivity, age and BMI, see figure 34.
Showing in red and blue hypertensive and hypotensive (defined by National Institute of Health), and
in blue normal tension patients. On 649 men provided with BMI, age, blood pressure values and
connectivity, 210 are hypertensive, 20 hypotensive. Note : we found 9 patients that simultaneously
correspond to both hypertensive and hypotensive definitions, this is probably due to typos in the data.
We are provided some cases with additional information such as smoking and diabete, but they
don’t have BMI, age, gender all at once, for a total of 1648 patients.
Among these 1648, 72 are mentioned as smokers, the others are not provided with the information.
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Figure 34: Blood pressure relationship with connectivity, BMI and age.Top: Relationship between
embedded connectivity, systolic and diastolic pressure.Down: Relationship between BMI, age and
connectivity for hypertensive patienst (red), hypotensive patients (blue) and normal blood pressure
patient (black).
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On the left of figure 35, we cannot see any specific distribution of the smoker population. Among
these 1648, 34 are mentioned as having diabete, the others are not provided with the information. On
the right of figure 35, we cannot see any specific distribution of the diabete population either.
In conclusion of the biometric study, it seems difficult for us to produce a predictive model related
to the patient profile.
Conclusion
Limitations of the data
The measure of the connectivity is impacted by many parameters: image quality, patient disease,
expert reproducibility, and so on. The connectivity definition itself is based on diameter models,
that are influenced by the natural patient morphology. Consequently the measures are directly
representative of patient coronary diversity. It is however difficult at this point to provide another
anatomical method that would classify each vessel in order to analyze the whole vascular network.
We are also limited by the scale we look at: we are only provided with the epicardial coronaries over
0.5 mm in diameter, whereas the network subdivides all the way down to 10 µm.
The biometric data provided show us that we work on a restricted panel of sick and old patients.
The information stored are not all relevant (BMI), nor fully reliable (typos, unit limit or conversions),
and not always provided for all patients (for instance smoking, diabete). Also, we do not have follow
up images of the patient, nor final diagnosis.
For the next studies it will be important to classify patients to identify the panel we have. It will be
interesting to classify the degree of disease but also the type: functional or strictly anatomical, du to
plaques or calcification, involving hypertension or hypertrophy etc..
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VA S C U L A R M O D E L R E S U LT S O N A D D I T I O N A L
D ATA S E T
We selected 8 low diseased cases, based on their FFRCT and per-
fusion results. We applied the vascular model generation method
on all of them. The number of generated trees was respectively
100, 72, 57, 60, 51, 65, 35, 49.
Visualization of the results are presented in figure 61 and 62.
We note that for the case 6 the algorithm ended before reaching the
6000 terminal segments. The growth ended after reaching 687 seg-
ments on left ventricle surface. The patient specific constraints pre-
vented from finding new connected segments, so that the algorithm
finally stopped.
We investigated the reason of this difficulty. Compared to other
cases, we observe a specific distribution of the rejected connections
for the case 6, see figure 63. Looking at the geometrical aspects of the
case 6, we noted that, the myocardium surface and epicardial coro-
nary volume are pretty small relative to the other patients, shown
in figure 64. This point suggests constraints to generate 1000 ter-
minal segments on surface of the left ventricle are too high for this
small territory. This encourage algorithm parameters to be adapted
to patient-specific geometry, and possibly to reduce the number of
terminal segment on left ventricle surface. Meanwhile, we should
test another random seed on the case 6, to assess if randomness can
overcomes this constraints issue.
The morphometry study of the 7 fully generated networks, against
porcine statistical data, is presented below.
Diameter Defined Strahler ordering
As in part I, section 3.3, we classify the vessels according to Kassab’s
ordering. As for the previous set of data, all segments range between
order 4 and 9, while vessels range between order 9 and 11. The seg-
ment average diameter along order correslated with the Kassab mea-
sures, see figure 65. Also, for all labels, the coefficient determination
R2 values relative to Kassab’s fits are all above 0.99. This classification
is then used to study other morphometric parameters.
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Figure 61 – Results on 8 patients (case 1 to 4): 6000 terminal segment net-
works. Rendering achieved with Renderman in Maya Autodesk.
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Figure 62 – Results on 8 patients (case 5 to 8): 6000 terminal segment net-
works. Rendering achieved with Renderman in Maya Autodesk.
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Figure 63 – Distribution of rejected connection test: example of standard
case (top), and case 6
Figure 64 – Segmented coronary volume versus myocardium surface
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Figure 65 – Measures along Strahler order for each label on 7 patients: Av-
erage segment diameter compared with Kassab’s fit.
Figure 66 – Measures along Strahler order for each label on 7 patients: Av-
erage element length compared with Kassab’s fit.
Element length
We plot element length against Kassab fitted models in figure 66.
As for the previous set of data, apart from the order 11, elements
are equal or significantly longer in our model, which is coherent for
human data.
Bifurcation assymetry
As for the previous set of data, bifurcation asymmetry follows sim-
ilar trend as online supplement of Kaimovitz [51], see figure 67. Our
generated networks are globally more symmetrical; continuity is en-
sured between segmented and simulated networks.
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Figure 67 – Asymmetry study on 7 patients compared with Kassab mor-
phometry. Top: SCoP segment radius ratio. Bottom: LCoP
segment radius ratio.
Tree flows
Most of the 432 trees reach their target flow, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.82, see figure 68.
Out of the 432 trees, 113 had difficulty growing, for similar reasons
as detailed in Part 1, section 3.3. When we remove these outlier trees,
the correlation coefficient between target and attain flow improves to
0.96 again.
Terminal segment diameter
We observe a unimodal terminal segment diameter distributions
for all but the case 3 and 5, see figure 69. The average value is
153± 53µm.
The non unimodal distributions of cases 3 and 5 are due to difficul-
ties of tree growths. These two cases exhibit the lowest flow correla-
tion coefficient (0.76 and 0.71). Trees that did not reach their target
flow lack subdivision branching, maintaining terminal segment diam-
eters relatively larger than trees that have reached their target.
Perfusion territories
As in part I, chapter 3 we also estimated terminal segment asso-
ciated perfusion territory with a Voronoi Tessellation. Statistics are
presented in table 6, and visualization of the distribution is plotted in
figure 70.
Finally, average distribution of territories per main vessel is also
compared to the literature in table 7. They are also close to refer-
enced values, even if showing a higher RCA territory and lower LAD
territory.
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Figure 68 – Correlation between target and attained flow on 7 cases
Figure 69 – Terminal segment diameter distribution for 7 cases.
Table 6 – Voronoi distribution
Volumes in mm3 Mbox Mean Ωi Std Ωi ΩMF
Case 1 23.5 22.7 30.8 5.
Case 2 18.5 17.3 44.4 5.
Case 3 17.2 16.5 51.7 3.
Case 4 14.8 14.2 32.5 3.
Case 5 17.7 16.8 64.6 4.
Case 6 16.9 16.2 29. 1.
Case 7 13.6 12.9 26.4 4.
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Figure 70 – Distribution of Ωi, volume associated to terminal segments for
7 cases.
Table 7 – Perfused volume associated to each main vessel
Result from RCA (%) LAD (%) LCX (%)
Voronoi on 5 patients 31.0 39.3 29.3
Reig (90 human hearts) 22.5 43.5 32.2
Weaver (60 swine hearts) 25.5 49 25.5
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This part of the project has been implemented by Lazaros Papa-
manolis under the supervision of Irene Vignon-Clementel and I.
To extend functional analysis into the myocardium with the help
of a computational model, here we consider the myocardium as a
porous medium. It is a continuous material constituted of 2 phases: a
solid phase, or matrix, which contains pores, and a fluid phase, that
fills the pores.
Among the different parameters describing the porous media, the
most important ones are porosity Φ and permeability κ. Porosity is
defined as the volume fraction of fluid:
Φ =
pore volume
domain volume
(44)
It proportionally connects the fluid velocity v and the perfusion ve-
locity (or Darcy velocity) ω:
w = Φv (45)
The permeability, κ, is the ability to let fluid go through, correspond-
ing to a conductance factor.
The porous model is constructed considering the same assump-
tions as for the 1D coronary model, see part II section 7.1.
To assess implementation of the porous model and its coupling
with the 1D coronary model of chapter 7, we initiate this work on
simulated data with simple geometry. We define the porous model
with the partial differential equation solver FreeFem + +, verify it,
and then compute a coupling with the 1D coronary model.
15.1 porous model equations
Because blood is considered incompressible and newtonian fluid, it
is governed by Darcy’s law in porous media. Darcy’s law, a homoge-
nization of Navier-Stokes, is described by a constitutive equation and
combined with the fluid mass conservation equation:
w+ κ∇P = 0 (46a)
∇ ·w = βsource (Psource − P) −βsink (P− Psink) (46b)
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with∇P the pressure gradient, β a coefficient describing the flow con-
ductance into and out of the tissue, and P the capillary bed pressure.
In the constitutive equation, 46a, since fluids flow from higher pres-
sure to lower pressure, it follows the pressure drop direction.
In the fluid mass conservation equation, 46b, βsource represents
the inlet through which the blood enters the myocardium with a pres-
sure Psource, while βsink represents the outlet through which blood
exits the myocardium with a pressure Psink. In terms of physiolog-
ical meaning, sources and sinks correspond respectively to arteriole
outlets and venous drainage.
The system is solved for the unknowns Darcy velocity and capillary
bed pressure, with pre-estimated parameters.
Verification test
A verification is designed into a cube geometry to verify the imple-
mentation of the porous model is correct.
For this purpose, we set boundary conditions on the 6 surfaces of
the cube as followed:
— Dirichlet boundary conditions
— On the face positioned at x = 0, named Γin, we applied a
constant pressure in arbitrary unit: PΓin = 0.
— On the opposite face named Γout, we applied a constant
pressure PΓout = 1000.
— On the four other faces we impose a Neumann boundary condi-
tion called "no flux", which induces that the normal velocity of
our fluid on those surfaces is zero. Thus our fluid cannot pass
through those surfaces, they are considered as hermetic walls.
We obtained the exact same value between simulated results and
analytical solution see figure 71. The visualization of the result is
provided in figure 72.
Figure 71 – Verification test.
The porous model implementation is thus verified.
Note that in our coupling conditions, we will have to set the en-
tering flow through source terms corresponding to the vessel outlets.
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Figure 72 – Visual result of verification test.
Also, the exiting flow will be represented by distributed sinks, it will
not be a boundary condition anymore.
15.2 coupling
We aim at coupling the 1D coronary model of chapter 7 with the
porous model of the section 15.1, in both rest and hyperemic condi-
tions. The process involves an initialization at the step k = 0, followed
by iterations coupling the two models.
The initialization is specific of the condition. It defines the dilation
of synthetic segments radii, and porous model parameters, which
will all be maintained constant along the iterations.
In the coupling iterations, the resulting pressure of the coronary
model at terminal segment ends PT,ik is used as input for the porous
model. The latter calculates flow values at terminal segments, that are
used as new inputs for the coronary model, qT,ik+1. The convergence
is established considering the terminal segment flow values between
iteration k and iteration k+ 1.
∣∣qT,ik − qT,ik+1
∣∣
qT,ik
< 1% for all i (47)
The figure 73 illustrates the coupling loop.
15.2.1 Initialization
Initialization is made specifically for rest and hyperemic conditions
at iteration k = 0. It involves a first computation of the coronary 1D
model, and the estimation of parameters for the porous model.
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Figure 73 – Illustration of the coupling loop.
15.2.1.1 Coronary model initialization
The initialization of the coronary model corresponds to the algo-
rithm described in part II, chapter 7 section 7.2.2.1. The model is
run until convergence specifically for rest or stress condition. It de-
fines synthetic segment dilation in the tree, which will be maintained
along iterations, and the first measure of pressure and flow at termi-
nal segments. These two values are used to estimate parameters of
the porous model.
15.2.1.2 Estimation of the parameters for the porous model
To initialize the porous model, we need to estimate the parameters
κ, βsource and βsink.
The permeability κ is estimated to 0.002mmPa−2 s−1 from the lit-
erature [15].
For each terminal segment end, we estimate βsource relative to
the terminal segment perfusion territory Ωi and the terminal seg-
ment flow qT,i. This perfusion territory is estimated from a weighted
Voronoi tessellation (Laguerre Tessellation, see part I, section 3.2, para-
graph Perfusion territories).
To get a sense of how to estimate βsource, we should consider the
physical meaning of the porous model equations. When considering
only the source term, if we integrate the perfusion velocity for each
terminal segment end i:∫
Ωi
∇ ·w =
∫
Ωi
βsource(Psource − P)dΩ (48)
∫
∂Ωi
w ·n ≈ βsource(Psource − P̄)Ωi (49)
The relation defined in equation 49 is exactly equal when Psource and
βsource are constant over each Ωi.
The value Psource is known, it corresponds to the pressure at the
terminal segment end. The pressure drop corresponds to the pressure
difference between the terminal segment i and the local region of the
porous compartment around this terminal segment (the volume Ωi).
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Considering the left term of equation 49 corresponds to the local
flow qT,i, we can thus estimate βsource as dimensionally similar to:
βisource ∼
1
RT,iΩi
(50)
Using the pressure and flow at terminal segment provided by the
coronary model, we estimate each βsource value with:
βisource =
qT,i
(Pisource − P̄)Ωi
(51)
For this we use the average capillary pressure P̄ =15mmHg as an
estimation of P [15].
The sinks are considered homogeneously distributed in the volume
(not explicitly generated), thus we have to determine one single value
βsink. In order to estimate βsink, we should consider the system be-
haviour when integrating over the whole myocardium Ωmyo, which
should be null, since there is as much flow entering as much flow
exiting:∫
Ωmyo
∇ ·w = 0 (52)
Thus ∫
Ωmyo
βsource (Psource − P) =
∫
Ωmyo
βsink (P− Psink) (53)
Considering Psink null, and estimating βsource and Psource as the
mean value of all βisource and Pisource respectively, we can now esti-
mate the βsink value for the whole myocardium.
15.2.2 Iterations
For the iteration with k > 0, the coronary model is simplified into
a single solver step. The flows qT,i provided by the porous model
are used as a boundary condition at the terminal segment ends. The
aortic boundary condition is maintained the same as in 7.2.2.1. The
solver provides pressure and flow along the vessels. Only the ter-
minal segment end pressures are provided as input for the porous
model. The prous model is solved with the parameters defined dur-
ing initialization.
15.2.3 Test results on simplified geometry
In this section, we work with simplified domain geometries: a sin-
gle bifurcation represents the vascular network, and the shell of a half
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ellipsoid stands for the left ventricle, see figure 74 (a). The two ter-
minal segments of the bifurcation, labeled 19 and 30, end on the top
of the ventricle, on two opposite sides. They are assigned equivalent
perfusion territories Ωi, see figure 74 (b).
(a)
Figure 74 – Visualization of (a) the simulated coronary and myocardium do-
mains, and (b) the Ωi territory associated to each terminal seg-
ment.
We study different cases in regards to
— the condition: either rest or stress
— the diameter of the terminal vessels: either equal or unequal
— the parameterisation of the beta coefficients: either calculated,
as described in section 15.2.1.2, or independent.
The varying studies are summarized in the table 8.
Rest Stress Rest with indepen-
dent β
Equal diameter case 1 case 2 case 5
Unequal diameter case 3 case 4 case 6
Table 8 – Definition of the 6 cases studied.
The variable of interests are :
— the source term pressures, provided by the 1D coronary model
at each iteration,
— the flow per terminal vessel, noted CFDflow, also output by the
1D coronary model at each iteration,
— the flow per source term, noted Myoflow, provided by the
porous model at each iteration.
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Below we detail parameters and results for cases 1, 3, and 6. Then
we summarize results of all cases in the next section.
15.2.3.1 Results for case 1
The case 1 corresponds to an equal diameter bifurcation in rest
condition. The table 75 summarizes the initial parameters.
Figure 75 – Initial parameters for case 1
Parameter Value Units Description
K 0.002 mm2 Pa−1 s−1 Permeability div. by blood viscosity
Psink 0 Pa Venous tree pressure
βsink 10.9844× 10−5 Pa−1 s−1 Venous tree beta
P̄ 1999.84 Pa Average capillary tree pressure
tv 19 tv 30
Pisource,k=0 12 374.4655 12 373.4995 Pa Source pressure for term. vessel i
βisource 2.0718× 10−5 2.1632× 10−5 Pa−1 s−1 Beta of term. vessel i
qT,ik=0 27.0567 27.7974 mm
3 s−1 Flow rate of term. vessel i
RT,ik=0 457.3523 445.1306 Pamm
−3 s Resistance of term. vessel i
Viperf 126.5640 123.1915 mm
3 Perfusion volume of term. vessel i
The figures 76 and 77(a) show respectively flow and pressure evo-
lution at terminal segment outlets along iterations. Pressures have
converged to their final values at iteration 2. Flow values are ex-
actly equal at k = 3. The figure 77(b) provides visualization of the
iso-pressure in the porous model at the 9th iteration, so reached con-
vergence. The minimum and maximum pressure values obtained in
myocardium are respectively 1982.44 and 2016.87 Pa, equivalent to
14.87 and 15.13mmHg.
Figure 76 – Flow results along iterations at terminal segments 15 and 30 in case 1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 77 – Pressure results in case 1. (a) Pressure along iterations at termi-
nal segments 15 and 30 in case 1. (b) Visualization of pressure
iso values in porous model at iteration 9
15.2.3.2 Results for case 3
The case 3 corresponds to an unequal diameter bifurcation in rest
condition. However the associated territory to each terminal segment
Ωi are still equivalent, as in case 1. The table 78 summarizes the
initial parameters.
Figure 78 – Initial parameters for case 3
Parameter Value Units Description
K 0.002 mm2 Pa−1 s−1 Permeability div. by blood viscosity
Psink 0 Pa Venous tree pressure
βsink 10.1821× 10−4 Pa−1 s−1 Venous tree beta
P̄ 1999.84 Pa Average capillary tree pressure
tv 19 tv 30
Pisource,k=0 12 353.1806 12 394.3465 Pa Source pressure for term. vessel i
βisource 3.1116× 10−5 1.1107× 10−5 Pa−1 s−1 Beta of term. vessel i
qT,ik=0 40.5528 14.3013 mm
3 s−1 Flow rate of term. vessel i
RT,ik=0 304.619 862.2408 Pamm
−3 s Resistance of term. vessel i
Viperf 126.5640 123.1915 mm
3 Perfusion volume of term. vessel i
The figures 79 and 80(a) show respectively flow and pressure evo-
lution at terminal segment outlets along iterations. The simulation
requires one more iteration than in case 1 to converge, which can
be expected since the bifurcation is unbalanced. The pressures con-
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verged to their final values at the third iteration, and flow values are
exactly equal at the next one. The figure 80(b) provides visualization
of the iso pressure in the porous model at the 9th iteration, so reached
convergence. The pressure values obtained in myocardium show a
larger range than in case 1: minimum and maximum are respectively
1605.75 and 2360.15 Pa, corresponding to 12.04 and 17.70mmHg.
Figure 79 – Flow results along iterations at terminal segments 19 and 30 in case 3.
(a) (b)
Figure 80 – Pressure results in case 3. (a): along iterations at terminal seg-
ments 15 and 19. (b):Visualization of pressure iso values in
porous model at iteration 9.
15.2.3.3 Results for case 6
The cases 6 challenges the porous model properties by imposing
equal βsource values for an unequal diameter bifurcation, in rest
condition. With this parameterization we expect convergence to be
achieved with equal flow values at terminal vessels.
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Figure 81 – Initial parameters for case 6
Parameter Value Units Description
K 0.002 mm2 Pa−1 s−1 Permeability div. by blood viscosity
Psink 0 Pa Venous tree pressure
βsink 10.8935× 10−5 Pa−1 s−1 Venous tree beta
P̄ 1999.84 Pa Average capillary tree pressure
tv 19 tv 30
Pisource,k=0 12 353.1806 12 394.3465 Pa Source pressure for term. vessel i
βisource,independent 2.1× 10−5 2.1× 10−5 Pa−1 s−1 Beta of term. vessel i
qT,ik=0 40.5528 14.3013 mm
3 s−1 Flow rate of term. vessel i
RT,ik=0 304.619 862.2408 Pamm
−3 s Resistance of term. vessel i
Viperf 126.5640 123.1915 mm
3 Perfusion volume of term. vessel i
The table 81 summarizes the initial parameters.
The figures 82 and 83(a) show respectively flow and pressure evo-
lution at terminal segment ends along iterations. Pressure and flow
convergence are reached at same iteration as in case 3. As expected,
converged terminal flow values are equal despite the unbalanced di-
ameter bifurcation. Also, the terminal segment end pressures con-
verge toward close values, respectively 12 373.89 and 12 374.76 Pa for
vessel 19 and 30. The resulting pressure field in the myocardium is
nearly constant: only a 4× 10−2 Pa drop, see figure 80(b). These re-
sults show the homogenization impact of the porous model on the
whole simulation.
Figure 82 – Flow results along iterations at terminal segments 19 and 30 in case 6.
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(a) (b)
Figure 83 – Pressure results in case 6. (a): along iterations at terminal seg-
ments 19 and 30. (b):Visualization of pressure iso values in
porous model at iteration 9.
15.2.3.4 Summary of results on simulated data
All case results are summarized in table 84. The coupling results
show communication between the two models, and convergence within
2− 3 iterations for all cases.
Results obtained in stress conditions exhibit both higher terminal
segment flows, and higher pressure drop in the myocardium, which
is coherent.
Case 5 and 6 highlight the impact of porous model βsource pa-
rameterization on the coupling. Unequal values induce differencia-
tion of terminal segment flow and higher pressure drop inside the
myocardium. Equal value on whole myocardium is responsible for
homogenization of terminal segment flow and myocardium pressure
drop decrease.
15.2.4 Preliminary result on patient data
We obtained a preliminary result on patient data. This result cor-
responds to a 1 way coupling, meaning at the end of the step k = 0.
It was computed in rest condition for two different definition of the
βsource parameters.
In the case (i) we calculate the βsource as described in 15.2.1.2,
we obtain minimum and maximum pressure value inside the my-
ocardium respectively of 10.16 and 23.07mmHg, see figure 85. In the
case (ii), we use a single βsource for the whole myocardium, of value
3× 10−6 Pa−1 s−1. We obtain a smaller pressure drop inside the my-
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Rest Stress Rest with independent β
Equal diameter case 1 case 2 case 5: unequal βisource
(∼case 3 values)
qT,19 (mm3 s−1) 27.08 106.90 39.81
qT,30 (mm3 s−1) 27.77 109.40 14.60
∆Pmyo (Pa) 34.43 61.57 754.40
Unequal diameter case 3 case 4 case 6: equal βisource
(∼case 1 values)
qT,19 (mm3 s−1) 39.81 153.07 27.42
qT,30 (mm3 s−1) 14.60 59.60 26.99
∆Pmyo (Pa) 754.40 1336.72 0.06
Figure 84 – Definition of the 6 cases studied.
ocardium, with minimum and maximum pressure value respectively
of 14.69 and 15.49mmHg, see figure 86.
Figure 85 – Pressure results of the 1 way coupling on case (i) for 1 patient
Technical issues need to be resolved, and these results will be sub-
mitted to further investigations. We are also working on implementa-
tion of the last step of the loop.
15.2.5 Future work
The final objective is to assess this coupling on patient data: with
the 6000 terminal segment generated network, and our left ventricle
segmentation. It will be interesting to compare with the flow dis-
tribution obtained in chapter 8. We expect the coupling to induce
homogenization of the flow distribution.
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Figure 86 – Pressure results of the 1 way coupling on case (ii) for 1 patient
Parameterization of both coronary and porous model can be stud-
ied in regard of the ground-truth data. In particular βsource can
be estimated locally, globally, or interpolated via the distance to the
source term.
Also, the coupling could be assessed on vascular network of vari-
ous size (number of terminal segments), to identify the adequate size
that enables to reach flow homogenization. In order to confirm the
parameterization of the coupled modelization, we will also need to
assess it on patient data with acute disease.

16
C O N T R I B U T I O N S
This appendix summarizes individual software contributions to the
project.
16.1 personal contributions
— Automated generation of input images necessary for CCO For-
est algorithm, starting from left ventricle, left atrium and whole
heart segmentation, cf Part 1 figures 17 and 18.
— CCO Forest algorithm, cf chapter 2.
— Conversion tool for visualization of synthetic vascular network
geometry in Maya Autodesk with RenderMan. This tool gener-
ates a polygonal network in object file format (obj), that is then
smoothed with fast subdivision, see figure 87.
— Studies of vascular network morphometry, comparing with Kassab
porcine data, cf chapter 3.
— Studies of flow, pressure, resistance along vessels, and myocardium
flow distribution resulting from CFD, cf chapter 8.
— Design of AHA parcellation tool and verification against nomen-
clature, cf section 8.5.3.1.
— Polarmap projection and per segment measure comparison with
experimental data, 8.5.3.2.
— To assess porous model results within patient data, two tools
have been achieved. One uses gmsh and mmg softwares to con-
vert the left ventricle surface mesh to a volume mesh, with
possibility of refinement, see figure 88. Another one transfers
MBF values from the mesh (value per tetrahedron) to an im-
age (value per voxel). This latter format is the input one for
the functional analysis within the myocardium (AHA parcella-
tion and polarmap projection). This second tool is illustrated
on simulated data in figure 89.
16.2 contributions of collaborators
— Identification of segmented vessel perfusing left ventricle and
distribution of synthetic trees along segmented vessels: Hyun
Jin Kim (HeartFlow).
— 1D coronary model for rest and stress conditions: Hyun Jin Kim
(HeartFlow).
— AHA parcellation tool implementation: Karl Hahn (HeartFlow).
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— Porous model in FreeFem++ and coupling with 1D coronary
model, for both simulated and patient data: Lazaros Papamano-
lis (CentralSupélec) under supervision of Irene Vignon-Clementel
(INRIA) and I.
Figure 87 – Visualization of the polygonal network from obj format (left),
and its smoothed version (right)
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Figure 88 – Conversion from surface mesh (left), to a 57453 tetrahedral mesh
(mid), and 122941 tetrahedral mesh (right).
Figure 89 – Bi-labeled mesh (top) transfer to an image format visualized
with itk snap (bottom). In the image the multi-color points cor-
respond to vertices locations. There is a loss of information at
borders of the object during the transfer (white voxels).
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